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EXECUTIVE	SUMMARY

Introduction

This report presents a synthesis of project-level final evaluations, carried out 

after three years of implementation of the Building Resilience and Adaptation 

to Climate Extremes and Disasters (BRACED) programme.

Building	Resilience	to	Climate	Extremes	and	Disasters

Using evidence provided by implementing partners, this report examines the 

following central synthesis evaluation question: 

How, where, when and why do BRACED interventions work, 

and what can be learned/how can good practice be replicated?

By learning from projects about which approaches work and in what contexts, 

BRACED aims to influence policy making and development planning in national 

and local governments and regional and international initiatives. 

The projects have implemented packages of activities working directly with 

individuals, households and communities as well as with local-level institutions, 

local and national governments, and in collaboration with the private sector. In 

combination, these packages of activities aimed to contribute towards achieving 

the overall outcome of improved resilience to climate-related extremes 

and disasters.

Project activities include: training (e.g. in the use of improved seeds, in climate-

smart technology, health and nutrition); support for natural resource management; 

establishing and supporting EWS; water management and water and sanitation 

hygiene (WASH) activities; improving access to climate information; supporting 

access to financial services (savings and loans groups, microfinance and insurance). 

The resilience results sought by BRACED projects are strongly linked to the 

development outcomes that the projects have achieved. Resilience is also about 

the processes involved in realising those outcomes: for example, in bridging 

institutional ‘gaps’ or in changing underlying social norms and beliefs to make 

the intervention work, recognising resilience as an intermediate outcome.

We have supported implementing partners in using a realist ‘lens’ while 

collecting their final evaluation data and in their analysis to help us to answer 

the synthesis question. 

Through a 3-year,
£110 million UK

Government-funded
programme,

BRACED supports

across 13 countries 
in East Africa, the

Sahel and Asia

... to become more resilient to climate extremes and disasters

!

to help up to
5 million

people...120
organisations

in 15 
consortia
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In realist evaluation, context is understood as the most important influence on 

whether an intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred 

to as a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’, 

as well as the mechanisms themselves, and outcomes.

Outcomes:	what	the	BRACED	programme	has	achieved

The 15 projects that comprise BRACED are achieving outcomes for poor people 

that contribute to strengthened resilience and adaptation, with some interventions 

already supporting women and men in target areas to improve wellbeing in spite 

of shocks and stresses. Outcomes fall within four interconnected domains. An 

outcome in one domain (for instance, reliable access to water, and associated 

time saved) might be a precondition for another (such as women’s participation 

in community-level decision making). The domains are:

• Individual	and	household-level	outcomes:	What difference has BRACED 

made for individuals and their families, and how has wellbeing increased 

in spite of shocks and stresses?

• Institutional	outcomes: from local community to national level: 

How are people planning and acting differently as a result of BRACED?

• Inclusive	outcomes: What change has BRACED created for women, 

and how have the projects promoted social inclusion?

• Information	outcomes: How are people using climate information 

to anticipate risks and plan for long-term change?

BRACED projects report evidence of a	range	of	outcomes	for	individuals	

and	households, as well as building understanding of how and why projects 

have contributed to this change in different contexts. These outcomes fall into 

two groups.

The first group are the result of greater absorptive, adaptive or anticipatory 

capacities, but are also intermediate outcomes which create contextual conditions 

necessary for further progress toward resilience. They are:

• Increased and diversified income.

• Improved food security and dietary diversity.

• Improved access to water for food and agriculture. 
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The second group of outcomes are building blocks of the pathway toward 

increased resilience, in that they contribute to absorptive, adaptive and 

anticipatory capacities. They are important outcomes in themselves but also 

interact to contribute to the first group of outcomes listed above. They are:

• Improvements to agricultural systems and practices.

• Improvements to livestock systems and practices.

• Access to financial services, including credit, loans and insurance.

BRACED has contributed to a range of institutional	changes	at	local	and	

national	levels. This includes: embedding climate risk within local planning; 

building and strengthening local organisations to implement resilience activities 

and respond to disasters; creating and facilitating agreements around land tenure 

and resource use to reduce conflict; as well as actions to influence national 

policy and build capacity to govern adaptation.

These institutional changes support the individual and household changes to 

which the BRACED projects have contributed. It is critical in creating a context 

necessary for building anticipatory, adaptive and absorptive capacities. It also 

creates potential for transformation, including creating impact at scale, and 

shifting power relationships to enable inclusive, risk-informed decision-making 

processes that involve women and disadvantaged and marginalised groups.

Addressing various forms of social inequality and exclusion is an implicit focus 

within the BRACED theory of change. Inclusion is a development outcome that 

both supports, and is supported by, resilience. The majority of projects have at 

least some focus on ensuring equitable benefits and ensuring that they reach 

vulnerable groups, but a smaller number have specific goals related to tackling 

the root causes of exclusion. The strongest evidence of change is centred around 

gender and women’s empowerment. BRACED projects and their evaluations 

were largely marked by a lack of disaggregation by age, gender, disability and 

other forms of disadvantage and social exclusion. The BRACED final evaluations 

were notably blind to disability inclusion, with no projects mentioning deliberate 

action to promote inclusion for people with disabilities, although one IP 

(Myanmar Alliance) explicitly works with with people with disabilities. 

BRACED projects demonstrated considerable achievement in brokering access 

of climate	information, particularly short-term and seasonal forecasts. This 

is increasing anticipatory capacity: people are using the information to plan 

agricultural and livelihood activities and reduce losses from climate hazards. 

The effectiveness of efforts in this area is underpinned by work that links different 

scales to address supply and demand for information. Importantly, projects have 

focused not only on technology and information products, but the institutions 

that shape how information is interpreted, communicated and used. This 

includes the relationship between scientific and traditional forecasting.

While the uptake of short-term and seasonal weather forecasts has been strong, 

more needs to be done to integrate longer-term climate projections into decision 

making and planning.
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How	and	why	change	happens

The messages emerging from the BRACED project final evaluations about how 

and why change happens relate to providing the right kinds of incentives so 

that people respond to the project activities in positive ways. These incentives 

link directly to the contexts in which the projects are working: weak markets and 

institutions, high levels of poverty and low asset base, and low levels of trust 

in external intervention. 

• In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and institutional 

linkages, carrying out activities that help to strengthen linkages across local 

institutions and different activity areas can create incentives for people to 

participate – for example, by linking savings to potential income-generating 

activities, which in turn are helped to ‘bear fruit’ through support to 

improving market and other institutional linkages. 

• This, in turn, generates further confidence and motivation to invest in 

new areas that are likely to improve absorptive and adaptive capacities 

and therefore resilience.

• The sequencing of activities is important, especially where the provision 

of climate information is involved, so that people are able to act on it.

• Strengthening market linkages by supporting private sector actors 

to operate in the remote areas in which many of the BRACED project 

participants are living, reduces the risk to private sector providers entering 

new markets, brokering products and services that meet the needs of 

BRACED project participants. This fills a real gap in provision and changes 

fundamentally the external context with the potential for real, systemic 

and transformative change.

• Providing resources such as tools and materials or addressing basic needs 

means that people are more likely to respond to the project resources and 

implement activities resulting in tangible, longer-term benefits. This can be 

the difference between people participating and the project succeeding, 

or not.

• Community buy-in requires projects that respond to or change the 

context so that sufficient trust is generated towards the project for 

people to participate. This can be through working collaboratively with 

communities, getting the right people on board at the community level, 

including capitalising on demonstration effects by early adopters, ongoing 

involvement of project staff and follow-up with communities, emphasising 

practical demonstration.

• This means interventions are more likely to address beneficiary needs 

and expectations, uptake is higher and people will actually carry 

out activities to improve their absorptive and adaptive capacities. 

Interventions and results are more likely to be sustainable after 

direct project involvement ends.
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• At higher levels of the system, strengthening and raising the capacity 

of key institutional actors with influence at the national level leads to raised 

awareness and an increased likelihood of socially responsible investment and 

policy. This potentially will improve the wellbeing and absorptive capacities 

of marginalised people.

• Where existing policies work against poor, marginalised people and groups, 

a coordinated advocacy strategy implemented with partners with capacity 

is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders at national and regional 

level in order to achieve effective and sustained change. 

Box	1:	Summary	mechanisms

Implementation responds to context

• Hands-on, practical support that is relevant.

• Project demonstration.

• Ongoing involvement and follow-up.

Layering and linking: between activities, institutions and across scales

• Layering and linking of activities.

• Using existing institutional structures.

• Linking across different institutional ‘levels’.

Influencing context to create conditions for change

• Access to financial services.

• Institutional change including social norms/culture. 

Collaboration and credibility

• Participatory design and implementation.

• Activities in line with needs of community.

• Strong involvement of village leaders.

• Practical demonstration.

• Word-of-mouth.

• Engaging the right champions/higher level formal institutions.

• Using existing (formal and informal) institutional structures.

• Working with recognised expertise.

Meeting basic needs as an underlying condition for further participation

• Accepted by participants as responding to their needs and priorities.

• Participants able to take risks.

• Quick wins help buy-in.

Providing incentives and subsidies to encourage participation

• Meeting community expectations.

• Overcoming lack of trust.

• Compensating for low commercial viability.
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Strengthening institutions and linking across scales

• Strengthening links in communities.

• Building understanding and capacity at higher institutional levels.

• Advocacy to shift attitudes.

• Working with high-capacity partners.

Working with the private sector to create public-private linkages

• Creating markets and employment opportunities.

• Improving farmers’ business sense.

• Institutional change: market linkages to formalise sector.

• Institutional change: addressing thin or missing markets by brokering 

supply of products and services, stimulating demand and improving 

market dynamics.

Concluding	comments	and	reflections

BRACED projects have made considerable progress towards building 

and strengthening resilience despite the short time-frame of the programme 

(3 years). The evidence presented in the BRACED project final evaluations and 

the synthetic analysis using a realist lens highlight a number of valuable insights 

into how good practice, demonstrated by the projects, can be replicated. 

Some outcomes such as improved access to financial services and to climate 

information are showing potential not only at the local level but system-wide; 

a number of implementation models have achieved local impact and could 

be replicated across contexts.

Overall, the holistic approach of most of the BRACED projects suggest that 

the combination of activities, approaches to implementation and layering of 

outcomes determine the extent to which they build resilience. These matter, 

crucially, to fostering the right (enabling) contexts and, in turn, appropriate 

incentives so that people respond to the project activities in the right ways. 

To bring about systemic, transformative change, project activities must address 

any disconnectedness between different institutional levels, building and 

strengthening capacity and community, local and national levels to achieve 

resilient change.



PART	1.
BACKGROUND	TO	
THE	EVALUATION

Image:USAID/MorganaWingard
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1.1	 What	is	BRACED?
The Building Resilience and Adaptation to Climate Extremes and Disasters 

(BRACED) programme is a three-year, £110 million programme funded by the UK 

Department for International Development (DFID). The programme launched in 

January 2015. It supported over 120 organisations in 15 consortia to implement 

15 projects across 13 countries in East Africa, the Sahel and Asia. These consortia 

include local government and civil society organisations, research organisations 

and the private sector. 

BRACED has been implemented over a relatively short length of time in 

countries with populations that are already being disproportionally affected 

by climate extremes and disasters.1 Global warming both increases the frequency 

1	 Attheendofoctober2017,DFIDdecidedtoextendtheBrAcEDprogramme
foranother15months(fromJanuary2018toMarch2019).thisperiod(andthe
wrapupperiodthatfollows)isreferredtoastheBrAcEDextension.nineIPs
havereceivedgrantsundertheBrAcEDextension.Itaimstocoversomeofthe
activitiesoriginallyenvisagedundercomponentDoftheBrAcEDprogramme
aimingtodevelopnationalandinternationalcapabilityandcapacitytorespond
toclimateextremes.BrAcEDextensionincludesano-costextensiontoextend
currentBrAcEDimplementationactivities(untilMarch31st2018withwrap-up
toJune2018).theadditionalfundingforBrAcEDprojectsisseparatedintotwo
distinctwindows;implementation(£16m)andpolicy(£2.5m).

1.
INTRODUCTION

Image:IcIMoD
Kathmandu
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and intensity of climate extremes, as well as increasing uncertainty about 

the occurrence and timing of climate conditions. The impacts of climate change 

interact with poverty and other forms of vulnerability. Conflict has a multiplying 

effect on these challenges, and in countries where BRACED projects are being 

implemented, including South Sudan and Mali, climate shocks and stresses 

may be exacerbating the underlying causes of conflict. 

BRACED aims to build	the	resilience	of	five	million	vulnerable	people against 

climate extremes and disasters. It does this through:

• Scaling up proven technologies and practices.

• Research and evaluation to build knowledge and evidence on how 

best to strengthen resilience in different contexts.

• Enhancing local and national capacity to respond to climate-related 

shocks and stresses.

1.2	 Purpose	of	this	report		
and	intended	users
This report presents findings of a synthesis of project final evaluations (FEs) 

carried out by the 15 BRACED Implementing Partners (IPs). It examines the 

following central evaluation question:

How, where, when and why do BRACED interventions work, 

and what can be learned/how can good practice be replicated?

To answer this question, we discuss progress towards outcomes from BRACED 

projects at the FE, after three years of implementation. The purpose of this 

evaluation activity is not to assess progress and performance of individual 

projects. Rather, we synthesise	evidence	and	key	lessons on implementing 

a resilience-building programme. By looking across a range of contexts in building 

and strengthening resilience, we are also able to reflect on how good practice 

might usefully be replicated.

This programme-level synthesis is one of five evaluation activities led by the 

BRACED Knowledge Manager (KM) (BRACED 2015a).2 By focusing on evidence 

of how, where, when and why BRACED projects work, it complements the other 

evaluation activities, annual reporting by the IPs and BRACED monitoring and 

routine results reporting under the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) framework, 

including the BRACED Annual Report Synthesis.3

2	 SeeBrAcEDEvaluationFrameworkinAnnex1.

3	 SilvaVillanueva,P.et al.(2016);SilvaVillanueva,P.andV.Sword-Daniels(2017).
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The intended users of this report are:

• DFID: By providing an assessment of how and why BRACED intervention 

packages are working, capturing innovation and strengthening the 

BRACED theory of change (ToC), it is hoped that this report can assist 

with decisions about how to plan and implement strategic resilience-

strengthening interventions. 

• The	BRACED	IPs: The report provides a qualitative synthesis of evidence 

from projects of how, when and where BRACED project interventions are 

working, highlighting achievements and lessons. This could be used to 

inform future programmes.

• KM	and	Fund	Manager	(FM)	teams: The report provides evidence of 

what has worked in building and strengthening resilience, how and why. 

The mix of qualitative and quantitative evidence presented can inform further 

research and complements the monitoring and results-reporting synthesis 

findings, including in the BRACED extension and future iterations of 

resilience work.

• Others	designing,	implementing,	funding	and	evaluating	resilience-

building	projects	and	programmes:	The evaluation methodology 

draws on realist evaluation principles and methods, building on the 

evidence generated at mid-term review (MTR). This is a relatively new 

and untested approach in evaluating complex development projects. 

Our experience with the methodology may offer some useful insights 

and learning for others designing, implementing or evaluating complex 

and complicated programmes.

1.3	 The	final	evaluation
The BRACED FE Synthesis draws on evidence from project-level FEs carried 

out by IPs between November 2017 and February 2018. The objective of the 

FE was to assess how and why project interventions are leading to outcomes 

and building resilience in different contexts, and for whom. To achieve this, 

IPs needed to conduct a final evaluation that was:

• Process-orientated and explanatory in nature.

• Focussed on ‘mechanisms’ – defined in BRACED M&E Guidance Note 7 

as ‘the causal forces or powers that explain why a change happens’ 

(BRACED 2015b).

During the FE, as in MTR, IPs reflected on evidence of project successes and 

failures, and any enablers and constraints, in order to explore, test and revise 

assumptions about pathways to change. The BRACED Evaluation team provided 

guidance and support to IPs to promote consistency and quality, so that IPs 

could generate robust evidence and learning on whether and how ‘packages’ 

of interventions build resilience to climate extremes and disasters in different 

contexts. The main components of the final evaluation including key outputs 
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are set out in Table 1. IPs used a range of methods, including quantitative 

end-line surveys and in-depth, qualitative investigation.

Table	1:	Final	evaluation	main	components	and	timeframe

1.4	 Report	structure
The report is presented in two parts (Part I: Background and Part II: Findings), 

broken down into a number of sections.

Section 2 describes the BRACED projects, how we conceptualise resilience within 

the BRACED programme and the resilience framing used in the analysis and 

synthesis of the IP FEs. Section 3 sets out the methodology for the MTR synthesis, 

including evaluation approach, a description of data, and the approach to the 

synthesis and assessing quality of evidence. Section 4 presents the findings of 

the FE reports synthesis, focusing first on what BRACED projects have achieved 

in strengthening and building resilience, before moving on to explain how and 

why change happened in the way it did across the projects, for whom and in 

what contexts, in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with lessons learned through 

the FE process across the BRACED portfolio about future resilience-strengthening 

programming, paying attention to good practice and replication.

final evaluation (fe)

FE	planning	and	design FE	conducted FE	synthesis

July2017 november2017–
February2018

March–July2018

Fo
cu

s

•Evaluativelearningorientation.

•resilience-strengtheningoutcomes,deliveredagainsteachproject’s
logframeandtoc.

•Learningtotellus‘whatworksandwhy’aboutinterventionsforsupporting
resilienceinparticularcontextsandinformingfutureinterventions.

O
ut

pu
ts

•15xproject-levelinceptionreports

•15xproject-levelevaluationmatricesandtors

•15xproject-levelFEreports

•1xprogramme-levelsynthesisreport

•Synthesissummary

conductedbyexternal,independentconsultants,orin-houseM&Estaff,
orablendofboth,usingarobustmethodology.Methodologicalsupport
toevaluationteams,andqualityreviewofreportswasprovidedbytheKM
EvaluationSynthesisandSupportteam.
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The projects operate across a range of contexts to build local-level resilience, 

on both national and regional scales, with diverse partnership arrangements and 

implementation modalities, using a variety of strategies (packages of activities). 

The complicated nature of the programme influences and guides the choice 

of evaluation methodology and the way we analyse and present the data in 

this report.

2.1	 Project	activities
By learning from projects about which approaches work and in what contexts, 

BRACED aims to influence policy making and development planning in national 

and local governments, and regional and international initiatives. 

The projects have implemented packages of activities working directly with 

individuals, households and communities as well as with local-level institutions, 

local and national governments, and in collaboration with the private sector. 

In combination, these packages of activities aimed to contribute towards 

achieving the overall outcome of improved resilience to climate-related extremes 

and disasters. Project activities include: training (e.g. in the use of improved 

seeds, in climate-smart technology, health and nutrition); support for natural 

resource management; establishing and supporting EWS; water management 

2.
BRACED	PROJECTS

Image:WorldBank/
Salahaldeennadir
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and water and sanitation hygiene (WASH) activities; improving access to climate 

information; supporting access to financial services (savings and loans groups, 

microfinance and insurance). For some activities, the projects work directly 

with beneficiaries, building institutional capacity, providing grants and technical 

support or resilience-building activities. In other cases, the projects may work 

through private sector actors to deliver services/goods to a new geographical 

region or adjust them to the needs of more vulnerable groups. Table 2 lists 

the different activities carried out by the 15 BRACED projects.

2.2	 Resilience	in	the	BRACED	projects	
Within BRACED, resilience is understood as the ‘ability to anticipate, 

avoid, plan for, cope with, recover from and adapt to (climate-related) shocks 

and stresses’.4 As part of their M&E systems, the BRACED projects have followed 

a common approach to measure the ‘outcomes’ of resilience-building processes, 

conceptualised as a	set	of	interlinked	capacities	to	absorb,	anticipate	and	

adapt	to	shocks	and	stresses, as well as laying	foundations	for	transformation	

and	transformative	change (‘the 3As and T’).5 The capacities making up 

the 3As are:

• Anticipatory: before a shock or stress – ability to undertake proactive actions 

to avoid upheaval, e.g. heeding early warnings, changing the way houses are 

built, reducing landslide risk, targeting by radio announcements.

• Absorptive: after a shock or stress – ability to buffer shocks in the short term, 

e.g. access to savings and finance, disaster preparedness, social protection.

• Adaptive: before, during and after a shock or stress – able to react to 

evolving/dynamic risk of disturbance to reduce likelihood of harmful 

outcomes, e.g. growing drought resistant crops, diversifying livelihoods, 

irrigating agricultural production.

These capacities, in turn, are seen to ensure that the wellbeing and human 

development of communities carry on in spite of shocks.6 

In addition, BRACED projects are expected to demonstrate progress towards 

achieving transformative change, moving beyond supporting incremental 

changes in people’s resilience towards a more radical shift in human systems, 

‘to fundamentally and sustainably improve the resilience of vulnerable citizens 

to climate impacts’.7 What evidence is there that the interventions and the 

mechanisms that support them have the potential to deliver ‘amplified results’ 

and/or ‘transformational impact’?

4	 DFID(2014)citedinThe 3As: tracking resilience across BRACED,p.11.

5	 Badahuret al.(2015).

6	 BrAcEDM&Eguidancenotes:note4onMeasuring resilience outcomes –  
the 3As approach;andalsonote7.

7	 SilvaVillanueva,P.et al.(2016),p.62.
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Table	2:	BRACED	project	activity	areas

PACKAGE OF INTERVENTIONS ANUKULAN
(IDE – 
NEPAL)

BRICS
(CONCERN – 
CHAD AND 

SUDAN)

CIARE 
(CHRISTIAN 

AID – 
ETHIOPIA)

DCF
(NEF – 

MALI AND 
SENEGAL)

IRISS
(CONCERN – 

SOUTH 
SUDAN)

MAR-E
(FARM 

AFRICA – 
ETHIOPIA)

MYANMAR 
ALLIANCE 

(PLAN)

1a)	Horticulture	and	Cropping • • • • • • •

1b)	Livestock	Management • • • •

2.		Nutrition	and	Health	
(includingtraining,behaviourchange) • • •

3.		Water	Supply	
(systemdevelopment,water
managementforhouseholds
andagriculture)

• • • • • •

4.		Natural	Resource	Management	
(forestandwatershedgovernance,
pasturemanagement,cookstove
technology)

• • • • • •

5.		Financial	Inclusion	
(villagesavingsandloansschemes,
linkstofinancialserviceproviders)

• • • •

6.		Entrepreneurship	
(training,groupformation,
valuechaindevelopment,
serviceproviders)

• • • •

7.		Planning	and	Policy	Influence	
(communityplanning,localcapacity
building,grantmaking,advocacy,
lobbying,nationalpolicyinfluence)

• • • • • • •

8.		Disaster	Risk	Management	
and	Early	Warning	
(groupformation,earlywarning
systems,hazardmitigation,improved
forecastingandclimateinformation)

• • • • • • •

9.		Gender	and	Social	Inclusion	
(organisationalchange,training,
policyinfluence,self-help
andsupport)

• • • • •

* Senegal, Niger, Mauritania, Mali, Burkina Faso

PACKAGE OF INTERVENTIONS LIVESTOCK 
MOBILITY
(AFL – 5 

COUNTRIES*)

PRESENCES
(CARE – 
NIGER)

PROGRESS
(MERCYCORPS – 

KENYA AND 
UGANDA)

RIC4REC
(IRD – MALI)

SUR1M
(CRS – NIGER 
AND MALI)

WHH
(BURKINA 

FASO)

ZAMAN LEBIDI
(CHRISTIAN 

AID – BURKINA 
FASO)

1a)	Horticulture	and	Cropping • • • • • •

1b)	Livestock	Management • • • • • • •

2.		Nutrition	and	Health	
(includingtraining,behaviourchange) • • •

3.		Water	Supply	
(systemdevelopment,water
managementforhouseholds
andagriculture)

• • • •

4.		Natural	Resource	Management	
(forestandwatershedgovernance,
pasturemanagement,cookstove
technology)

• • • • • •

5.		Financial	Inclusion	
(villagesavingsandloansschemes,
linkstofinancialserviceproviders)

• • • • •

6.		Entrepreneurship	
(training,groupformation,
valuechaindevelopment,
serviceproviders)

• • • •

7.		Planning	and	Policy	Influence	
(communityplanning,localcapacity
building,grantmaking,advocacy,
lobbying,nationalpolicyinfluence)

• • • • • • •

8.		Disaster	Risk	Management	
and	Early	Warning	
(groupformation,earlywarning
systems,hazardmitigation,improved
forecastingandclimateinformation)

• • • • • • •

9.		Gender	and	Social	Inclusion	
(organisationalchange,training,
policyinfluence,self-help
andsupport)

• • • •

http://2.�Nutrition
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serviceproviders)
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(communityplanning,localcapacity
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Evaluating outcomes that demonstrate resilience requires us to differentiate 

between those outcomes that signify that resilience has been built or 

strengthened, and those that do not. Our starting point is acknowledging that 

the resilience objectives sought by BRACED projects are strongly linked to the 

development outcomes the projects have achieved. Projects may also be 

building and strengthening resilience in different ways. Resilience is also about 

the processes involved in realising those outcomes, for example in bridging 

institutional ‘gaps’ or in changing underlying social norms and beliefs to make 

the intervention work. This evaluation recognises	resilience	as	an	intermediate	

outcome, not an end in itself but a step towards improving wellbeing.8 

We also recognise that the BRACED programme plays a contributory role in 

what, for many people, will be an intergenerational process of building resilience. 

In other words, the changes (outcomes or results) of project activities should be 

intermediary steps in a longer-term, (strategic) process of transformation. 

The importance of thinking about resilience as processes as well as outcomes 

is highlighted in Routes to Resilience: Insights from BRACED Year 2:

…Multi-faceted programmes may … still fall short of delivering 

resilience programming if focus remains on the ‘elements’ of 

resilience rather than also on the processes needed to facilitate 

and support change. 

This points to the need for integrated resilience programmes that 

balance what is essential in resilience programming with what is 

feasible in practice and the most effective approaches and processes 

within each context to achieve meaningful change.

Silva Villanueva, P. and V. Sword-Daniels (2017): page 12.

Resilience	considerations

Absorptive, anticipatory and adaptive capacities largely refer to outcomes 

that contribute to resilience. In order to also consider whether the underlying 

processes in change pathways embody resilience, we expand on these so that 

we have resilience ‘considerations’. These include features of processes and 

outcomes (including 3As and T) clustered under the headings risk-informed, 

inclusive and interconnected, to provide a way of thinking about resilience 

as both the set of characteristics that make an outcome ‘resilient’ and how 

the outcomes themselves contribute to resilience. 

The overarching components of our resilience dimensions are set out in 

Figure 1. In ‘assessing’ whether or not the reported results of BRACED projects 

are indeed ‘resilient’, we need to exercise a certain degree of professional 

judgment. These are not formal, quantifiable indicators, and an outcome or 

process may not ‘score’ well in one dimension but could still be considered 

8	 Beneet al.(2015).
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to be resilient because it scores highly elsewhere. The dimensions of resilience 

are essentially a guide for examining the nature of the relationship between 

outcomes and resilience in a systematic and comprehensive way so that we can 

avoid inadvertently favouring some kinds of context or intervention over others, 

for example, projects focusing on easy-to-reach people starting from a higher 

base, compared to those implementing activities in fragile and/or crisis contexts.

Figure	1:	Resilience	dimensions

Transformation	

• Nature (depth) of the change – For example: Has the outcome made 

a fundamental difference to how income is earned? Or affected beneficiaries’ 

standing in the community? Has there been a policy change? Have 

embedded power structures been addressed?

• Magnitude (scale and scope) of the change – We need to differentiate 

significant changes from incremental changes. For example, a 50% increase 

in yield may significantly change a household’s financial and food situation 

whereas 5% may make little difference. Is it just happening in one household, 

one community, an entire district, or at national level? 

• Sustainability – Will changes be sustained, independent of project actions 

or subsidies? For example, is income realised from the sale of a horticulture 

crop, introduced by the project, likely to continue after the project? 

Are improved practices likely to continue without direct support from 

project staff?

Risk-informed

Inclusive‘Future-proofed’

InterconnectedTransformative

‘Resilient change’
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• Leadership and empowerment – Does the change shift the way that power 

is held in decision-making process, to make them more inclusive? Does it 

involve engagement with strategic-planning processes?

• Innovation and disruption – Is the project something that disrupts the 

status quo or brings about a likely technical innovation that will have 

broadscale impact?

Risk-informed	

Resilience-building is designed to address likely climate risks faced by project 

participants. This can be through activities that lead to:

• Reduced exposure – Do the changes help to meaningfully reduce exposure 

to a climate hazard? Examples might be creating commercial opportunity 

for someone who was previously dependent on farming (adaptive capacity) 

or the construction of water-management infrastructure that reduces 

likelihood of flooding.

• Increased coping – Does the change mean that an individual, household or 

community is better able to manage a period of crisis without incurring loss, 

such as through the purchase of an insurance product or by having savings 

in a bank (absorptive capacity)?

Interconnected	

Resilience literature often emphasises the role of systems to drive opportunity 

or improve coping. It is the opposite of perceiving an individual or community 

as an ‘island’. We looked at how changes were embedded vertically or horizontally 

in systems, including connections between activities, actors, institutions, and 

their likelihood of contributing to resilience:

• Vertical linkages (operating at scale) – Vertical linkages relate to connections 

within a system, such as how a change or outcome is linked to different 

levels of a value chain, institution, government or health system.

• Horizontal linkages – Horizontal linkages refer to connections that the activity 

or change brought about by the project has established across geography, 

sectors, institutions, services providers.
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Inclusiveness:	whose	resilience?

Once identified, resilient changes were then analysed to understand who may 

have benefitted and who did not. We looked at factors such as age, sex, rural/

urban, wealth group to see who participated in a given package of activities 

and who had likely benefitted from changes made (and who did not). Were 

the outcomes socially differentiated? Why, for whom and in what ways? Are 

the opportunities and benefits presented by the project inclusive, accessible 

by the most vulnerable people?

“Future	proofing”

One important consideration is whether and how the changes seen may 

be able to stand up, not only to extreme events, but to scenarios such as 

a global temperature change exceeding 1.5 degrees Celsius. Will the outcome 

itself be able to continue? Will the outcome enable people to better manage 

these future conditions? Modelling future climate impacts was beyond the 

scope of the evaluation. However, as a ‘sense-checking’ exercise we considered 

whether or not IPs had considered how sustainable outcomes would be in 

the face of longer-term, changing climate-related risks and opportunities, for 

example through scenario analysis, in order to link the analysis of resilience 

outcomes to the climate change mandate of BRACED.
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3.1	 Realist	evaluation	approach	
and	research	questions
We have supported IPs to use a realist evaluation ‘lens’ (described in more 

detail in Annex 2) while collecting their FE data and in their analysis to help 

us to answer the EA2 synthesis question:

How, where, when and why do BRACED interventions work, 

and what can be learned/how can good practice be replicated?

In realist evaluation, context is understood as the most important influence on 

whether an intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred 

to as a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’, 

and context, as well as the mechanisms themselves, on outcomes. 

In carrying out their FE in a realist-informed way, IPs were able to ‘formalise’ 

important questions about how, why, for whom and in what contexts their

3.
METHODOLOGY

Image:USAIDnepal
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projects have worked, in order to bring more depth to the FEs, allowing us to 

‘interrogate’ the BRACED ToC. It continues the approach laid out in the MTR.9 

In their FEs, the IPs addressed the following evaluation questions, set out in 

BRACED M&E Guidance Note 7.10 This includes a detailed understanding and 

explanation of mechanisms through evaluation question 2 by exploring how 

and why interventions led to a particular change.

Evaluation	question	1	– To what extent have particular packages 

of interventions delivered in terms of strengthened resilience? 

Evaluation	question	2 – Specifically focussing on understanding 

‘mechanisms’, how and why have particular intervention packages 

led to observed results and changes? Sub-questions under this question 

should explore:

• How do IPs, project stakeholders and beneficiaries think an intervention 

results in change?

• What is it about the nature or design of the intervention that enables 

it t be effective or not?

• What evidence is there that the interventions and the mechanisms 

that support them have delivered ‘amplified results’ and/or 

‘transformational impact’?

Evaluation	question	3 – Based on your accumulated knowledge 

and understanding, what key resilience-strengthening lessons 

can be learned and replicated from your project?

3.2	 Theories	of	change:	how	the	
BRACED	programme	works
The overall BRACED programme evaluation framework follows a theory-based 

approach, evaluating along the pathways from programme to intervention 

(projects) to activity areas to outcomes, which all tell the story about how 

the programme is expected to work to bring about change.

9	 Explanationsandtheoriesabouthowchangehappensareexpressedascontext-
Mechanism-outcome(cMo)configurations:‘In Context C, by implementing 
activity I in a particular way, a change process M (mechanism) fired for these actors, 
generating outcomes O’.AtMtr,IPsappliedarealistlensenablingustodevelop
cMoconfigurationstoshedlightonchangepathwayshypothesisedintheproject
andprogrammetheoriesofchange(SeeAnnex5forcMosgeneratedatMtr).

10	 BrAcED(2015)‘BrAcEDM&Eguidancenotes:note7–SupportingProjectto
ProgrammeEvidenceandLearning:FurtherDetailsonProjectMid-termreviews
andFinalEvaluations’.BracedKnowledgeManager.Brighton:Itad.
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There is an inherent ‘hierarchy’ in theories about how the programme works. 

At the top level is the BRACED Common Theory of Change (see Annex 3), 

the individual project theories of change then align to the Common ToC. Next 

come the programme theories for the IPs’ activity packages (see Annex 4), and 

lastly Intervention-Context-Mechanism-Outcome (ICMO) configurations (see 

Annex 5). ICMO configurations are very detailed change pathways that include 

underlying causal forces or powers that might explain why change or an outcome 

may or may not happen (mechanisms). At MTR, IPs and the BRACED Evaluation 

Synthesis and Support team generated ICMOs evidenced by progress at mid-

term (Annex 5), at a very ‘micro’ level. For the BRACED IP interventions, this 

largely relates to behavioural change and the decision making and actions of 

human beings: how people react to the opportunities presented by the BRACED 

programme within their context.11 For example, the following increased food 

supply, dietary diversity and incomes ICMOs:

Trainings and provision of improved seeds (essential oil and vegetable) 

(I), where projects are operating in areas with limited market access 

for agriculture and essential oils (C), and farmers on the whole were 

producing vegetables before the project (C ), [farmers have taken up 

climate smart technology] (C) AND farmers like the project approach 

(M) [they find it credible, they like the integrated approach/cycle of 

support, like the input support, they like the training on nutrition/

health – (I)]; AND can see benefits of potential increased income due 

to increased land in cultivation (M); AND farmers like the practical 

way the training is carried out (M), so it is easy to carry out the 

technique (M) results in farmers scaling up production (output) leading 

to (94 per cent of) farmers now cultivating new vegetables they were 

not doing before; and increased annual incomes from sale of vegetables 

and essential oils (average income of £114 for vegetables and £183 

for the oils) (O).

Anukulan (MTR Report).

Building knowledge and capacity at household level for farmer-managed 

natural resources to cultivate moringa and fruit trees – providing 

training in nursery establishment and propagation techniques that 

are more reliable (I), where previously farmers could only propagate 

from seed (C). Targeting areas with a water source (C) and community 

natural resource groups are already established (C), with knowledge 

and active concern about desertification (C), and the project is operating 

within a traditional context at the village level with deeply entrenched 

gender norms (C) AND training is hands-on (I) follow-up demonstration 

is rapid (I) with frequent visits by project staff (I), using technology that 

is more reliable (IM), with a sanctioning system in place (I), combining 

11	 Wonget al.(2013).
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an immediate income stream with long-term benefits (I). This means 

that demonstration plots and nurseries have been established (Output), 

people are propagating using improved practices (Output) and trees 

have been planted (Output) with cuttings being sold providing extra 

income to households (O).

BRICS (MTR Report).

Mechanisms go deeper than the intervention to explain why the intervention 

leads to change. Thinking about it in this way helps to think through how 

the programme gets from activities through to outputs, outcomes and, 

ultimately, impact.

3.3	 The	data
The BRACED Evaluation team drew on a range of data sources in conducting 

the evaluation. This section summarises the main data sources for the synthesis.

3.3.1	 Desk	study

The BRACED Evaluation team carried out a desk review of the BRACED programme, 

project and KM background documents (secondary data), including:

• Project proposal documents.

• Project ToC narrative.

• Project monitoring and evaluation plans.

• Year 1 and 2 annual reports and monitoring and results-reporting reports.

• IP MTR reports.

3.3.2	 BRACED	project	final	evaluation	reports

In the FE, IPs aimed to generate and elaborate a detailed understanding not 

only of what has worked but also how and why an intervention led to a particular 

change. Understanding the mechanisms at work (and the contextual factors 

that affect the working of that mechanism) required asking a range of project 

stakeholders why things happened in a certain way, grounded in an evidenced 

understanding of what projects had achieved through their lifetime.

Most IPs took a mixed methods approach to the FE, combining quantitative 

data from end-line surveys and/or monitoring data, and layering in qualitative 

enquiry using a realist lens to explore how and why change happens, for whom 

and in what circumstances. The evaluations paid specific attention to how 

context affects the ways in which activities lead to behavioural and institutional 

changes that, in turn, lead to outcomes. FE reports were syntheses of the analysis 

of all the data (primary and secondary) gathered for the FE.
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3.4	 Synthesis	approach

3.4.1	 Coding	and	analysis

The IP FE reports were coded and analysed in Dedoose, cloud-based computer-

assisted qualitative data analysis software. An initial list of codes was generated 

from the programme ToC, the projects’ theories of change and the hypotheses/

assumptions/CMOs that the IPs identified in their inception reports as those they 

were going to explore in the FE. Annex 6 contains a detailed description of the 

coding and analysis process. Further codes were added iteratively from the FE 

reports. We used outcomes as the primary unit of analysis, keeping data related 

to each ICMO configuration together. 

The FE synthesis is based on a thematic analysis of the data from each IP FE. 

This involved identifying, examining, and recording patterns (or ‘themes’) within 

the data, which are important to describe what is happening on the pathway 

toward achieving strengthened resilience. By taking a comparative case study 

analysis approach,12 we analyse and synthesise similarities, differences and 

patterns across cases that share a common focus or goal in a way that produces 

generalisable knowledge to respond to the synthesis evaluation question 

of how, why and for whom do BRACED projects work (or not) in building 

and strengthening resilience in particular contexts.

3.4.2	 Level	of	abstraction

Level of abstraction refers to the level of generalisation when explaining the 

findings from projects. This can range from a specific finding from one specific 

project to more general explanations that encompass findings from different 

contexts, to highly abstract explanations that are so general as to be of limited 

use. Our analysis in the FE synthesis seeks patterns and dissonance across the 

underlying pathways of change (or ICMOs), evidenced by the individual BRACED 

projects in their FEs. For the MTR, our analysis focussed at the very micro 

level, with pathways to change and ICMOs established largely at the level of 

individual projects and ICMOs representing very specific explanations of how 

and why change happened. This was due to the stage of implementation at 

the time of the MTR. Most projects had not been implementing long enough 

for any maturation effect to have been realised, and therefore we did not have 

a sufficient ‘pool’ of evidenced outcomes to be able to synthesis across the 

projects and to go much beyond the specific explanations. For the FE, we are 

able to synthesise to create more abstract	explanations	for	groupings	of	

findings	across	the	projects. This adds a more explanatory layer helping us 

to tell a generalised story about how and why BRACED project activities have 

built resilience, and for whom, thinking about theories that have a bearing 

on resilience at a larger scale to tell the ‘resilience story’ of the programme. 

Our ICMOs	are	presented	in	Section	5	at	this	more	generalised	level.

12	 goodrick(2014).
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3.5	 Limitations	of	the	synthesis
The main limitations to the synthesis relate to the quality	of	source	evidence. 

The synthesis depended on the quality of underlying IP data, and the degree 

to which realist analysis could be conducted on the evidence. The Evaluation 

Synthesis and Support team provided guidance, one-on-one coaching, as well 

as reviews of evaluation inception and final reports. 

Beyond this, however, the team had limited control over the evaluations, which 

the IPs were responsible for commissioning and conducting using resources from 

their project budget. Many projects selected independent consultants, many 

of whom were unfamiliar, and in some cases unwilling to engage, with a realist 

evaluation approach. IPs also faced challenges, including varied quality in 

baseline studies, and security risks, which in some cases prevented fieldwork.

Two important areas of weakness with implications for the realist-focused 

synthesis are the lack of adequate data on ‘for whom’ the change is occurring, 

with low consideration of different characteristics of the project participants, 

including gender and other forms of social difference. Based on the guidance 

provided to IPs, the majority of FE reports included some analysis on how 

benefits from BRACED were shared between women and men. However, 

sex-disaggregated data was limited, as was analysis of more significant shifts, 

such as changes to institutional structures and power relationships that 

shape women’s lives. 

In terms of how context comes into play in considering how change happens, 

and specifically thinking about context as sets of conditions that allow 

mechanisms to ‘fire’, the FE reports did not go beyond a ‘scene-setting’ 

conception of context.

The Synthesis team has managed this by reviewing the quality and strength of 

evidence from each source report (see Section 3.6 and Annex 7) and applying 

professional judgment. 

3.6	 Quality	and	strength	of	evidence
For our data the quality	and	strength	of	evidence	for	conducting	a	realist	

analysis	and	synthesis	of	the	data can be considered on three levels. First, 

the quality of the underlying data related to outcomes – how confident are 

we that outcomes happened? Second, ‘filtering’ outcomes and processes using 

the resilience considerations outlined in Section 2.2 above – to what extent 

can outcomes or the characteristics of pathways and processes leading to 

those outcomes be said to be ‘resilience’. Third, in relation to the synthesis 

and ICMOs, how confident are we that this theory explains the outcomes 

and change processes? – Is there a range of evidence from across a number 

of projects? Or strong evidence from individual projects or activities?

Based on document review of the IP FE reports, focusing on the design and 

methodology of the FE, Table 3 summarises the strength of underlying evidence 
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given in the IP FE reports, considering both outcomes and contribution. The full 

table is in Annex 7. The ‘rating’ for each project depends on the following:

Implementation

• Scale and scope of outcomes/findings.

Methodology

• Scale and scope of FE – sample sizes, selection process. Does the scale and 

scope of the FE data collection reflect/do justice to scale and scope of the 

project? Quality of qualitative and quantitative sample selection and data 

collection process. 

Analysis

• Quality of report in evidencing outcomes (specific, stepping away from 

rhetoric; the right metrics; plausible and robust attribution or contribution 

story); triangulation of data sources.

• Strength of report – richness, how reflective and critical.

Table	3:	Strength	of	evidence	in	FE	reports

project country fe strength of 
evidence rating

Vivreavecl’eau/LivewithWater Senegal(Dakar) Low

LivestockMobility niger;BurkinaFaso;Mali;
Senegal;Mauritania

Low–Medium

DecentralisingclimateFunds Mali;Senegal Medium

rIc4rEc Mali Low–Medium

Anukulan nepal Medium

BrIcS chad;Sudan Medium–high

SUr1M niger;Mali Medium

MarketApproachestoresilience Ethiopia high

MyanmarAlliance Myanmar Medium

IrISS SouthSudan Medium

changingFarmingPractices/BrES BurkinaFaso Medium

ZamanLebidi BurkinaFaso Medium

PrESEncES niger Medium

cIArE Ethiopia Medium

ProgrESS Uganda;Kenya Medium–high
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However, while a report may receive an overall rating putting them in one 

‘category’ (for example ‘medium’), there may be some areas where they have 

been particularly strong. The BRACED Evaluation team has taken this into 

account in the analysis and synthesis here. In addition, because the elapsed 

time between baseline and end-line has been very short and, in general, there 

is a high degree of variability in agriculture that means long data series are often 

needed to confirm significant trends, given that the BRACED programme does 

not have a long implementation period, we need to exercise caution accepting 

benefits presented by the projects at face value.

The strength of evidence for mechanisms/ICMOs is only as strong as the evidence 

for the underlying outcomes. To this effect, the extent to which we are confident 

that our synthesis of mechanisms/theory explains the outcomes and change 

processes is based on a combination of the strength of evidence for outcomes 

and how emerging theory compares to the ToC and MTR findings, as well as the 

degree and extent to which the ICMOs are evidenced by the underlying projects.

To assess strength of evidence of ICMOs, we apply the criteria developed by 

the BCURE Evaluation team for the realist enquiry in their FE.13

Table	4:	Strength	of	evidence	of	ICMOs

13	 VogelandPunton(2018).http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-
building-capacity-use-research-evidence-bcure-programme/(accessed14/6/18).

strength of 
evidence 

realist enquiry

Strongevidence highlevelofconfidencethattheoutcomeoccurred/didnotoccurasaresultofxmechanism,operating
inycontextandasaresultofzfeaturesoftheintervention…

…Basedonagooddegreeoftriangulation:a)withininterviews,b)acrossstakeholdersandtypes
ofstakeholders,and/orc)acrossdatasources.

…takingintoaccounttheposition,knowledge,analyticalcapacity,reflexivity,andpotentialbiases
ofprimaryinformants.

…andalsotakingintoaccountwhatweknowaboutthebroadercontext.

Someevidence Moreconfidentthannotthattheoutcomeoccurred/didnotoccurasaresultofxmechanism,operating
inycontextandasaresultofzfeaturesoftheintervention…

…Butconfidenceisreducedby:

Shortcomingswithregardstotriangulation.

And/orconcernsthattheposition,knowledge,analyticalcapacity,reflexivity,andpotentialbiases
ofprimaryinformantslowerthereliabilityofevidence.

And/orwhatweknowaboutwhatishappeningwithinthebroadercontext.

Limitedevidence Lowlevelofconfidencethattheoutcomeoccurred/didnotoccurasaresultofxmechanism,operating
inycontextandasaresultofzfeaturesoftheintervention,giventhat…

…Evidencecomesfromasmallnumberofsourceswithlimitedtriangulation.

And/or…therearemajorconcernsthattheposition,knowledge,analyticalcapacity,reflexivity,
andpotentialbiasesofprimaryinformantslowerthereliabilityofevidence.

And/or…therearecontradictoryinsightsintowhatishappeningwithinthebroadercontext.

http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-building-capacity-use-research-evidence-bcure-programme/
http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-building-capacity-use-research-evidence-bcure-programme/
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PART	2.
WHAT	DID	
WE	LEARN?
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This section presents the main findings of the FE synthesis process. 

Section 4 focusses on what the BRACED programme has achieved, 

synthesising across project outcomes. Section 5 looks at how and why 

change happens, specifically the intervention factors (the way projects 

do things) and mechanisms (behavioural changes) that make outcomes 

happen, given the context. Section 6 concludes, drawing lessons about 

what can be learned from across the BRACED portfolio about future 

resilience-strengthening programming.
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The 15 projects that comprise BRACED are achieving outcomes for poor 

people. Outcomes contribute to strengthened resilience and adaptation, 

and some interventions are already supporting women and men in target 

areas to improve wellbeing in spite of shocks and stresses. 

This chapter summarises the key outcomes reported by the BRACED projects, 

providing an overview of how the projects have contributed to the BRACED 

programme-level Outcome: poor	people	in	developing	countries	have	

improved	their	resilience	to	climate-related	shocks	and	stresses. It explores 

evidence of how and why BRACED interventions have contributed to outcomes, 

and the way these are related to, and contribute to, resilience and adaptation 

to climate extremes and disasters.

Different outcomes and pathways will reflect resilience considerations 

in different ways and to varying degrees, dependent on context, so we draw 

on our professional judgment as well as strength of evidence. It is important 

to note that an outcome could be seen to be ‘resilient’ in and of itself, and the 

product of particular mechanisms ‘firing’ in a specific context (from a realist 

perspective). Equally, an outcome could contribute to resilience by creating 

the conditions that allow mechanisms to ‘fire’ that, in turn, allow people 

to move to more resilient states.

4.
OUTCOMES:	
WHAT	THE	BRACED	
PROGRAMME	
HAS	ACHIEVED

Image:rayMorris
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Building on the resilience considerations in Section 2.2, this section examines 

outcomes in four domains:

• Individual	and	household-level	outcomes: What difference has BRACED 

made for individuals and their families, and how has wellbeing increased 

in spite of shocks and stresses?

• Institutional	outcomes	–	from	local	community	to	national	level:	

How are people planning and acting differently as a result of BRACED?

• Inclusive	outcomes: What change has BRACED created for women, 

and how have the projects promoted social inclusion?

• Information	outcomes: How are people using climate information 

to anticipate risks and plan for long-term change?

By their nature, these domains are interconnected. An outcome in one 

domain (for instance, reliable access to water, and associated time saved) 

might be a precondition for another (such as women’s participation in 

community-level decision making). As a starting point, we recognise that 

many of the outcomes of BRACED – from improved income to access to 

water – look like ‘good development’ at first glance. It is important to report 

on these outcomes for two reasons. Many project theories of change posit 

that addressing basic needs lays a necessary foundation for building resilience 

of poor people, as well as addressing the impact goal for BRACED ‘for improved 

wellbeing of poor people despite climate extremes and disasters’. This is also 

true of some of the institutional changes, which create the context necessary 

to trigger mechanisms that, in turn, build resilience.14 

The outcomes are summarised in terms of the underlying change pathways, 

which help to demonstrate how the things that BRACED has achieved can 

be considered to be ‘resilience’ and the degree to which this is so, guided by 

the framing set out in Section 2.3 and linked to the 3As and T.

4.1	 Individual	and	household-level	
outcomes
BRACED projects report evidence of a range of outcomes for individuals and 

households, as well as building understanding of how and why projects have 

contributed to this change in different contexts. 

These outcomes fall into two groups.

14	 thescopeoftheevaluationislimitedtosynthesisofevaluationfindingsfrom
the15projectsthatformBrAcEDcomponentsAandB:targetingthehousehold
andcommunitylevels.however,theBrAcEDtocindicatesthatthisrequires
changeprocessesatarangeofscales.thissynthesislooksatwherechangeis
requiredatarangeofscales,andprovidesevidenceofhowtheprojectscould
contributetothedelayedBrAcEDcomponentDpolicywindow:strengthening
localandnationalgovernmentcapacity.
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The first group are the result of greater absorptive, adaptive or anticipatory 

capacities, but are also intermediate outcomes which create contextual conditions 

necessary for further progress toward these resilience capacities. They are:

• Increased and diversified income.

• Improved food security and dietary diversity.

• Improved access to water for food and agriculture. 

The second group of outcomes are building blocks of the pathway or process 

toward increased resilience in that they contribute to absorptive, adaptive 

and anticipatory capacities. They are important outcomes in themselves but also 

interact to contribute to the first group of outcomes listed above. They are:

• Improvements to agricultural systems and practices.

• Improvements to livestock systems and practices.

• Access to financial services, including credit, loans and insurance.

This section examines each of these outcomes in turn. Throughout the section, 

(c) in the text denotes a contextual factor, (m) a mechanism, (o) an outcome 

and (i) intervention factors.

4.1.1	 Increased	and	diversified	income

Increases and/or diversified income at individual and household levels was 

a tangible outcome reported by many BRACED projects. More income in itself 

does not mean resilience, as many sources of income are exposed to climate 

variability and other shocks and stresses. In this section, we examine how 

these outcomes are contributing to resilience. 

Key	points

• Multiple projects presented evidence of increased income for project 

participants, and income from a greater range of sources than before the 

project. There was evidence of project contribution through diversification

ofagriculture-basedlivelihoods,enhancementofexistingagricultural

systems,anddiversificationintonon-agriculturallivelihoods.

• Income generation tends to have a more meaningful relationship with resilience 

when it is underpinned by other outcomes related to financial services, access 

to markets, including those described in later subsections. In turn, those other 

outcomes can be important building blocks to resilient income.

• Many projects targeted women in income-generating activities, as a way 

of sharing benefits and changing gender relationships at household level. 

While there is evidence of some change, a gender gap remains and, in 

some instances, men’s income grew at a higher rate than women’s over 

the project period. 
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Some of the outcomes related to improved income and diversification of income 

are presented in Table 5. 

Table	5:	Increases	in	income	and	diversity	–	reported	outcomes15

Projects were generally able to demonstrate the contribution that 

BRACED activities made to these outcomes. Weather also played a role: 

some project activities coincided with the 2015–16 El Niño. For some projects, 

subsequent increases in rainfall after a period of drought contributed to 

positive change, while others experienced low rainfall until shortly before 

the endline.16 Additional caution is also needed for quantitative increases, 

due to the short-time period between baseline and end-line and the limited 

number of cropping cycles.

The majority of BRACED project participants live in rural communities.17 

Rural agricultural livelihoods are often exposed to climate shocks, as well as 

missing, thin or volatile markets (c). In these contexts, three major pathways 

contributed to increased and more diverse income. These were: diversification 

of agriculture-based livelihoods; enhancement of existing agricultural systems; 

and diversification into non-agricultural livelihoods.

15	 USD1.25PPP/day.

16	 rIc4rEcFEreport.

17	 WiththeexceptionofMAr(Ethiopia),LivewithWater(Senegal).

country 
(project)

evidence of outcome links to 
resilience 
capacities

strength 
of evidence

BurkinaFaso(BrES) Increasedincomefromdryseasonagricultureactivities
andlivestockrearing.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Medium

Ethiopia(MAr) Increasedincomebeingusedtopayforschoolfees. Adaptive Medium

Mali(rIc4rEc) 21.1%ofbeneficiarieshaveimprovedtheirincome.

householdsheadedbymen(56%)aremorelikelytoexperience
animprovementoftheirincomecomparedtofemale-headed
households(43%).

Adaptive Medium

nepal(Anukulan) householdsabovepovertyline15increasedfrom38%at
baselineto57%attheFE(nochangetocontrolgroup).

Averageadditionalannualincomethroughclimate-resilient
diversifiedlivelihoodsisgBP156/household(vegetablesales:
gBP141;essentialoils:gDP172).

Absorptive,
adaptive,
transformative
potential

high

niger(SUr1M) Evidenceofdiversificationofincomeoutofagriculture. Absorptive high
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Interventions to diversify agriculture-based livelihoods included expanding 

the range of crops grown and linking to new markets. Market	gardening 

has contributed to quantified increases in income in Burkina Faso, Uganda 

and Nepal. In Burkina Faso and Uganda, contexts with high seasonality of rainfall, 

these gardens were introduced as a dry season agricultural activity that could 

generate income during the traditionally ‘hungry’ time. In Nepal (Anukulan 

project), communities were supported to engage in high-value (off-season) 

vegetable production, made possible by interventions to support irrigation 

throughout the year (discussed further in section 4.1.3). The Anukulan project 

has also supported diversification	into	essential	oil	production,	a	high-value	

product that farmer groups can grow on more marginal land and under forest 

cover and processed locally. Enhancements to existing livelihoods included 

the introduction	of	improved	seed, as well as the work done to improve	

conditions	for	pastoralists in multiple countries by the Livestock Mobility 

project. These agriculture and livestock-related pathways are explored in 

detail in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. 

Diversification of income included providing support to diversify away 

from agriculture through small business development, either as individuals or 

cooperatives. Where adequate	credit	access (such as through Village Savings 

and Loans Associations or VSLAs) and business training have been provided 

by the project, individuals and small groups have developed	or	expanded	

small	businesses: 

In FGDs, VSLA members spoke of the access to credit having enabled 

them to start up income generating activities, such as making and 

selling bread, tea and alcohol, or buying livestock or produce (generally 

sorghum) and selling in town for a profit (selling for around double the 

price was common)…While none of these income-generating activities 

are entirely new, it was clear from qualitative research that more people 

were doing it more often and on a larger scale because of VSLAs.

IRISS FE Report: page 35.

In Ethiopia, CIARE directly supported the creation of women’s income generating 

groups, including cooperatives that produce and market cookstove production, 

moringa flour and aloe soap, and in Uganda PROGRESS has supported solar-light 

adoption and sales.

Projects supported positive steps toward viable income for pastoralist 

communities in the face of climate change.

The Livestock Mobility project worked with partners in five countries to support 

the viability of transhumant pastoralism in the face of climate change. Pastoralist 

communities depend on migration as a strategy to manage risk, but a long history 

of government policies and social stigma toward pastoralists is placing increasing 

pressure on the ability of people to migrate to ensure viability of herds. 
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Using comprehensive strategies that ranged from securing mobility routes within 

and between countries (through local agreements, national and regional policy 

advocacy), feed stores to offset price shocks during drought, and improved access 

to animal health services, the project was able to generate some evidence for 

improved productivity and revenue for other value chain actors along the route. 

In Mali, there has been an improvement in pastoralists income thanks 

to reduced fluctuations in the price of livestock feed, their major expense. 

The ceiling price in 2016 was 30% lower than the prices reached in 2011 when 

the crisis led to higher feed costs. In Senegal, the cost of the food has been 

reduced by the proximity of the store (no transport costs). 

A greater number of livestock movements were observed, compared to 

baseline, suggesting that people are exploiting the migration routes improved 

by the project. 

For a pastoralist, the improvements along the migration routes 

are equivalent to a tarmacked highway. 

Producer, Livestock Mobility Evaluation.

There is reasonable support for claims that project efforts translated into 

improved conditions along the routes. There was also evidence of mutual 

benefits with local communities and a reduction in conflict and asset loss. 

This is explored in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

In multiple contexts, projects have best supported income generation 

when they empower producers to engage with markets on better terms, 

and a viable volume of product is available for sale.

In Nepal, where the remote locations of villages presented a barrier to 

accessing markets for vegetables and essential oils (c), the Anukulan project 

supported participants to establish vegetable collection centres and essential 

oil distillation units. These organisations played a critical role in connecting	

producers	to	buyers (m) and had a high proportion of women in leadership 

roles. The project provided training on management and effective governance 

and connected the groups to market information to support the centres to get 

the best price for producers and coordinate what products to grow. In Burkina 

Faso, the BRES project evaluation identified the critical role that farmers’ groups 

have played in selling dry-season produce such as onions, with many groups 

choosing to collectively set prices to strengthen negotiation with buyers. 

In contrast, cookstove producers are not yet receiving financial returns 

and needed more marketing support.
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The first set of activities described above are still exposed to climate 

hazards, and longer-term	shifts	in	rainfall	and	temperature	may	challenge	

the	long-term	viability	of	any	income	generating	activities centred on small 

scale agriculture. However, they are helping people to meet immediate needs, 

with evidence that additional income is going to food, medical and education 

expenses. They may also present a stepping	stone to other livelihood options, 

particularly where support is provided through business development and access 

to credit. There is some evidence that income	boosts	adaptive	capacity, with 

further evidence that farmers in Nepal are using additional income to invest in 

‘climate-smart’ agricultural practices promoted by the project. Evidence from 

PRESENCES suggests that people	are	more	likely	to	invest	in	climate-smart	

activities when they have access to weather and climate information. 

Where women have income that they can control, it changes household 

dynamics and gives women increased decision-making power. In Niger, women 

are now making more decisions over children’s nutrition and education. These 

gender dynamics are explored in more depth in Section 5.3. However, there 

are limits: in Niger (PRESENCES) and Mali (RIC4REC) while women’s income 

increased over the project period, men’s income increased faster. 

4.1.2	 Improved	food	availability	and	diversity

BRACED interventions are being carried out in areas where food insecurity is 

high, and people were using damaging coping strategies to meet basic needs (c). 

Key	points

• Six BRACED FEs presented evidence of improvements to food security 

and nutrition, including reduction in months of food shortage, increase 

in dietary diversity and ability to consume preferred food, and a decline 

in the need for people to use harmful coping strategies to meet 

consumption needs.

• Evaluations identify how a range of BRACED activities contribute to these 

improvements, including people’s ability to both grow and purchase food. 

These are largely associated with pathways that increase or diversify food 

grown, income received, or both, as well as access to credit that can be 

used to buy food. Humanitarian assistance provided by the PHASE crisis 

modifier also assisted where shocks exceeded absorptive capacity. 

• Food security is both the result of activities that build absorptive, 

anticipatory and adaptive capacities, as well as being critical to wellbeing. 

People need to be food-secure in order to take steps toward longer-term 

adaptation and resilience.
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Table 6 summarises the evidence for main food security and nutrition 

outcomes from the BRACED projects. While other factors, including drought 

and interactions by other projects may have had an influence (c), the evaluations 

suggest a contribution by BRACED interventions. 

Table	6:	Improved	food	availability	and	diversity	–	reported	outcomes

country 
(project)

evidence of outcome reported resilience 
considerations

strength 
of evidence

BurkinaFaso
(changingFarming
Practices)

Qualitativeevidenceofimprovedfoodavailabilityanddiversity
duetoincomeandsurplusfrommarketgardens.

Adaptive Someevidence;
lowquality

Mali
(rIc4rEc)

16.5%ofparticipantsperceivedthattheirfoodsecurityhad
improved,withconsiderablevariationbetweenregions.

householdsexperiencingatleastonemonthoffoodinsecurity
hasdroppedfrom56.0%atbaselineto44.6%atend-line.

Morethanhalfofproject-supportedhouseholdsreportedan
improvementinqualityofmeals,butmale-headedhouseholds
reportedthismorefrequentlythanfemale-headedhouseholds.

Absorptive Someevidence,
mediumquality
ofevidence

Mali
(SUr1M)

householdsexperiencingmoderateorseverehungerhave
decreasedfrom31%to29.9%.

Absorptive Someevidence,
mediumquality

niger
(PrESEncES)

70%declineininstancesofusingnegativecopingstrategies
toaddressfoodinsecurity.

Mediannumberofmonthsreportedasfood-securerosefrom
threetofouroverthecourseoftheproject.

thesechangesareconsistentacrossallimplementationareas.

Absorptive

Absorptive,
adaptive

Strongevidence

niger
(SUr1M)

householddietarydiversityscoreshaveincreasedfrom
5atbaselineto5.54atendline.

householdsexperiencingmoderateorseverehungerhave
decreasedfrom46%to13%.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Medium
evidence

nepal
(Anukulan)

overalldietarydiversityhasincreasedfrom50%atbaseline
to76%inFEintreatmentgroup.thedietarydiversitystatus
incontrolgroupisat33%.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Strongevidence

Uganda
(ProgrESS)

Improvedfoodavailabilityduringthe“hungryseason”among
11,000peoplewhohaveconstructedpermagardens.

Absorptive Someevidence

SouthSudan
(IrISS)

23%increaseindietdiversityindexbetweenbaseline
andend-line.

Absorptive Someevidence

Sudan
(BrIcS)

communitiesinDarfurareusingimprovedseedthatincrease
thelengthofthegrowingseason,andgardensthatincrease
theavailabilityanddiversityoffoodduringthedryseason
forparticipatinghouseholds.

Anecdotalevidencethatcommunitiesusingimprovedcrop
varietieswereabletoharvestcropsin2016whenothervarieties
failedbecauseofElniño.

Absorptive

Absorptive Weakevidence
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The World Food Summit defined food security as a state where ‘...all people, 

at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious 

food which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 

life’.18 BRACED projects are being implemented in areas where people have 

been unable to grow or buy enough food around the year to meet either their 

dietary needs, their dietary preferences, or both. During the project period, 

a number of climate events, including the 2015—16 El Niño, affected rainfall in 

BRACED countries (c). This, in turn, affected food availability.19 These events 

triggered humanitarian responses (c), including in BRACED project areas. 

Climate change is interacting with existing pressures on food security. 

In the Sila Region of Eastern Chad, for instance, poor soils and seasonal 

rainfall variability, combined with limited opportunities to generate income, 

combine to create pressure on the ability of communities to meet their needs 

all year round.20 Likewise in South Sudan and Niger, food insecurity and 

conflict are interlinked, with BRACED projects trying to build food security 

in fragile contexts. 

In these contexts, there was evidence that two pathways contribute to building 

food security during the project period:

• Diversifying and increasing either food production, income or both.

• And access to financial services, so that credit that could be used 

to buy food during lean times.

These pathways are strongly linked to absorptive capacity. There was also 

evidence that providing nutrition training to farmers’ or mothers’ groups and 

the provision of climate information (anticipatory capacity) were factors that 

motivated change. 

Kitchen and market gardens have been supported by a number of BRACED 

projects and have played an important role in diversifying food production 

and increasing income in rural communities. In a number of Sahelian countries 

and Nepal, agriculture is centred on rain-fed annual cereals and grains. Not only 

are these cereals affected by rainfall variability, they are marked by an ‘off season’ 

where people are not involved in growing, and ‘lean season’ before harvest where 

stores are depleted (c). BRACED projects have supported individuals and farmers 

groups to grow vegetables as a year-round source of income. The mechanisms 

that lead to adoption of agricultural practices are explored in Section 4.4. These 

gardens are supporting people to meet food needs and have a more diverse 

income (o). In Nepal, Burkina Faso, Sudan and Mali, people are also selling their

18	 romeDeclarationonWorldFoodSecurity,1996.

19	 SilvaVillanueva,P.andSword-Daniels,V.(2017).

20	 BrIcSFE,page2.
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produce, which can be used to buy staples (o). The uptake of vegetable gardens 

is occurring at scale, but these activities are still exposed to rainfall variability: 

water storage is often an important precondition for these activities (c). 

Improved access to financial services, which is occurring at scale within 

BRACED projects, is also improving food availability. Baseline reports in 

Mali and Niger (SUR1M and PRESENCES) identified that people were using 

a range of detrimental coping strategies to meet consumption needs, including 

taking high interest loans from shops and money lenders (c). This increases risk 

and undermines people’s ability to invest in longer-term adaptation. Various 

financial services, including village savings and loans groups and inventory 

credit (warrantage), were introduced or expanded in BRACED projects. These 

are allowing people to ‘smooth’ income in the face of shocks (m), with strong 

evidence from Uganda (PROGRESS) and Niger (PRESENCES) that people are 

using low-interest loans to buy food (m). Other financial services-related 

pathways are discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.6.

Linking agricultural activities to nutrition training and the provision 

of climate information (m) also triggered changes in behaviour (m) that 

contribute to food security. In Nepal (Anukulan) and Sudan (BRICS), when 

support for vegetable gardening is combined with nutrition training and 

feeding information for pregnant and lactating women in mother’s groups 

(m), this provides	motivation for women to grow and eat nutritious food (m). 

However, for Anukulan, this did not result in the intended outcome of reduced 

child stunting (o), potentially because not enough time had elapsed in project 

implementation.21 In Ethiopia (CIARE) and Niger (PRESENCES), evaluations 

established that households	using	climate	information	were	more	

likely	to	take	preventative	action	to	safeguard	food	security (m) 

(anticipatory capacity). 

The outcomes were also supported by building links across scale, linking 

communities to weather information and early warning, and in the case of BRICS, 

local clinics to a national system to support early action and surge capacity 

in the face of food crises. Both BRICS and PRESENCES supported	two-way	

information	sharing	about	local	food	security	with	national	EWS, though 

it was too early to see results. 

It is important to note the potential contribution of the PHASE crisis 

modifier, which was made available to BRACED projects operating in the 

Sahel from September 2015 to provide rapid response to new crises and facilitate 

early action. Five BRACED implementing partners used PHASE funding for 

humanitarian response,22 with three of the five doing so in direct response 

to food insecurity, with the others having a strong food security focus. 

21	 the1%declineinchildstuntinginprojectcommunitiesatend-line
wasnotstatisticallysignificant.AnukulanFEreport,page32.

22	 thePhASEcrisismodifieroperatedinsubnationalregionswithin
BurkinaFaso(LivestockMobilityandZamanLebidi),Mali(DcF)
andniger(SUr1MandPrESEncES).
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Food security is considered by a number of BRACED projects to be a pre-requisite 

from which resilience can be developed and strengthened.23 This suggests 

that food security is both the	result	of	practices	that	build	anticipatory	and	

absorptive	capacity (use of climate information; low-interest credit; improved 

seed varieties) and an intermediate	outcome,	i.e.	a	change	in	context	that	

allows	people	to	build	longer-term	resilience. It triggers community buy-in: 

if farmers’ immediate food needs are not met then they are not in a position 

to undertake other adaptation and resilience building activities. Basic	needs	

must	be	taken	care	of	first. This triangulates with the findings of the PHASE 

evaluation, which found that because food security needs were being met through 

the crisis response, beneficiaries could continue to participate in project activities 

in spite of climate-related disasters, including drought and flood.24 

4.1.3	 Improved	access	to	water	for	household		
use	and	irrigation

BRACED projects are operating in areas where rainfall variability affects 

availability of water for household and productive agricultural use, and 

existing water sources may be degraded from poor management or over-use. 

Six BRACED projects made investments to improve either domestic 

or productive water supply. 

Key	points

• BRACED projects have increased the volume of water stored or accessible, 

as well as reducing the time taken for collecting water which frees up time 

for other activities – especially for women.

• Increased water storage helps households and communities to manage 

rainfall variability. They create a context that unlocks potential for 

agricultural activities and meets basic needs: important foundations 

for resilience. 

• However, multiple evaluations noted that it was unclear the extent 

to which infrastructure could withstand future changes to rainfall.

Outcomes reported in FEs are summarised in Table 7. Actions taken by the 

IPs reported to have changed the amount of water available to specific rural 

populations (i.e. certain villages). Data was mainly at output level, with only 

Anukulan, CIARE and RIC4REC providing quantitative evidence in change 

in water access, but not of water volume.

23	 Illustratedbythehypothesisunderlyingthehealthinterventionpackageinthe
BrIcStoc:‘a healthier household is a more resilient one, and household resilience 
cannot be built without tackling basic issues around health and nutrition’.BrIcS
Mtrreport,page14.

24	 PetersandPichon(2017).
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Table	7:	Improved	water	access	–	reported	outcomes

Water access was critical for meeting basic needs and laid a foundation 

for further progress toward resilience.

The projects provided evidence of how water access underpinned 

other outcomes, including agricultural outcomes, income and food security 

(where water was used for irrigation and livestock activities). Changes in these 

secondary outcomes were not quantified (i.e. changes in yields, income, child 

care, morbidity, etc.). However, there was strong qualitative evidence of time 

saved as a result of a nearby water supply, and the availability of water for 

agricultural diversification (adaptive capacity). 

Where gender norms mean that women play the major role in collecting water, 

the provision of a reliable water supply close to homes and gardens created 

a significant reduction in the labour burden for women.

Time saving was widespread and reported in multiple project contexts 

(o). This was a critical to women participating	in	other	project	and	

income-generation	activities. 

The MUS [water system] is instrumental in reducing water collection 

time and in improving irrigation uses. The time saved due to the MUS 

was used by the beneficiaries for vegetable farming, child care and other 

household works. They have saved about three to four hours a day. 

Water User Committee Member in FGD, Surkhet, Nepal. Anukulan FE Report: 

page 17.

country (project) evidence of outcome reported 3as strength of 
evidence

MaliandSenegal
(DcF)

communitiesaremanagingconstructionofwatersupplyand
boreholes,irrigationschemes,deepeningpastoralpondsand
accesschannelstopondsorlakes.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Medium

Mali
(rIc4rEc)

householdswithaccesstoirrigatedlandincreasedfrom29.2%
to38.6%inprojecttargetareas.Accesswassimilarformale-
andfemale-headedhouseholdsbytheendoftheproject.

Adaptive Medium

nepal
(Anukulan)

162newgravity-fed/solarmultiple-usewatersystemsprovide
waterto19,765householdsfordomesticandagriculturaluse.

Proportionofbeneficiarieswithwateraccesswithin30minutes
increasedfrom58%to86%.Whilecontrolpopulationhad
similarincreases,thewateraccesshascontributedto:

•Increasedincomebyprovidingwaterforirrigation.

•reducedworkload(particularlyforwomen)ofcarrying
waterbyuptofourhoursperday.

Absorptive,
adaptive,
transformative
potential

Medium–Strong
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New technology was most effective when it was paired with work to 

strengthen water-management institutions – both water user groups 

and subnational government institutions.

In Nepal (Anukulan), Ethiopia (CIARE), Sudan (BRICS) and Burkina Faso 

(Zaman Lebidi), projects all helped to form or formalise village groups to 

manage water infrastructure (m). Anukulan and CIARE also created linkages 

to local authorities to improve service delivery (m-o). Community ownership 

and management (through involvement in site selection, construction and 

ongoing management), and links and ownership by local government (m) 

has facilitated further service delivery. 

Respondents from Adegalchat shared that, once the water in their 

structure had been used, the government Woreda helped by filling 

their water structure with water from another area… The Beshade 

group reported that the Woreda office have supplied chlorine to 

aid the process of improving the quality of the water. 

CIARE FE Report: page 37.

The projects did not provide information about the amount of water provided 

or its temporal availability, which made it difficult to determine the extent to 

which changes in water availability could support populations to better manage 

drought. The projects assisted with the management of existing water variability, 

however, the CIARE evaluation suggested that some water stores were depleted 

by drought in 2017. While DCF investments in Mali and Senegal were built to 

anticipate possible reductions and rainfall and floodwaters in the Niger river, 

the DCF evaluation noted:

Observing the impacts of these investments after the 2017 wintering 

season provides no basis for longer-term prediction. Indeed, it is 

encouraging to see that ponds are almost filled up while the lean season 

is upon us since they used to be dry at this time of year in the past, even 

if rainfall this year has fallen by almost 50% compared to a ‘normal’ year. 

However, insofar as the hydrology of the Niger Delta is directly dependent 

on rainfall in the sub-region, long-term projections are needed to ensure 

that the proposed investments will facilitate good water management 

regardless of any climate change over the next 10 to 15 years.

DCF FE Report: page 10.

There was no evidence that communities were using early warning information 

to implement water restrictions (anticipatory capacity). Evaluations noted 

a number of limitations, including in Ethiopia, where some participants in the 

CIARE project found that the distance of the infrastructure from their settlement 

was a barrier to its use. The water supply technologies did not dramatically 

reduce the exposure of users to climate hazards, and both the CIARE and 
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DCF project evaluations noted that the scale of shocks that the systems could 

absorb was not clear. In order to demonstrate resilience, investments in water 

infrastructure should also establish the extent to which they are risk-informed – 

based on scenarios of rainfall and future use.

4.1.4	 Increased	agricultural	yield,	diversity,		
income	and	sustainability

A number of BRACED projects supported successful improvements to existing 

agricultural systems while supporting farmer groups (including women) to diversify 

agricultural practices. This provides a means of increasing both income and 

food security. 

Key	points

• BRACED projects have changed agricultural techniques (including 

widespread adoption of conservation agriculture practices and natural 

resource management), created opportunities for women and men to 

grow a more diverse range of crops, improved access to agricultural 

inputs and extension services, and markets for selling produce. 

• Important intervention factors include extension approaches, 

supporting opportunities for cooperative production, and opportunities 

for project participants to equitably engage with markets: both to sell 

their products and access products and services (such as loans, insurance 

and agricultural inputs). 

• While there are certain activities that have increased the absorptive 

capacity of agricultural systems, as well as encouraging adaptation, 

climate change may challenge the sustainability of these outcomes and 

the ongoing viability of some agricultural systems. Any transformative 

change depends on individual or local collective motivation to invest gains 

from these improvements in longer-term adaptation, as projects did not 

seek to engage with the policy and economic dimensions of agriculture 

at national scale.

Of the 15 BRACED projects, 14 included interventions in agricultural production. 

Outcomes are provided in Table 8. With some exceptions, evidence from FE 

reports was often at output level. Only limited quantitative data of key metrics 

(including in relation to yield) was provided, and presentation of qualitative data 

made it difficult to ascertain the magnitude of described changes.
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Table	8:	Improvements	to	agricultural	yield,	diversity,	income	
and	sustainability	–	reported	outcomes

In many of the countries where BRACED is operating, degradation of soil, water 

and ecosystems, as well as changing market incentives are placing pressure on 

small-scale agricultural systems. Rainfall variability is already a challenge for 

farmers who depend on rain-fed agriculture, and climate change is compounding 

other threats (c). 

country (project) evidence of outcome reported 3as strength of 
evidence

BurkinaFaso
(BrES)

•80.2%ofhighintensityprojecthouseholds(approximately
29,123)haveadoptedconservationZaïpractices.

•Project-supportedonionfarmshaddoubletheyieldofnon-
projectsupportedfarms.

•Quantifiedincreasesinincomeforhouseholdsundertaking
market-gardeningactivities.

•Evidencethatsoil-andwater-conservationpracticeshave
resultedinquantifiedincreasestoproductivityinsome
agriculturalsystemsandcrops.

Adaptive Medium

nepal
(Anukulan)

•91,205householdsarecultivatinghigh-valuevegetables
usingimprovedseedsandtechniques.Atthetimeof
thebaseline,noneofthesehouseholdswerecultivating
vegetablescommercially.

•householdsarealsoproducingessentialoils.

•Quantifiedincreasesinincomeasaresultoftheseactivities,
whichhasmostlygonetowomenorganisedincooperatives.

Adaptive high

Maliandniger
(SUr1M)

•460,436individualswereusingproject-promotedtechniques
attheendoftheproject(SMArtskills,nrM,cSA,useof
climateinformation,nutrition).

•Amongthisgroup,therehasbeena67%increaseinpeople
livinginhouseholdsthatproduceatleast200kg/haofcereals.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Low

chad
(BrIcS)

•Increaseinnumberofclimate-smartagriculturalproduction
techniquesfrom3.66in2012to6.61in2017inchad.

•Low-mediumevidenceofincreasedfoodsecurityandmedium
evidenceofincomegeneration.

Adaptive Low–Medium

SouthSudan
(IrISS)

•Increaseinrespondentsgrowingleguminousplantsfrom46%
atbaselineto75%atFE.

Adaptive Medium

Sudan
(BrIcS)

•Aseedbanknowhas5,000Kginstore,whichhasensured
localsupply.

Absorptive Medium

Uganda
(ProgrESS)

•over11,000permagardenswereestablished,despiteonly
3,800farmerstrained.

•Uptakebeyondprojectistheresultofdemonstratedincreases
inproduction,creatinganincentiveforotherfarmerstoadopt
thetechniques.

Adaptive Medium
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In these contexts, projects encouraged the	use	of	a	set	of	‘climate-smart’ 

agricultural techniques. In Nepal (Anukulan), Mali (RIC4REC) Chad and Sudan 

(BRICS), projects supported uptake of a range of strategies and technologies, 

through training, agricultural extension, the direct provision of tools and seed 

and links to private sector providers (including subsidies – addressed below) 

(m). Change was measured according to adoption of these practices but, 

apart from specific trials, outcomes	in	terms	of	changing	yield	were	

not	measured	at	scale. 

In contexts where agricultural land is limited (i.e. slopes in Nepal) or production 

is highly seasonal, projects are unlocking potential for off-season and marginal 

land productivity. In Burkina Faso, onion production, a dry season agricultural 

activity, has resulted in significant increases in income. In Nepal, farmers are now 

cultivating essential oil crops on marginal land, which is also yielding significant 

income, discussed in Section 4.1. 

A link between agriculture and increased income has been strongest 

in Anukulan, with a focus on building market linkages between suppliers, 

producers and consumers. This has resulted in quantifiable increases in 

income for project participants. The project also linked agricultural suppliers 

to community business facilitators, who supported communities to access to 

a range of climate-smart technologies and services. The use of this value-chain 

approach means that agricultural improvements have extended beyond the 

core group of households with which the project works.

In contexts where land degradation and desertification exacerbate the 

ability of communities to absorb shocks, projects in Uganda (PROGRESS), 

Burkina Faso (Zaman Lebidi and Changing Farming Practices), Niger (SUR1M) 

Mali (RIC4REC) and Chad (BRICS) have increased	the	uptake	of	conservation	

agriculture	practices	and	are	linking	agriculture	to	natural	resource	

management. Activities linking agriculture with natural resource management 

are already showing benefits – in Chad, for instance, women are already selling 

fruit from trees grown as part of agroforestry initiatives. The benefits of other 

activities will take longer to realise but may help communities to absorb 

smaller shocks and manage incremental changes to the climate. Evidence from 

evaluations suggests that links between natural resource management, resilience, 

and wellbeing are important, as these secure the long-term resource base for 

productive activities. However, the links were difficult for projects to clearly 

demonstrate within the BRACED project timeframe. 

4.1.5	 Increased	access	to	credit,	savings		
and	other	financial	services

BRACED projects have been effective at promoting financial inclusion, with the 

majority of projects facilitating access to savings, credit and other financial services 

for large numbers of project participants. The most common intervention has been 
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support to group-based savings and loans collectives (including Village Savings 

and Loans Associations or VLSAs), but projects have also linked participants 

to microfinance, online banking and insurance. Many of these activities target, 

or are exclusively focussed on women.

Key	points

• There is strong evidence that projects are increasing access to financial 

services at scale, with widespread increases to savings and ability of 

participants to access credit. 

• There is strong evidence that access to low-interest credit is being used 

to pay for food, education and medical expenses during times of hardship, 

and in some cases to recover livelihoods following disasters.

• There is more limited evidence that loans are used to invest in 

productive assets for livelihood activities, though some projects have 

performed strongly in this regard. The small size of loans has been 

a limiting factor in these cases. Group-based savings and loans have 

additional outcomes, including increased solidarity and social capital 

among members, and supporting financial literacy and the economic 

empowerment of women.

This section is structured in two parts: an examination of community-level 

VSLAs and associated entities, and a section on the links that BRACED projects 

have built between bigger financial services and insurance providers and 

communities. It ends with a deeper examination of the resilience contribution 

of these outcomes. 

Projects were able to demonstrate strong evidence of mechanisms and 

intervention factors and links to resilience outcomes. Both VSLA and other 

financial services have given individuals and communities a new tool to manage 

risks. There is clear evidence from multiple countries that savings and loans 

can be used to support consumption and other critical expenses during ‘lean’ 

periods. Contingency and social funds embedded in VSLAs are another tool for 

managing risks. In the future, the weather-indexed insurance may also be an 

important product that can support pastoralists to access payments based 

on seasonal forecasts.

In contexts where financial inclusion is low, VSLAs are an effective entry point 

to build financial literacy.
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In many of the countries where BRACED works, financial inclusion is low. 

A high proportion of adults are without bank accounts and are unable to access 

affordable credit and insurance products.25 Women are less likely to hold a bank 

account than men. In these contexts, households are often forced to sell assets to 

cope with shocks, or take out high-risk, high-interest credit from money lenders 

or stores to meet consumption needs. 

In these contexts, BRACED projects been effective in establishing and/or 

supporting large numbers of VSLAs and other micro-credit groups. These 

are small, self-managed groups that provide a safe place for members to save 

money and access loans and other services, including crisis contingencies. In 

many BRACED projects, these groups targeted women, while others involved 

men. Project end-line surveys and monitoring systems have provided evidence 

of these changes. It is worth noting that the gains are particularly striking in 

the context od South Sudan, given the deterioration in the country context 

over the 3-year project implementation period.

Table	9:	Local	savings	and	loans	–	reported	outcomes

25	 haworth,A.et al.(2016).

country (project) evidence of outcome reported 3as strength of 
evidence

Ethiopia
(MAr)

342VSLAgroupscreatedandstrengthened,with6,284
participants(mostlywomen).

10VSLAgroupshave‘graduated’tobecomeSAccos.

VSLAsandSAccoshavetotalsavingsofgBP81,000(average
gBP230pergroup)andhavedisbursedapprox.gBP54,906
inloanstomembers.

Absorptive high

Ethiopia
(cIArE)

50savingsandcreditcooperativeswith5,205members
(4,752women).

Absorptive high

KenyaandUganda
(ProgrESS)

InKenyaandUganda,4,577(M=1,302,F=3,275)peoplewere
participatinginProgrESSproject-supportedVSLAs.72%of
loanswereprovidedtowomen.

Absorptive high

Myanmar
(MyanmarAlliance)

VSLA/Shginvestmentintargetareashasgrownbyalmost
500%overtwoyears.

Absorptive high

niger
(PrESEncES)

totalamountofsavingsincreasedby60%inproject
targetareas.

Absorptive high

niger
(SUr1M)

53,578ActivemembersofSavingsandInternalLending
communiities(78.5%women)withatotalloanvalue
of$142,680.

Absorptive high

SouthSudan
(IrISS)

38VSLAsinoperationinprojecttargetareas.

56%ofend-linerespondentsreportedhavingsavings,
comparedto22%atbaseline,despiteabroader,substantial
deteriorationinpeaceandsecurity.

Absorptive high
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BRACED projects have supported VSLAs through group formation 

(or extending VSLAs to existing groups, i.e. farmer groups), training on 

organisational management and basic accounting, and providing necessary 

materials (safe boxes, ledger books and other equipment). Important 

intervention factors to group success include: the frequency of training and 

staff engagement (CIARE) as well as supporting links to other income-generating 

opportunities. For instance, Anukulan introduced savings and loans to existing 

farmers’ groups, and CIARE, MAR and Myanmar Alliance linked women-led 

groups with income-generating opportunities and provided broader business 

training. Projects differed on whether to be ‘women only’ or include men. 

Some projects provided initial capital to the groups, others did not. 

VSLAs have been credited with changing behaviour and fostering a ‘saving 

culture’ in a number of projects (IRISS, MAR, Myanmar Alliance, CIARE). 

There is strong evidence that VSLA groups contribute to absorptive capacity, 

with people able to access savings and concessional credit to manage 

downturns in food production and income.

There is strong evidence that participants are using the low-interest credit to pay 

for key expenses as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In Kenya, Ethiopia and Niger, 

project monitoring from the MAR, PRESENCES, PROGRESS, and SUR1M projects 

identified drops in incidence of savings and increase in loans during periods of 

low rainfall, suggesting an income-smoothing role during times of food shortages. 

In regions with cyclical food insecurity, access to savings and loans are therefore 

likely to be a mechanism for building food security: the PRESENCES project end-

line evaluation identified a significant correlation between rates of saving and food 

security in Tillabery province, with over 65% of loans used to purchase food. In Nepal, 

women in farmers’ groups accessed credit to recover livelihoods following a flood. 

Some of the groups included a specific no-interest social fund for dealing with disasters 

and meeting school and medical expenses. No comparative evidence was available 

as to the impact a social fund has on how VSLA groups affect absorptive capacity, 

however where such funds existed they were highly valued by group members. 

The SUR1M impact evaluation provides additional evidence that access to 

financial services, including group-based schemes, is likely to move participants 

from higher to lower risk coping strategies in Niger. In the study, participants in 

treatment groups were likely to depend on loans for a significantly shorter time 

than control groups. Participants were more likely to borrow from friends, family 

and community saving groups, whereas treatment groups were more likely to 

borrow from money lenders or take out credit from shop owners, a far higher 

risk strategy that exposes them to high interest rates.

While VLSA credit may be invested in adaptation, the size of loans may be too 

small to significantly build adaptive capacity. 
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There are numerous instances of VSLA groups supporting small changes in 

agriculture and livelihoods which may support adaptive capacity. In PRESENCES, 

providing climate information to VSLA groups has helped groups make risk-

informed decisions about investments. However, evidence from PRESENCES 

suggests a mismatch between the expectations of the programme design 

(that VSLA loans support investment in adaptation) and the reality that the 

majority of loans are used to purchase food and meet other immediate needs. 

The Anukulan project has hypothesised that inadequate finance is a barrier to 

farmers investing in adaptation – suggesting that loan size is affects adaptive 

capacity (c-m). This is being addressed by the extension phase. The MAR project 

evaluation also suggests that the average saving of GBP 1–3 a month is unlikely 

to be enough for dealing with large weather shocks, and that VSLA members 

will continue to need to be linked to income-generating activities.

The group-based structure of VSLA provides additional benefits, including 

women’s empowerment. These benefits are most evident when VSLA groups 

are linked to existing activities. 

There were also strong interconnections between VSLAs and other interventions, 

with findings supporting other evidence that VSLA usually brings larger effects 

when used as a platform for other interventions, including gender empowerment, 

business training.26

Increased social cohesion among group members was also reported because 

of the roles they play in supporting each other. In PROGRESS, this cohesion 

has been supported by the establishment of Whatsapp groups to support group 

communication. A number of groups are a platform for other income-generating 

activities, including training on agriculture and small business development. 

For example, one women-only farmers’ group in Nepal supported by Anukulan 

used credit from the group to start greenhouse-based vegetable production 

and repaid the loan using income from the vegetable sales. Women’s VLSAs 

in Ethiopia have used loans to start income-generating activities including 

cook-stove manufacture and sales, opening stores and rearing livestock. Many 

groups are deliberately women-only, and the combination of women being 

able to generate income, access credit and have improved financial literacy, 

have played a role in shifting gender norms at household level. This also creates 

a space for women to build mutual support and discuss important issues 

(PROGRESS, PRESENCES, RIC4REC).

BRACED projects have worked with financial services providers to 

develop products and services that meet the needs of pastoralist 

and agro-pastoralist communities.

26	 haworth,A.et al.(2016).
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Both PROGRESS and MAR are working with microfinance providers 

to develop microfinance products, MAR is additionally supporting MFIs 

to provide mobile banking and insurance products that are tailored to the needs 

of project participants in their contexts. This included transhumant pastoralists, 

many of whom are Muslims. Existing financial products have not been suitable 

as they were not Sharia-compliant, and the low population density and large 

distances covered by pastoralist communities have also created logistical barriers 

for microfinance companies. In Ethiopia, trust in banks is low, as people have 

previously lost money with banks, and existing banks lacked capacity to reach 

pastoralists and to develop mobile banking products that meet the needs 

of pastoralists.

Table	10:	Financial	services	–	reported	outcomes

PROGRESS and MAR have played brokering roles to extend financial services 

into project areas. PROGRESS worked with Crescent Takaful SACCO (CTS) 

to extend their sharia-compliant financial services into Wajir County, Kenya. 

Similarly, MAR has worked with three microfinance providers to extend services 

to pastoralists in three regions of Ethiopia. Training and support from the project 

teams supported microfinance institutions to develop a product that met the 

specific needs of transhumant pastoralist and agro-pastoralist communities and 

meant that participants understood the products and how they could support 

other strategies for building resilience. Both PROGRESS and MAR provided loan 

guarantees and/or shared the initial risk to the providers entering a market. 

country (project) reported outcome 3as strength of 
evidence

Ethiopia
(MAr)

Microfinanceprovidershaveextendedintothreenew
regionsofEthiopia.

4,211peoplehavereceivedloanswithanaveragesize
ofgBP112perperson.

Loanshavebeenusedtosupportlivestock-related
businesses,diversifyincomeintopettytrade,and
tocultivateland.

twonewinsuranceproductsareavailabletopastoralists.

Absorptive,
adaptive,
anticipatory

Strong

Kenya
(ProgrESS)

crescenttakafulSAccohad1,485projectparticipants
asmembers,distributing140loans.

Manyoftheseloansarebeingusedtoestablishnewbusinesses,
andindividualsareabletoaccessinterest-freeloansforschool
ormedicalbills.

Absorptive,
adaptive

Strong
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There was rapid uptake of the services in both countries. The loans offered are 

much larger than those available through VSLA. People used loans to expand 

existing businesses or diversify into new areas. In Ethiopia, this has included the 

purchase, fattening and sale of livestock and poultry, renting oxen to cultivate 

land, and engage in trade and small business development.The evaluations found 

that trust was an important mechanism, as people trusted the sharia-compliant 

financial services which they knew would not compromise their religious beliefs. 

In Kenya, the ability to get interest-free loans for school fees and medical 

expenses was an important incentive, as was the ability to save small amounts 

at a time. In Ethiopia, MAR linked the providers to existing VSLA groups in 

the first instance, which connected the providers to an engaged market with 

levels of financial literacy. Business training provided by the project was also 

critical to ensuring that people were willing to engage with the risks involved 

in taking loans. MAR also worked with influencers (including students’ project) 

to encourage uptake. 

In Ethiopia, MAR has also supported the companies to develop sharia-compliant 

savings and insurance products, targeted at pastoralists: 3,631 people are 

using the mobile banking services, including large numbers of Somali mobile 

pastoralists. People using the service are able to save via a network of agents who 

act as brokers between remote communities and the MFI, and also have a means 

of receiving remittances – a crucial factor in supporting resilience. The insurance 

products were launched shortly before the end-line, making it too early to get 

evidence of outcomes. 

More research is needed to understand the limits to financial services as 

a resilience-building tool, and their robustness in times of shocks and stress.

Despite the widespread uptake of VSLA and formal financial services, and the 

evidence of how they support resilience, a number of FEs acknowledge the limits 

of these activities in the face of shocks or change. 

VSLAs have proven to be robust in a number of contexts, including in 

South Sudan (IRISS project) where groups have worked out how to manage 

interest rates and maintain savings in spite of hyperinflation, and in Ethiopia 

(MAR project) where women in transhumant pastoral communities have kept 

up group meetings and loan repayments in spite of the fact that they have 

had to disperse to manage the impacts of drought.
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However, the MAR evaluation noted that it is unlikely that the VSLA groups will 

provide adequate credit for people to manage large-scale shocks that affect the 

whole community. Furthermore, there was limited evidence of how people were 

managing the risk involved in taking bigger loans in Ethiopia and Kenya. Further 

evidence is needed to understand how third-party providers and customers will 

respond in the face of a significant climate shock. 

4.2	 Institutional	change
This section looks at the range of institutional changes that BRACED has 

contributed to at local and national levels. It includes climate risk within local 

planning, local organisations that can implement resilience activities and respond 

to disasters, and agreements around land tenure and resource use that are 

reducing conflict. It also includes actions to influence national policy and 

build capacity to govern adaptation.

These institutional changes support the individual and household change 

outlined in Section 4.1. They are critical to the context necessary for building 

anticipatory, adaptive and absorptive capacities. They also create potential 

for transformation, including generating impact at scale, and shifting power 

relationships to enable inclusive, risk-informed decision-making processes 

that involve women, and disadvantaged and marginalised groups. 

4.2.1	 At	local	level,	institutions	have	the	capacity		
to	plan	and	manage	adaptation	actions

The majority of BRACED projects have undertaken local and municipal 

planning processes for disaster risk management and climate change adaptation. 

These include supporting local agencies to complete plans mandated by 

government law or developing plans that can be integrated into local planning 

and budget processes. 

Outcomes in this area are widespread, with Anukulan, DCF, MAR, Myanmar 

Alliance, PROGESS, PRESENCES, RIC4REC and Zaman Lebidi all reporting 

outcomes in this area. Planning is a ‘process outcome’ but has tangible benefits 

in terms of increased local preparedness for climate extremes and disasters 

(anticipatory capacity). Plans are also assisting with the mobilisation of funds 

(adaptive capacity and transformative potential). 
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Table	11:	Local	institutions	–	reported	outcomes

BRACED projects have completed resilience and adaptation planning at 

scale (beyond target project participants) breaking down silos and improving 

relationships between responsible agencies.

BRACED projects have played a facilitating or convening role in local-level 

planning, bringing together communities and government line departments 

at different levels. Projects have engaged with government decentralisation 

processes: as power and budget are devolved to local areas, BRACED projects 

have worked to make sure that resourcing is secured. 

country (project) evidence of outcome reported 3as strength of 
evidence 

Ethiopia
(MAr)

Municipalgreenplanscompletein12townships
inthreeregions.

Strengthenedrelationshipsbetweengovernment
andcommunities.

Anticipatory,
absorptiveand
adaptive

Medium

Mali
(DcF)

Acommunaladaptationcommittee,andthreecercle(local)-
levelmonitoringcommitteesarefunctioning.

thecommunaladaptationcommitteeassessed727proposals
forinvestment(proposedbycommunity-basedorganisations),
selecting72forimplementationbytheproject.

Increasedeffectivenessandaccountabilitybetweenlocal
governmentandcommunities.

Adaptive Medium

Myanmar
(MyanmarAlliance)

communityresilienceplanscompletedin150locations. Anticipatory,
absorptiveand
adaptive

Medium

nepal
(Anukulan)

86harmonisedlocaladaptationanddisasterriskmanagement
plans,inareaswithacombinedpopulationon1,496,000.

12earlywarningsystemsareestablished.

Anticipatory,
absorptiveand
adaptive

Medium

nigerandMali
(SUr1M)

19communaldevelopmentplansupdated,withintegrationof
theclimatechange,disasterriskreductionandgenderdimension.

128DrrcommunityActionPlansdeveloped.

Anticipatory,
absorptiveand
adaptive

high

Senegal
(DcF)

regionalanddepartmentaladaptationcommittees
arefunctioning.

thecommitteesselectedandareimplementing65investments.

All37localauthoritiesintheareasubmittedproposalsandare
implementingatleastoneproject,anddepartmentalcouncils
areimplementingfive.

Morecooperativerelationshipsbetweengovernments(both
electedofficialsandgovernmentstaff)andcommunities.

Adaptive

transformative
potential

Medium
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In Nepal, where different national government agencies are responsible for 

adaptation and disaster risk reduction (DRR), different agencies required the 

use of different local planning frameworks (c). Anukulan developed a seven-

step process that harmonised elements of the local adaptation and disaster risk 

management planning process, rolling it out at village and municipality levels. 

This resulted in the completion of 86 harmonised adaptation and disaster risk 

management plans in local areas with a combined population of 1,496,000 (o). 

The planning process strengthened	coordination	between	different	actors (m) 

which supported resource mobilisation described below. However, a lack of 

focus on national government policy meant that this harmonised approach 

wasn’t adopted at the national government level, discussed in more detail 

in Section 4.2.3.

BRACED projects have strengthened local institutions and mobilised resources 

for adaptation, and in doing so strengthened relationships and accountability 

between governments and communities.

In many countries, BRACED projects are being implemented in parallel 

with processes of decentralisation, creating important opportunities to connect 

work at community level to subnational government planning. However, this 

devolution of power to local actors is not always resourced (c) and in many cases, 

while local governments may have the desire to strengthen service delivery 

to local communities, they lack human and financial resources. 

In this context, projects are making significant inroads to strengthening 

existing local institutions and creating new ones to manage the impacts 

of climate change. 

The most significant institutional investment has been in Mali and Senegal 

under the DCF project, with the underlying hypothesis that ‘supporting local 

authority partners to set up and manage decentralised climate funds will allow 

local communities to access resources and have clear decision-making power over 

how these funds are used’. The project has established Communal and Cercle 

Adaptation Committees (CCAs), which have managed multiple cycles of funding 

for adaptation projects, from selecting and facilitating consultation on proposals 

to overseeing implementation. The structure and resourcing established by the 

project create strong motivations for local authorities to participate. Establishing 

regional monitoring committees, comprising government and non-government 

committees, which review proposals and implementation, creates an important 

accountability mechanism which was trialled for the project. This subnational 

demonstration of effective local structures to manage adaptation funds 

has been paired with significant investment in national-level agencies 

with	responsibility	for	climate	finance, creating links	across	scale. 

It is expected that these institutions will be able to implement 

adaptation investments into the future. 
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In Kenya, where mechanisms for decentralised adaptation funding are already 

operating in five pilot counties, the PROGRESS project has provided similar 

support to Ward Adaptation Planning Committees (WAPCs). The project aimed 

to demonstrate a model that was scalable within and beyond the county, with 

the FE noting: 

Because of the county climate adaptation funds, the WAPCs are 

sustainable, and with adoption by NEMA, they are scalable and 

will likely be replicated by government in the surrounding counties 

in the coming years. 

PROGRESS FE Report: page 24.

In Mali, the RIC4REC project has channelled funds of up to GBP 1,400 

to Community Working Groups (CWGs) in each commune to implement 

priority actions from community resilience plans. 271 communities have 

chosen to create a revolving fund from this initial money, and the majority 

of communes are in their second round of funding, with some in their third or 

fourth round. The CWGs are now making investment decisions without project 

support and consider how benefits from each round are spread to different 

community members.

Projects have also successfully used planning activities and project funding 

to leverage additional resources. Project resources provided a motivation for 

local governments to engage in community-centred adaptation planning (m), 

which engagement in turn strengthened the relationships between government 

and communities (m-o). A combination of stronger community institutions, 

strengthened relationships, and clear adaptation plans means that communities, 

with support from BRACED, are lobbying subnational government for funds 

to implement their plans. In Nepal, Anukulan is supporting the integration 

of Local Adaptation Plans for Action (LAPA) into periodic development plans 

of Village, Municipality and District Development Committees (VMDDCs). 

Project monitoring data identifies that the project has leveraged funds to 

a value of GBP 36,288 from the government, which, alongside project funds, 

was used to implement the plans. With the support of RIC4REC, town councils 

in Mali are using the resilience plans to advocate for external funding of their 

five-year development plan called PDESC in French. This has been effective 

when the planning has been linked to existing process of decentralisation 

and local government priorities.

Women are more likely to participate in planning processes when they feel that 

they will be listened to.

There has also been significant attention paid to the involvement of women 

in the planning process, and attention to actions that will benefit women. This 

has included requirements for gender balance within planning processes and 

meetings, and in some cases (RIC4REC, DCF) a requirement that any priorities 

funded by the project have tangible benefits for women. In DCF, the genuine 
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commitment to this process meant that women became increasingly vocal, 

when they realised that their priorities were going to be taken seriously, 

rather than being given lip service or later overridden. The participation of 

women has had a broader impact on attitudes toward women – it was noted 

that one community in Uganda now require at least 1/3 of women at all local 

meetings to reach a quorum. Some of these dynamics are discussed in more 

detail in Section 4.3. 

4.2.2	 Land	tenure	and	natural	resource	management		
agreements	are	securing	livelihoods

Secure access to livelihoods resource plays an important role in supporting 

resilience, as does protection of ecosystems that people depend on for 

livelihoods and wellbeing. Conversely, conflict over land ownership and use, 

as well as resource degradation have the potential to undermine community 

resilience. A number of BRACED projects have achieved significant progress 

in this area.

Table	12:	Agreements	securing	land	tenure	and	natural	resource	
management	–	reported	outcomes

The Livestock Mobility and MAR projects have achieved outcomes formalising 

management and access arrangements for key ecosystems and livelihood 

resources. In both operating contexts, transhumant pastoralists and settled 

farmers co-exist in the same areas. In some cases, disputes over land use 

can result in conflict and loss of livelihood assets.

Key factors to securing these agreements included participatory and GIS-based	

mapping	as	well	as	marking	to	delineate	key	areas	for	different	land	use. 

This combined with an extensive process of dialogue with community members, 

traditional leaders and land owners through a series of ‘constructive debates’, 

which were designed to facilitate mutual understanding and trust – helping 

different land users see different points of view. The Livestock Mobility project 

has facilitated the negotiation of 145 agreements over land use across the five 

counties where the project operates, which have created 2,768 km of livestock 

corridor that pastoralists can use for migration and grazing. In Ethiopia, the MAR 

project has facilitated the development of a management plan for a woodland 

area with delineation of areas for grass production, livestock feeding and 

vegetable production. Internal by-laws have been developed and approved 

country (project) evidence of outcome reported resilience 
capacities

strength of 
evidence

Ethiopia
(MAr)

Agreementandmanagementforwoodlandareasecured. Adaptive,
transformative
potential

Strong

Multi-country
(LivestockMobility)

Landuseagreementsinplacefor2,868kmoflivestock
migrationcorridors.

Absorptive,
adaptive,
transformative
potential

Medium
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by the community for implementation. Both projects also created incentives 

for agreement.

In MAR, the establishment and strengthening of the participatory forest 

management committee included supporting its registration as a legal entity. 

Capacity-building training given to committee members helped to improve 

awareness of the community on how to manage natural forest. Farmers also 

received farm tools as part of the support from the project. After a series of 

community consultations, an agreement was reached with the community to 

delineate the area. Internal by-laws have been developed and approved by the 

community for implementation. This contributes to the protection of generated 

assets within the watershed by punishment for violation of the community rules. 

A limitation identified in the evaluation for Livestock Mobility noted, however, 

that women’s participation was not strong, in part because of the attitudes of 

staff in partner organisations and the lack of a project-wide gender strategy.

RIC4REC, DCF, SUR1M, PROGRESS and Changing Farming Practices/

BRES took specific steps to raise awareness about land tenure, and secure	

land	tenure	for	agricultural	activities, including for those led by women. 

PROGRESS trained women’s advocates on land rights and inheritance, and 

conducted land awareness events and legal aid clinics, highlighting land rights 

for communities. Secure land tenure created the conditions necessary for 

people to invest in climate-smart agricultural activities. Making land available 

to women’s farmer groups has also been a key step to improving women’s 

control over productive assets. SUR1M has engaged farmers in Mali and 

Niger in the process of obtaining formalised land tenure for productive use. 

This has included land lease negotiations, full titles, or charters that secure 

land use rights for livestock farmers.

Barriers have included a ‘policy gap’ in the ability to register land rights in 

Burkina Faso, in that a new Act has been introduced but is not yet operational.27 

The Changing Farming Practices project worked around these by negotiating 

agreements between farmers’ groups, private land owners and village chiefs. 

4.2.3	 Changes	in	national	policy	and	institutions

A critical pathway in the BRACED ToC is the linking of community resilience 

with national-level policy change that creates an inclusive enabling environment 

for adaptation and reduce some of the structural causes of vulnerability. This 

influence, particularly where it involves shifts of power, creates potential 

for transformation. 

27	 changingFarmingPracticesFEreport,page18.
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Key	points

• Some IPs have contributed to changing the national policy context, as 

a result of an active strategy for national government engagement through 

‘insider’ capacity development and cultivation of ‘resilience champions’ 

within government. 

• Despite the emphasis of the BRACED ToC on linking change from 

the local level to national connections, relatively few BRACED IPs have 

provided evidence of outcomes for national-level policy influence. A lack 

of coherent strategy linking subnational activities to national policy 

influence may be a barrier to sustainability.

IPs contributed to this change by providing capacity support to government 

agencies, resourcing respected national civil society organisations, and supporting 

‘resilience champions’ in national government.

Table	13:	National-level	change	–	reported	outcomes

country evidence of outcome reported resilience 
capacities

strength of 
evidence

Ethiopia
(MAr)

Privatesectoractorshaveincreasedawarenessofsociallyand
environmentallyresponsibleinvestmentandnationallaws.

StepstowardastrengthenedEthiopianhorticultureand
AgriculturalInvestmentAuthority(EhAIA).

transformative
potential

Medium

Mali
(DcF)

AnIct,thenationalagencyresponsibleforlocalgovernment
investment,hasbeenselectedasthenationalaccreditedentity
tothegcFandhassubmittedaccreditationoutcomes.

AnIcthasagenderpolicyinplace.

theevaluationanticipatesthatsubnationalinstitutions
establishedbytheprojectwillbeusedtodisbursegcF
financeatlocallevel.

Adaptive;

transformative
potential

high

Senegal
(DcF)

climatechangehasbeenintegratedintothenational
Planningguidelines.

thenationaltreasuryisdisbursingprojectfundsforlocal
adaptationinvestments.

Adaptive;

transformative
potential

high

SouthSudan
(IrISS)

theFirstStateoftheEnvironmentreportforSouthSudan
developedandendorsedbythegovernment.

thenationalMinistryofgeneralEducationadopted
acurriculumforSchoolEnvironmentclubsdeveloped
in17pilotschoolsunderIrISS.

AdraftStrategyonMeteorologyisdevelopedwith
theDepartmentofMeteorology.

Adaptive Medium
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A limited number of implementing partners (Anukulan, DCF, BRICS, IRISS, 

MAR and Livestock Mobility) discussed engagement with national-level institutions, 

and steps to influence policy. BRACED	projects	have	approached	advocacy	and	

influence	using	‘insider	track’	approaches to	influence, focussed on influence 

through good relationships with government powerholders instead of strategies for 

building and wielding the power of civil society. In part, this is shaped by contexts 

where civil society has limited space, governments are wary of advocacy, and 

international NGOs have to carefully manage risks to their ability to operate. 

Where BRACED projects contributed resources into government agencies 

toward shared objectives, capacity development was an important strategy 

for achieving impact beyond BRACED project areas.

In Mali and Senegal, in the context of devolution of powers for planning 

and infrastructure development, the DCF project combined efforts to establish 

subnational institutions with activities that strengthened national government capacity 

to channel funding for local adaptation activities. In Mali, this involved providing 

dedicated support to ANICT, the agency responsible for local government investment. 

The project supported the agency to prepare for accreditation to the Green Climate 

Fund by providing staff capacity to the agency and resources for a detailed audit in order 

to change certain aspects of the institution, including a complete reorganisation of the 

Budget Management and Monitoring Department. In Senegal, the project developed 

resilience considerations which are now integrated into the National Planning 

Guidelines. Both agencies have also developed gender strategies with project support. 

In Ethiopia, where some foreign agricultural investment is having negative 

effects on communities and ecosystems and undermining people’s ability 

to build resilience, MAR is collaborating with the Ethiopian Horticulture and 

Agricultural Investment Authority (EHAIA). Activities have included research 

and the development of a framework to strengthen links between investors, 

communities and the EHAIA, as well as a series of workshops. It is too early 

to see tangible outcomes, though there is some early evidence of change in 

understanding and social responsible investing amongst investors after training.

Other important strategies for influence include partnership with respected 

national civil society organisations and cultivating government ‘champions’ 

for adaptation and DRR.

In Senegal, for instance, DCF activities were led by IED Afrique. IED already 

had a strong national reputation and established relationships in Senegalese 

politics and government (c). The IRISS project engaged with the Sudd Institute 

for research and advocacy activities, and cultivated champions by funding three 

Sudanese government staff from Sudan to attend COP 22, the 2016 UN Climate 

Change Conference, which opened space to collaborate on the Sudanese DRR 

policy. Supporting policy platforms in Chad meant that BRICS was requested to 

provide inputs to the National Environment Policy. In both cases, these strategies 

created openings for influence because of the trust they created (m). 
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In Myanmar, the critical mass of NGOs working on resilience and the various 

national forums organised by the project have ensured that resilience is firmly 

on the national agenda: the 2016 Myanmar National Framework for Community 

Disaster Resilience made reference to the resilience definition developed and 

promoted by BRACED Myanmar.

With notable exceptions, a lack of strategy for national policy influence 

is a barrier to the transformative potential of BRACED projects.

The DCF project demonstrates significant transformative potential, as it is effectively 

linking institutional structures that could channel finance from a sustainable source – 

the Green Climate Fund – through national structures to the local level. However, few 

other projects were able to demonstrate the same potential, though the evaluation 

noted risks in putting all of the projects eggs in one basket, along the lines of ‘Plan 

A has to work because there is no Plan B’. Although a larger number of projects had 

some national policy engagement, multiple evaluations noted that this national-level 

work lacked a strategy and resourcing for national advocacy and policy influence.28 

Barriers included late recruitment of key staff and the short implementation period, 

which means that some gains may not be brought to fruition. For instance, while 

BRICS has coordinated with other NGOs in Sudan to advance the national DRR 

strategy, the extent to which Concern can sustain momentum after the project 

implementation remains to be seen. Similarly, there are question marks as to 

the extent the work of MAR can be sustained by the EHAIA, which is currently 

chronically understaffed. In Nepal, the separation of DRR and climate change in 

two line ministries means that ‘intense lobbying’ is required to make headway for 

national adoption of the Anukulan project approach of harmonising the LAPA and 

Local Disaster Risk Management Plans (LDRMPs). Anukulan was also blindsided by 

restructuring of subnational government structures that the project was seeking to 

influence, as the country is going through a federalisation process. 

The lack of attention to national government influencing can also be explained 

by delays in BRACED Component D as many BRACED projects were waiting 

for this policy window.29 While Component D is being (partially) implemented 

under a BRACED extension (“BRACED-X”) policy window, the short timeframe 

(one year and a half) raises questions of meaningful national-level change. 

Further, funding for IPs’ policy window work under BRACED extension is just 

£2.5 million (compared to the originally intended £30 million for component D 

policy window, and compared to the £16 million funding for implementation 

under BRACED extension so the scope will be substantially less than originally 

expected at the outset of BRACED.30

28	 Zaman Lebidi Final Evaluation;Anukulan Final Evaluation.

29	 DFIDarefundingfurtherpolicyworkledbyFMaspartofcomponentDwork
intheextension(D2–nationalpolicydialogues).

30	 FundManagerBrAcED-Xguidelines2018.
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4.3	 Inclusion:	outcomes	for	women		
and	gender	equality
Addressing various forms of social inequality and exclusion is an implicit 

focus within the BRACED ToC. Inclusion is a development outcome that both 

supports, and is supported by, resilience. The majority of projects have at least 

some focus on ensuring equitable benefits and reaching vulnerable groups, 

but a smaller number have specific goals related to tackling the root causes 

of exclusion. The strongest evidence of change is centred around gender and 

women’s empowerment, which is the focus of this section. BRACED projects 

and their evaluations were largely marked by a lack of disaggregation by 

age, gender, disability and other forms of disadvantage and social exclusion. 

The BRACED FEs were notably blind to disability inclusion, with no projects 

mentioning deliberate action to promote inclusion for people with disabilities. 

Multiple BRACED projects have an explicit or implicit focus on gender and 

women’s empowerment, ranging from steps to ensure that women benefit 

equitably from BRACED project activities, to specific outcomes related to gender 

and women’s status in households and communities and addressing the root cause 

of inequality. Gender equality goes beyond incremental improvements to women’s 

lives to broader transformation of relationships between women and men, the 

position of women in society, and women’s control over assets and resources.

For the purpose of this analysis, we will look at how change within BRACED has 

manifested at two levels: (a) for individuals and (b) through the institutions and 

structures that shape women’s lives.

Key	points

• Women are benefiting from BRACED project activities. From improved 

access to climate information and services to increased income, BRACED 

projects have increased the wellbeing of women, increased time available 

to participate in community affairs, and, in some cases, changed gender 

dynamics and decision-making power within households. 

• BRACED projects are increasing the participation of women in community 

affairs, changing attitudes and behaviours related to gender among both 

women and men, and structurally embedding gender equality within local 

institutions and national frameworks to build resilience. 

• These domains of change are not mutually independent and are more 

likely to make a sustained difference in the three projects (DCF, BRICS 

and PROGRESS) that are taking a strategic approach, ‘layering and linking’ 

activities at multiple entry points (with both women and men) to shift 

attitudes, behaviours and institutional structures. 

• Despite a strong equity argument and an implicit focus on gender 

and inclusion within BRACED, projects need to get better at articulating 

the link between gender equality, resilience and adaptation to climate 

extremes and disasters.
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Based on the guidance provided to IPs, the majority of FE reports included 

some analysis on how benefits from BRACED were shared between women 

and men. However, sex-disaggregated data was limited, as was analysis of 

more significant shifts, such as changes to institutional structures and power 

relationships that shape women’s lives. Nonetheless, analysis of gender outcomes 

provides important insights into how these contribute to resilience, and key 

mechanisms for bringing about these shifts. 

Table	14:	Change	in	gender	and	women’s	empowerment	–	
reported	outcomes	for	individuals

A number of BRACED projects have focused on supporting women to 

participate in income-generating activities, as a vehicle to greater gender 

equality through access to resources and changes to attitudes.

country (project) evidence of outcome reported 3as and t strength of 
evidence 

BurkinaFaso
(ZamanLebidi)

Womenhaveincreaseddecision-makingauthorityover
householdexpenses.

Womenhaveagreatersenseofdignityandfeelingsof
integrationintothecommunity’ssocialfabric(participation
intoweddings,funerals,baptisms).

transformative
potential

Medium

Mali
(rIc4rEc&DcF)

Womenhaveaccesstocreditandincome.

Womenhavemoresayinhouseholddecisionsasthey
haveaccesstofinancialresources.

Womenhaveincreasedaccesstoirrigatedland.

Adaptive,
transformative
potential

Medium

Ethiopia
(cIArE)

Increasedwomen’sinfluenceonhouseholddecisionslinked
tofoodconsumption,healthandschooling.

Adaptive,
transformative
potential

Low

Kenya
(ProgrESS)

girlshavebecomemoreassertive,understandtheirrights
andknowwheretoreportgendercrimesorrape.

Assertivenessandchangingculturalnormshavecontributed
todeterringharmfulculturalpracticessuchaschildmarriage.

Adaptive,
transformative
potential

Medium

chad
(BrIcS)

Inchad,menhaveimprovedunderstandingofwomen’s
workloadandhavestartedtoundertakedomesticchores.

transformative
potential

Low

Sudan
(BrIcS)

Womenhaveincreasedconfidence.

Menareassistingwomenwiththecollectionoffirewood
andothersmallstepstowardgreaterresponsibility.

transformative
potential

Low
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In a number of BRACED implementation contexts, women have experienced 

a number of barriers to participating in income generation, as well as 

broader community decision making (c). Social norms mean that women are 

overwhelmingly responsible for household responsibilities, including collecting 

water and firewood, collecting and preparing food, looking after children and 

collecting water. In a similar light, income generation is not seen as women’s 

role within the family. In some rural contexts, BRACED projects have also worked 

with women who remained in communities where economic migration, conflict 

and other drivers meant a high number of female-headed households. 

Projects have supported change by targeting income-generating opportunities 

that target women. BRACED projects have established women-only and women-

centred farming groups, business groups, and savings and loans groups. Women	

have	also	been	targeted	with	training	and	grants. For instance, in Mali, RIC4REC 

defined beneficiary criteria (including for female heads of households) for grants. 

In Nepal, Anukulan set targets for women’s participation in farmers’ groups, and 

multiple projects have established women-only VSLAs. In BRICS and PROGRESS, 

this has been combined with discussion with women and men about gender 

norms and household responsibilities. 

There is evidence that increased	income	and	associated	activities	can	

change	women’s	relationships	and	status	at	household	and	community	

levels. Qualitative data from multiple projects has suggested that income 

and additional resources that they control have given women greater	control	

over	decisions	at	household	level, and resources to invest in adaptation	

and	income-related	activities. 

In Mali, the RIC4REC targeting strategy resulted in women having greater	access	

to	irrigated	land, with the project end-line indicating that women’s access is 

increasing faster than men’s. Likewise, in contexts where women do not have 

title over land, multiple projects worked to broker	land	use	agreements	and	

formalise	tenure	arrangements.

Working to shift men’s attitudes was critical to building gender equality, as well 

as linking gender activities to other tangible benefits.

FEs noted a range of mechanisms that supported gender equality. In 

conservative communities, these include using income-generating activities 

which are considered ‘socially acceptable’ for women as an entry point, before 

taking steps to change (RIC4REC, PRESENCES). In regions of Kenya, Uganda 

(PROGRESS), Chad and Sudan (BRICS), training and dialogue with groups of 

men have changed attitudes of men (m), building their support for women 

to participate in project activities (m).
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In contexts where deeply ingrained norms shape domestic and productive 

responsibilities and activities, time and labour saving resulting from other 

activities underpinned women’s involvement in project activities (see, in particular, 

Section 4.1.3). In Chad, Sudan, Kenya and Ethiopia, men are taking on a greater 

share of domestic labour and caring responsibilities, which in turn can enable 

women’s participation in project-supported activities. 

This was reported by both BRICS and PROGRESS, which had developed an 

explicit strategy with working with both men and women to facilitate discussions 

that challenge gender norms. These discussions resulted in men realising the 

unequal balance of work in the household, with peer support also playing a role 

in changing men’s behaviour. 

All-male platforms also served as a valuable activity to change men’s 

attitudes about gender issues and harmful masculine practices and ideas. 

Male-only platforms were led by facilitators who are considered to be 

‘gender champions’. At the platforms, men held debates on gender roles 

and men’s contribution to those roles and ending sexual and gender-

based violence (SGBV) in the community. The focus group discussion 

with an all-male platform in Matany showed a group of men who 

are enthusiastic about their changed perceptions of masculinity. They 

claim to understand their role in the household better and understand 

the unequal level of work that their wives had previously taken on 

in the house. 

PROGRESS FE Report: page 35. 

These discussions and debates were best received in settings that provided 

participants with additional benefits: for instance, when young women and men’s 

platforms were linked to income generation or other services, such as VSLA.

Evaluations also noted a number of barriers and limitations to household-level 

change, including in relation to income. The PRESENCES evaluation identified 

that, despite staff and beneficiary perception of positive changes in the income 

of women, men’s income had increased more rapidly than women’s over the 

course of the project. 
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Table	15:	Change	in	gender	and	women’s	empowerment	–	reported	
institutional	outcomes

BRACED projects went beyond addressing women’s agency and relationships 

at household level to changing gendered norms and institutions (both formal 

and informal). 

Quotas have supported women’s participation in local institutions, with 

impacts extending beyond BRACED activities.

country (project) reported outcome 3as and t strength of 
evidence

chad
(BrIcS)

thenumberofwomenreportingparticipationincommunity
decisionmakingincreasedfrom58%to74%.

transformative
potential

Medium–high

Kenya
(ProgrESS)

Agenderdeskandtechnicalworkinggrouphasbeen
establishedintheWajircountygovernment,including
ahotlineprovidingadviceandpolicereferralsforsurvivors
ofrape,sexualandgender-basedviolence.

In2017,over1,050casesofsexualandgender-basedviolence
werereported,resultingin31prosecutions.thisincreasedfrom
verylowlevelsofreportingandnoprosecutionsin2015.

healthworkersandpoliceareprovidingcareforsexual
assaultsurvivors.

EightwomenranforelectioninWajircountry,where
previouslytherewerenofemalecandidatesotherthan
rolestraditionallyreservedforwomen.

transformative
potential

Medium–high

Mali
(DcF)

Womenareincludedininstitutionalstructuresanddecision
making,managementcommittees,ccAscommunalprojects
anddevelopmentplanning.

however,thereislessinformationabouttheweightthat
women(andothervulnerablegroups)canbringtobear
indecision-makingprocesses.

Atnationallevel,theAnIcthasdevelopedagenderpolicy
andanalysisthatiscentraltoitsaccreditationtothegreen
climateFund.

transformative
potential

Medium

Mali
(rIc4rEc)

Arequirementforatleast30%participationofwomen
incWgsmadeitpossibletotakeintoaccountwomen’s
prioritiesinresilienceplans,andtoimprovethestatusand
positionofwomeninthecommunityastheybecamepart
ofthedecision-makingprocess.

transformative
potential

Medium

nepal
(Anukulan)

Mostfarmersgroupsandwaterusercommitteesreachedthe
projecttargettoincludeatleast52%womenintotalgroup
membershipandindecision-makingpositions.Participationin
adaptationplanningandearlywarningcommitteeswaslower
atbetween30and40%.

Womenaremoreconfidentspeakingoutinthemeetingsand
participatinginpublicaffairs.theyaresupportedtodosoby
theirfamiliesandcommunities.

transformative
potential

Medium
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Across many contexts where women have limited representation in community 

affairs, BRACED projects set clear quotas for women’s participation in local-level 

institutions that support resilience (discussed in Section 4.2.1). Outcomes have 

included greater participation of women in groups formed by the project, which 

is subsequently translating into greater participation of women in community 

affairs, and greater likelihood of women’s needs being addressed in actions to 

build resilience. This is seen to increase the likelihood of women’s priorities being 

taken into account in resilience plans (RIC4REC and DCF). PRESENCES also found 

a positive correlation between women participating in formal groups and 

accessing climate information. 

Projects have opened new spaces for women to work together, building 

confidence and mutual support. 

These spaces have improved relationships and increased solidarity. Other 

structures formed by the project (women’s farmer groups, VSLA groups) 

have also created spaces for women to discuss matters that are important to 

them, as well as facilitating access to climate change and discussing climate 

information. This has been a factor in increasing solidarity and social support. 

In Kenya, PROGRESS has also organised women’s networking events which have 

provided for facilitated conversations about experiences and challenges facing 

their businesses and for building coalitions to address challenges, including 

climate impacts and harmful-gendered practices. Other important measures 

include agreement of quotas for women’s participation, and time saving 

and support from male champions, discussed in the sections above. 

Subnational and national institutions have greater capacity to take action 

on gender-based violence, and for mainstreaming gender into resilience.

PROGRESS and DCF have also created changes to institutions at subnational 

and national levels. PROGRESS has worked in Wajir county, Kenya, to 

significantly increase reporting of sexual and gender-based violence. The 

project has also contributed to an increased number of female candidates for 

county government elections. The DCF project in Mali has worked to integrate 

gender into institutional frameworks for addressing climate change at national 

level. The project supported ANICT to undertake gender analysis and develop 

a gender policy as part of its accreditation to be the Green Climate Fund.

Significant barriers to gender equality remain, and more emphasis on gender 

is required in resilience programmes – including undertaking gender analysis, 

developing gender strategies, investing in staff and partners as gender 

champions and evaluating change.
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Barriers to change include entrenched attitudes and gender norms. In Nepal, 

the Anukulan project observed that women’s participation is still lower in 

district-level meetings which require travelling away from home. These barriers 

can also include the attitudes of staff and partners: for instance, key partners in 

the Livestock Mobility project did not see the importance of promoting gender 

equality, did not support the involvement of women in management committees 

and did not see the existing situation as a problem. The BRACED Evaluation team 

subsequently found that it was very difficult to facilitate women’s participation 

in the FE. In contrast, the BRICS FE noted significant changes in the attitudes 

of staff and partners, indicating the importance of bringing them on board. 

This project had invested significant energy on building the capacity of project 

staff to be gender champions. 

The BRACED programme operates on the premise that gender and other 

forms of social inclusion are crucial to an equitable climate change response. 

It is clear that the inclusion of women in adaptation and resilience-building 

activities is central to effective programming and reaching the whole population. 

However, project evaluations struggled to make explicit connections between 

gender equality and resilience, despite the range of evidence, literature and 

guidance related to climate change and gender, to demonstrate the links 

between gender equality and broader project evaluations. In spite of this, 

there is some evidence from the evaluations of how gender equality links 

to the resilience considerations.

4.4	 Information	outcomes:	access	
to	and	uptake	of	climate	information
The majority of BRACED projects made significant investments in climate 

services, supporting access to and uptake of weather forecasts and longer-term 

climate information. 

Key	points

• BRACED projects demonstrated considerable achievement in brokering access 

of climate information, particularly short-term and seasonal forecasts. This 

is increasing anticipatory capacity: people are using the information to plan 

agricultural and livelihood activities and reduce losses from climate hazards. 

• The effectiveness of work in this area is underpinned by work that 

links different scales to address supply and demand for information. 

Importantly, projects have focused not only on technology and information 

products, but the institutions that shape how information is interpreted, 

communicated and used. This includes the relationship between scientific 

and traditional forecasting.

• While the uptake of short-term and seasonal weather forecasts has been 

strong, more needs to be done to integrate longer-term considerations 

of climate change into planning, project activities and decision making.
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Table	16:	Climate	information	access	and	uptake	–	reported	outcomes

In Ethiopia, the CIARE project investigated how climate information was 

being used in communities. Almost all respondents that have access to scientific 

climate information reported taking action. The actions reported as most 

effective were: ‘Deciding when to move livestock’ (76% effective), ‘storage of 

animal food’ (67% effective), and ‘deciding when to harvest’ (31% effective).

Previously, we are waiting too long to move our cattle to which 

they become so weak and many died. However, now we reduce our 

vulnerability through mobilizing our cattle based on [scientific climate 

information] we heard from radio and listening groups. 

Focus group participant, Chereka, Hamer. CIARE FE Report: page 27.

country (project) outcomes 3as and t strength of 
evidence

Ethiopia
(cIArE)

91%ofpeoplewhoaccessclimateinformationunderstand
atleasthalfofit.

Incommunities,climateinformationisbeingusedto
managecroppingandlivestock,whichhasreduced
climate-relatedlosses.

nationalMeteorologicalAgency(nMA)isprovidingmore
reliablelocalforecastswithdatafrom4newautomatic
weatherstations.

Anticipatory

Absorptive

Medium

Ethiopia
(MAr)

nMAprovidingmorereliablelocalforecasts.

Weatherforecastsonradioaremorefrequentandreliable
withdatafrom25newautomaticweatherstations.

Anticipatory Medium

Mali
(DcF)

Farmersfollowingweatheradvisoriesfromthemeteohave
80%successrate.

Anticipatory

Mali
(rIc4rEc)

48%ofbeneficiariesusingclimateinformation(58.7%ofmen,
31.9%ofwomen).

Absorptive Low(nobaseline)

Myanmar
(MyanmarAlliance)

83%oftargetpopulationunderhighandmediumintensity
reportedthattheyhaveaccesstoweatherforecasts/risk
informationin2017comparedto56%in2015.

43%oftargetpopulationunderhighandmediumintensity
reportedthattheyhaveaccesstoearlywarninginformation
forextremeeventsin2017comparedto26%in2015.

Seasonalforecastsarebeingusedbygovernment
andcommunitiestomanagewaterresourcesand
agriculturalactivities.

Anticipatory high

Sudan
(BrIcS)

geneiaradioandtheSudanMeteorologicalAssociation(SMA)
areprovidinglocaliseddailyweatherbulletinsandafive-day
forecast.thishascreateddemandinotherareas.
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Women interviewed in the RIC4REC FE were using the information for 

additional purposes, such as planning their laundry activities, drying of produce 

and for travel planning. This indicates the potential of weather forecasts 

to improve	wellbeing. 

BRACED has supported a range of pathways that contribute to access to 

and uptake of climate information. While the availability of climate information 

in Africa and Asia is rapidly advancing, gaps in climate services ‘value chain’ 

(see Box 2) are presenting barriers to uptake.31 BRACED projects played an 

important brokering role, working in partnership with national meteorological 

agencies, sectoral ministries and departments, private sector providers to ensure 

that women and men could access,	interpret	and	apply	climate	services	

at appropriate scales.

Box	2:	Climate	services	‘value	chain’

CARE and Jones et al., suggest four stages in the climate services ‘value chain’:

• Climate data acquisition and analysis

• Interpretation

• Communication

• Use

BRACED projects have supported change processes at all four stages to support 

both access and uptake, building links from national to local level. Jones et al. 

suggest that non-government organisations need to exercise caution to avoid 

duplication of climate services at a time when national meteorological agencies 

are investing in making their services more user driven. However, they can play 

an important brokering role enhancing collaboration between stakeholders and 

across institutional levels to ensure that users have access to information.32

A small number of projects have contributed to improved	precision	of	local	

forecasts. In Ethiopia, where the National Meteorological Agency (NMA) has 

the capacity to analyse climate information and an interest in improving services 

to end users, the MAR and CIARE projects have invested installing automatic 

weather stations in project locations.33 MAR played a critical role in brokering	

agreement	on	installation, something that the NMA struggled with in other 

regions, because of their existing relationships with local communities.34 

31	 Wilkinson et al.(2015).

32	 Joneset al.(2016)suggestfiveareasofinteractionandengagementtohelp
toaddresstheserisks.theseare:improvingknowledgesharing;enhancing
coordinationonplannedactivities;enhancingcollaborationacrosssystemsand
scales;focusingonknowledgeco-production;andemphasisinglearningprocesses.

33	 MAr-Ehasinstalled25automaticweatherstationsandcIArEhasinstalledfour.

34	 MAR-E Final Evaluation(2018)LtSInternational,p.48.
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The weather stations are now providing information to the NMA at 15 minute 

intervals.35 In Ethiopia and Burkina Faso, projects also brokered training for local 

meteorological services from the UK Met Office, with the aim of improving both 

provision and communication of information. 

Despite the increasing availability of 10-day and seasonal forecasts, gaps exist 

in the ability to interpret	forecasts	at	national	and	subnational	levels. BRACED 

projects addressed this by convening	actors	at	national	and	subnational	levels	

to	interpret,	communicate	and	act	on	forecasts. In Myanmar, the Myanmar 

Alliance brought together staff from multiple government departments together 

in forums to discuss climate forecasts, including those related to El Niño and the 

2016 and 2017 monsoons. Because government staff from multiple departments	

understood	the	climate	information	and	its	implications	for	their	portfolio	

responsibilities,	they	made	management	decisions	across	multiple	sectors. For 

instance, the Department of Fisheries developed safety advisories for fishermen at 

sea. Based on forecasts for low annual rainfall, agencies adjusted the management 

of reservoirs to optimise supplies. Farmers were informed of lower water releases 

and many opted to plant sesame instead of paddy rice. In Mali (DCF) and Niger 

(PRESENCES), projects undertook similar multi-stakeholder scenario planning. 

Projects are working	with	television	and	radio media to improve the 

communication of localised weather forecasts and early warning information. 

In Mali and Niger, contexts where local radio stations provide a service in local 

languages but presenters may struggle to interpret and communicate technical 

information, the DCF and PRESENCES projects have provided training on 

presenting weather forecasts to local radio station staff. PRESENCES has also 

involved specialists from government technical services and NGOs in more 

than 60% of the broadcasts in local areas.36 This has resulted in accurate,	

climate	information	broadcast	in	local	languages.37 In Niger, broadcasts are 

made in the evening which is a favourable time to reach the greatest audience 

of farmers.38 In Sudan, Concern partnered with Geneia Radio and the Sudan 

Meteorological Association (SMA) to ensure that localised daily weather bulletins 

and a five-day forecast are now broadcast. The Myanmar Alliance project has 

developed radio and TV public service announcements for seasonal climate 

forecasts as an early warning strategy. The projects have provided	financial	

resources	and	training to television and radio stations to improve the quality of 

local broadcasts and	strengthened	communication between media companies 

and meteorological services. In Ethiopia, Myanmar and Sudan, positive	feedback	

and	growing	demand	for	the	service are factors that will support sustainability – 

including in Sudan, where there is demand from areas in West Darfur beyond the 

project area according to BRICS.

35	 CIARE Final Evaluation,p.16.

36	 giordanoandEllina(2018)Final Evaluation of PRESENCES,p.38.

37	 Bonischarancle,J-M.,et al.(2018)DCF Final Evaluation,p.23.

38	 giordanoandEllina(2018)Final Evaluation of PRESENCES,p.21.
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In the context of rapid growth in access to smartphones, the Myanmar Alliance 

supported the meteorological agency to develop	their	Facebook	page	and	

mobile	weather	apps, which were reported as a popular source of information. 

In Mali, the RIC4REC project trained	farmers	to	access	and	understand	

weather	forecasts	from	a	commercial	SMS	provider. The project subsidised	

access	to	this	subscription	service. The 50% subsidy, which also provided 

access to an agricultural information hotline, resulted in high subscription 

rates. Even when the subsidy ended, there is evidence that people kept using 

the service. The MAR project planned to introduce a similar service in Ethiopia 

but faced regulatory barriers outside of the project’s control. 

An important strategy for local-level uptake of climate information has 

been socialising it through forums including listening	groups,	early	warning	

committees, as well as integrating it into other forums such as VSLA and farmer 

groups. In Ethiopia, where many people used traditional forecasting, listening 

groups supported by CIARE were an important forum for people to interpret	the	

scientific	forecasts	alongside	traditional	knowledge	and	build	trust. A similar 

process occurred in Niger, where a local partner in the PRESENCES project noted: 

The climate information is not something just for engineers or experts... 

It is now understood in the fields, even the pastoralists want to know... 

they have their traditional knowledge, but they need the scientific 

information, they know that they can get informed by an institution, 

so it is a big change... before they would not care so much but now 

they pay attention [...]. They trust it and they know where to look 

for the information. This is one of the biggest changes I have seen... 

it’s very clear. 

BRACED local partner staff. PRESENCES FE Report: page 36. 

In Burkina Faso, early warning committees were sharing climate information 

with communities. The members had defined	roles	and	training which gave 

them motivation and interest in this work. In Ethiopia and Burkina Faso, groups 

were provided with radios, which is also a motivation. 

The PRESENCES FE noted that timeliness	was	critical	for	effective	uptake	

of	climate	information. In Niger, there is a critical window at the start of the 

expected sowing period when farmers need to decide what they will plant, 

and when. Likewise, pastoralists need to make rapid decisions about where they 

will move their herd. If information has not been directed through appropriate 

channels and communicated in time, farmers and pastoralists will not wait. Delays 

in sharing climate information was the most frequently cited challenge by key 

informants, which was hampered by setbacks in receiving the seasonal forecasts 

from the regional meteorological agency that provides the information for the 

West Africa region, AGRHYMET (Regional Centre of Agro-Hydro-Meteorology 

for the Sahel).39 More work is needed to ensure timely communication. 

39	 giordanoandEllina(2018)Final Evaluation of PRESENCES,p.34.
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Despite	efforts	to	increase	women’s	engagement	with	climate	information,	

barriers	to	equitable	access	remain. In many BRACED contexts, women are less 

likely to control communications assets, such as mobile phones and radios, have 

lower literacy and are less likely to understand non-local languages. In Ethiopia, 

the CIARE project sought to address this by establishing women’s listening 

groups: in one district there were 102 women participating in seven groups, with 

overlapping membership among self-help groups. In another district, low levels 

of female participation in listening groups were explained through gender norms: 

there was a perception that women had too many domestic responsibilities to 

participate in listening groups. The project FE found parity of access between 

male and female-headed households, however, female spouses of heads of 

households were far less likely to access climate information. In Mali, where 

RIC4REC prioritised mobile phone as the communication platform, the disparity 

is stark. Although 48% of project participants are using climate information, 

this comprises 58.7% of men and 31.9% of women. More needs to be done 

to address this gap. 

While there was	strong	evidence	of	improvements	to	short-term	and	seasonal	

forecasts,	there	was	less	evidence	of	improved	uptake	of	climate	information	

at	longer	timescales. In many contexts, this was due to a lack of sufficient, or 

accessible information to understand potential deficit over a 10-year period. 

We could hypothesise that understanding of short-term forecasts and related 

uncertainty will help people plan for longer-term change. However, there is 

insufficient evidence from across the programme to understand how such 

information should best be used. 

4.5	 Towards	outcomes	and	resilience		
at	scale
As a result of BRACED, people are on a better footing to manage the impacts 

of climate extremes and disasters.

BRACED project evaluations have provided evidence of progress toward 

a number of outcomes. These outcomes reflect tangible increases in wellbeing 

and changes in absorptive, adaptive and anticipatory capacities. These include 

changes to income and food security and water availability, as well as documented 

changes to gender and women’s empowerment. These combine with other 

outcomes, including around agricultural productivity and sustainability, access 

to financial services, and institutional and government structures, to create 

a foundation for long-term resilience. 

A number of outcomes are being demonstrated at scale, including:

• Widespread access to and uptake of climate information.

• Improvements to financial services and access to credits and loans, 

particularly through VSLA groups.
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Likewise, there are a number of models that have achieved local impact 

and that could be replicated across contexts, including:

• Approaches that unlock agricultural potential for small-scale producers, 

particularly when linked to markets.

• Development of local institutions that support planning and implementation 

of adaptation actions, and support communities to prepare for and respond 

to disasters.

• Strategic approaches to gender equality that build women’s assets and 

decision-making power at household and community levels, while also 

engaging men and resourcing institutions to address harmful cultural norms.

However, the holistic approach that many BRACED projects have taken suggest 

that the combination of activities, approaches to implementation and layering of 

outcomes determine the extent to which they build resilience. For instance, in 

Nepal, Anukulan was able to improve women’s income by: 

• Improving access to water, meeting basic needs, freeing up women’s time 

to participate in livelihood activities, and creating opportunity for irrigation.

• Promoting new livelihood activities (vegetable market garden and essential 

oil growing) and ‘climate smart’ practices (mulching, irrigation, soil 

solarisation and pest control).

• Engaging with institutions that add value to products, connecting producers 

to markets and building their power (essential oil distillation units, vegetable 

collection centres).

• Creating conditions for women’s leadership (quotas for membership 

and leadership positions in project-supported positions). 

The review of project outcomes in relation to the 3As and T also suggests some 

shortcomings. Gaps included a lack of attention to linking systems across scales 

and lack of clear strategy to support government influence and social inclusion. 

Without links to information and actions that address longer-term climate trends, 

it is unclear whether the outcomes will be sufficient to withstand anticipated 

changes over a longer period. This is particularly notable for some water security 

activities, but also affects the sustainability of any activity exposed to climate risk.

The connection described above highlights the importance of identifying 

not what, but how good practices can be replicated – the framing of our core 

evaluation question. Section 5 looks across the projects to examine in more 

depth at how changes have occurred. 
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The BRACED projects have been implementing combinations of activities in 

varying contexts and across different scales in order to bring about adaptation, 

resilience building and strengthening. The main achievements of the BRACED 

projects in relation to resilience, reported at FE, are discussed in the previous 

section. The outcomes are summarised in terms of the underlying change 

pathways, which help to demonstrate how the things that BRACED has 

achieved can be considered to be ‘resilience’ and the degree to which this 

is so, guided by the framing set out in Section 2.3 and linked to the 3As and T. 

This section focusses on how and why change happens, synthesising 

across the findings of the individual projects to a higher ‘level of abstraction’ 

(see Section 3.4.3) to generate evidence and learning about what works, why, 

how, for whom and in what circumstances, to strengthen resilience across 

the BRACED portfolio of projects.

5.1	 Building	and	strengthening	resilience
The ways in which BRACED projects bring about change to build and strengthen 

resilience depend on a combination of the way projects do things (‘intervention 

factors’ or ‘resources’ in realist terms) and the way people respond (‘reasoning’ 

to realists). These factors together constitute ‘mechanisms’, which operate 

in relation and in response to contexts.

5.
HOW	AND	WHY	
CHANGE	HAPPENS

Image:USAID
Ethiopia/
nenaterrell
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The MTR identified a number of mechanisms (see Annex 6) that we find further 

evidence for in the FE. Once again, we find implementation responds to context. 

This can be seen in the way that mechanisms such as the provision of hands-on,	

practical	support	that	is	relevant, in contexts where people have low levels of 

education and few resources to ‘gamble’, is still an important factor in determining 

whether or not people choose to participate in a project, putting into place the 

actions and behavioural changes necessary to achieve outputs and outcomes: for 

example, in Nepal, practical training and demonstration is seen as a decisive factor 

in farmers replacing old techniques for new ones and starting to use new inputs. 

‘Relevance’ includes advocating technology that is appropriate to the populations 

and settings, including the climate context and risk faced by participants. 

This can be seen in South Sudan (IRISS) and the Ethiopian case (CIARE):

The focus group participants felt that whilst the training on land 

preparation, seeding, fertilizing (notably organic manure) and weeding 

was all useful, the most important aspect of the mechanism was the 

provision of quality quick maturing seed. This was because as rains are 

becoming less predictable, often shorter, quick maturing seed is more 

able to cope with this new climate scenario. 

CIARE FE Report: page 32.

Practical support also includes	project	demonstration, used by most projects 

to show participants that activities actually work and to generate momentum 

for the activities, often through lead farmers (discussed below) and early adopters 

of technologies or approaches (e.g. Sudan, Chad, Mali, South Sudan). Again, 

this is important because high levels of poverty and a low resource base mean 

that farmers need to be certain that something is likely to work if they are going 

to do things differently, rather than relying on trust. In Mali (RIC4REC) the 

project FE has observed that training and demonstration sessions have generated 

greater community ownership of new technologies. In turn, there has been 

increased productivity, asset accumulation (including natural assets). In some 

cases, the success of activities in BRACED target communities has led to uptake 

by other communities without BRACED project support. Improving the asset 

base contributes to good underlying conditions from which people can be 

more resilient.

Linking	–	between	activities	and	across	institutions	

A prominent factor in the way BRACED projects have successfully brought 

about change is a direct result of the way they have been designed as packages 

of activities intended to be implemented together, reinforcing and complementing 

each other. Echoing and building on the findings of the MTR and the Routes 

to Resilience: insights from BRACED Year 2 report, there is strong evidence 

that the layering and linking	of	activities under the BRACED projects have 

contributed to positive change. There are many examples of this across a variety 

of combinations of activities (15 IPs).
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In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and 

institutional linkages:

• Linking and bridging between existing local institutions (e.g. savings groups 

and farmer groups) and activities means that projects can build on existing 

processes and actions and create links between different parts of the 

system. Linking project activities to income generation acts as an incentive 

for people to participate.

• Sequencing activities appropriately and providing information in a timely 

manner, with people supported to apply new information, means that 

participants can make informed decisions about how they invest resources 

provided by the programme in ways that are more likely to lead to resilient 

outcomes (15 IPs).

Linking activities related to savings and loans to other interventions appears 

to be particularly fruitful (9 IPs; strong evidence). In South Sudan (IRISS), the 

layering and linking relate to using	existing	institutional	structures to link 

activities to boost access to credit directly to income-generating activities, 

creating a ‘chain’ between inputs and markets (thus linking	across	different	

institutional	levels	in	the	system): 

The integration of VSLAs with APFS groups came through as a key 

factor in their success. It meant that there was a pre-established group 

unit/structure to attach to, and (crucially) one which was generating 

income, or at least had potential to generate income. 

IRISS FE Report: page 30. 

Another area with strong evidence of layering and linking contributing towards 

outcomes is in combining access to climate information with practical cultivation 

advice and support that take weather forecasts into account. In some cases, this also 

links to access to finance, especially for the purchase of seeds. We see this in Mali 

(RIC4REC), Ethiopia (CIARE, including access to credit/finance), Nepal (Anukulan, 

including market development activities to strengthen supply chains – with some 

evidence of links across different institutional levels) and Niger (Presences). VSLA and 

farmers groups provide a platform for discussing climate information, and evidence 

from PRESENCES suggests that groups that had access to climate information were 

more likely to use loans to invest in improved/drought-tolerant seed varieties. 

Influencing	context	to	create	conditions	for	change

Where there are missing or ‘thin’ markets for finance and insurance, by providing 

and linking these institutions BRACED projects are able to change the context 

which further stimulates the propensity to save so that people are more 

confident and motivated to invest in more diverse income-generating activities.
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Linking across institutional scales, in Ethiopia the MAR project linked Arba 

Minch Zuria, Livestock Insurance Client, with VSLA and microfinance loans. 

The linkage with microfinance institutions and participation in VSLA resulted in 

a change	in	context that stimulated behavioural change leading to outcomes, 

namely developing a saving	culture that helped the community to protect their 

household assets and the natural resources from disasters like drought:

Having the livestock insured increased the beneficiaries level of 

confidence to cope with climate change and motivated the community 

to be involved in a more profitable business with minimised risk (M). 

The awareness created motivation to access more loans from VSLA and 

MFI to engage in different businesses and strive to diversify income (M). 

MAR FE Report: page 47.

The strong link between access	to	financial	services and food security 

has paved the way for further important and ‘enabling’ changes in context. In 

multiple projects, people are using credit to buy food and smooth income during 

‘lean’ periods. Lack of credit is a barrier to people being able to invest in other 

income-generating and adaptation activities. By providing credit explicitly with 

this in mind, to address food security concerns, projects are effectively changing 

the context to allow other behavioural changes and outcomes to happen further 

down the line (9 IPs; strong evidence). This is discussed further below.

In contexts with high levels of food insecurity, by carrying out activities that 

provide resources to address people’s food security concerns, this changes the 

context so that participants are better placed to subsequently invest in technical 

change that contributes directly towards building their resilience (9 IPs).

In Myanmar, a strong focus on institutional	change	(policy	and	advocacy) 

complements activities at the community level. The project evaluation 

demonstrates evidence of effectively advocating for the need for resilient 

development to layer and link different activities from community to national 

level, though policy influencing events were hampered by a lack of clear 

policy objectives. The attention of the government and development actors 

was focused on livelihoods, DRR and food security, but this work was viewed 

(by those stakeholders) in isolation. The project’s layered and linked resilience-

strengthening activities, including influencing work, have contributed to 

resilience ending up ‘firmly on the national agenda’.40 Evidence of the project’s 

influence includes the Resilience Framework developed by the project being 

included in the national policy agenda. 

40	 MyanmarAllianceFEreport.
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Multiple projects also sought to change the gender	and	power	context 

in which they operated, creating space for women’s participation in project 

activities and decision-making spaces. In many cases, this was done using 

quotas for women’s representation within groups (including in leadership 

positions), as well as a requirement for women to benefit from activities and 

investment. This, combined with activities targeted specifically at women, has 

created spaces for women’s empowerment and participation in decision making. 

Changes to norms around domestic responsibilities are also critical to women’s 

participation in community activities, which otherwise risk increasing women’s 

workload. Observing these trends, in combination with spaces for men to discuss 

and foster dialogue about gender and masculinity, is changing men’s attitudes 

toward women. However, these changes are only being seen in projects which 

are dedicating sufficient time and resourcing to gender, including the use of 

a gender strategy grounded in rigorous analysis, dedicated staffing and resources, 

work to change the attitudes, norms and behaviours of staff, and partners to 

be gender champions. 

Conflict	drives	vulnerability	in	a	number	of	BRACED	project	contexts, 

including South Sudan and Niger. This poses a significant challenge and barrier 

to project implementation. Results in some countries need to be viewed through 

the lens of conflict and insecurity, achieved in very challenging circumstances. 

For example, considerable progress made by IRISS in VSLA activities despite 

sharp deterioration n the South Sudan context over the 3 years of BRACED.

Notably, BRACED projects have contributed to peacebuilding by: 

1. Securing access and tenure over land and crucial livelihood resources 

(including SUR1M and Livestock mobility; stock routes).

2. Supporting collective activities including savings and loans groups and other 

mechanisms that support community cohesion. In South Sudan, VSLA groups 

have remained remarkably robust in spite of conflict. 

Remaining frontiers include addressing Gender Based Violence as part of building 

and strengthening resilience to disaster risks and climate change.41

41	 Seewww.braced.org/resources/i/violence-against-women-and-girls-and-resilience/

http://www.braced.org/resources/i/violence-against-women-and-girls-and-resilience/
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Meeting	basic	needs	as	an	underlying	condition		
for	further	participation

Across a number of projects, interventions that enable participants to 

meet	basic	needs	(particularly	access	to	food	and	water) can be seen as 

a mechanism-outcome combination that, in turn, becomes a mechanism for 

further outcomes to be achieved that contribute to and/or strengthen resilience 

(strong evidence). They are effectively laying an important foundation for 

further resilience building. For example, in Mali, RIC4REC found that when	

food	security	is	achieved,	it	‘becomes	a	mechanism	in	itself’ as it can trigger 

community buy-in into interventions: for example, climate-smart agriculture 

and access to climate-smart information, which in combination improve 

farmers’ ability to make livelihood decisions, i.e. participants are able to take 

risks, and build farmers’ confidence in food availability which might result in 

the sale of surplus yields (potentially leading to improved income; improved 

absorptive capacity).

In contexts where poverty levels are high and people struggle to meet their 

basic needs, addressing basic needs first (including access to food and water) 

means not only are people likely to buy in to an intervention because it is seen 

to be responding to their needs and priorities, but also they are subsequently 

more confident that their needs are met and they are better able to take risks. 

Improved confidence in food availability means that the sale of surplus yield is 

more likely, potentially leading to increased income, and improved absorptive 

capacity (9 IPs).

For others, inputs and assets provided by the project that linked	directly	to	

strategies	to	meet	basic	needs meant that interventions were accepted	by	

participants	as	responding	to	their	needs	and	priorities, as in the case of 

Burkina Faso: 

With climate change it does not rain as consistently as it did before. 

This is making agriculture-related income-generating activities and 

more basic activities like feeding families more difficult. This is why 

the ruminants provided by the project and other income-generating 

activities were viewed so favourably. A number of women explained 

to the evaluation team how they would assess how many ruminants 

would be sold and how they would manage to keep a healthy enough 

number to keep the stock growing. The motivation for selling always 

boiled down to immediate necessity. Hence the sale of the ruminants 

contributes to improving the immediate living conditions of beneficiaries, 

even if it does not lead to significant enough change to allow individuals 

and households to shift away from more perilous circumstances. 

Zaman Lebidi FE Report: page 24.
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In a similar vein, in Chad, providing easy access to clean water (boreholes and 

rehabilitated water points) ‘provided a quick-win with communities and got their 

buy-in for other activities’.42 Interventions that supported time-saving (vegetable 

collection points in Nepal, water access in multiple countries) reduced women’s 

workload, which in some cases is a precondition for other activities. In all these 

cases, even though the activities may not have directly built resilience (yet), they 

are making a good contribution towards establishing the necessary foundations 

that are a pre-requisite for engagement in and successful application of resilience-

building and strengthening activities further down the line. This finding highlights 

the need to take into consideration the timeframes necessary to effect change 

of the order expected by programmes like BRACED.

Collaboration	and	credibility

All IPs are working collaboratively with communities, government and civil 

society. This includes: prioritising activities, selection of participants, participatory 

planning and/or formulation of LAPAs (Myanmar, Nepal), construction and 

installation in the case of water activities (Nepal, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia-CIARE, 

Chad/Sudan), Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) (South Sudan). For 

some, this extends as far as designing the activities: for instance, in Ethiopia, 

activities to improve agricultural productivity under CIARE. Collaborative	

and	participatory	working	are	important	for	community	buy-in and could 

be considered ‘best	practice’	in	implementing	development	interventions 

(10 IPs; strong evidence). This links to enhancing the credibility	of the activities 

in the eyes of the participants, through getting the right people on board at 

the community level. A strong example of this is DCF (Mali and Senegal), 

where efforts have been made to ensure a ‘bottom-up’ approach to designing 

and implementing activities: The investments implemented were selected 

through a design and decision-making process led most of the time by the 

communities targeted by the project. In some cases, the proposals were 

formulated in collaboration with the local council or cercle-level council. The 

process is initiated by communities and it is this bottom-up aspect that makes 

it so relevant: investments are designed by participants who, through support 

from the project, have analysed their own vulnerability, identified leverage to 

resilience building, and what they need to use this leverage. The likely result 

is that these projects address participants’ real needs and expectations. This 

is reflected in a comment made to a project facilitator from Douentza by 

a beneficiary from Koubewel-Koundia: 

What I choose for me and what you choose for me does not have 

the same impact. 

DCF FE Report: page 7.

42	 BrIcSFEreport,p.38.
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Across a range of contexts, by working collaboratively, participating with 

communities ensures community buy-in. This means that interventions are 

more likely to address beneficiary needs and expectations, uptake is higher 

and people will actually carry out activities that will improve their absorptive 

and adaptive capacities. Interventions and results are more likely to be 

sustainable after direct project involvement ends.

Given the time it takes to effect tangible change and build resilience, this 

means that projects are more likely in the medium-long term to successfully 

result in resilient outcomes, because the processes through which these are 

generated are also resilient.

Getting the right people on board at the community level can enhance 

the credibility of the activities in the eyes of participants and potentially 

mitigate the risk of further entrenching social and cultural norms that 

exclude certain groups (10 IPs).

In Ethiopia (CIARE), the involvement of the community in selecting seed 

recipients was highlighted as an important factor in building ownership and 

acceptance of this activity. In the Mali case, credibility meant ensuring strong	

involvement	of	village	leaders (RIC4REC), implementing activities	in	line	

with	the	needs	of	the	community: in this case, the packaging of training and 

technology for climate-smart agriculture and soil, flora and water conservation 

techniques. Coupling this with practical	demonstration and the role of 

word-of-mouth have enhanced credibility and therefore uptake: 

Improved seed, Zai pits, micro-dose, crop association, contour bunding 

(CB), and FMNR have allowed households to adapt their agricultural 

production methods to climate change. These climate information-

related practices have led to better adaptation and anticipation 

of the effects of climate change. 

RIC4REC FE Report: page 17.

This way of working is more likely to ensure sustainability after project support 

is withdrawn.

This example from Mali (DCF) highlights the value of making sure that the	right	

leaders	or	champions	are	engaged: 

In several cases, communities have chosen “natural” leaders to represent 

them: individuals who are known for their personal experience in local 

development and/or their vision of development issues. These are often 

former civil servants or retired teachers who, through their careers, are 

able to bring an outside perspective to the community. In the initial 

model, this was identified as a factor in the success of the approach.

DCF FE Report Annex: page 11.
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However, this does create risks of entrenching gender norms, as in the Myanmar 

case, where, during village planning, women tended to fall into line with the 

priorities articulated by male leaders. 

Credibility is also enhanced through encouraging	communities	to	work	

collectively, often using existing	group	structures (a mechanism identified 

at MTR): for example, management committees, alongside collaborative project 

implementation to engender shared project ownership (collective mobilisation) 

and therefore buy-in from communities, as in the case of Mali and Senegal (DCF). 

Collective working applies not just to community involvement but also higher-

level formal institutional partners: for example, working with the meteorological 

services translating forecasts to highlight the agricultural implications (Mali/

DCF; also Ethiopia under the CIARE project). By working with a partner (IED) 

with recognised expertise on climate change in Senegal, notably an agency 

with an existing remit, and by ensuring staff engagement, the project (DCF) 

has been able to develop national guidance on mainstreaming climate change 

into local planning. For Chad and Sudan, the IP suggested that in contexts 

where academic institutions are respected, BRACED partnerships with these 

institutions (i.e. TUFTS in BRICS) can give credibility to interventions and extend 

reach such as having research published on humanitarian platforms. In the 

Burkina Faso case, where the IP was working with agro-pastoralists, combining 

climate information with local knowledge enhanced credibility, which increased 

access to and use of climate information hand-in-hand with the uptake in new 

agricultural practices. Higher level institutional partners also provide valuable 

political champions (e.g. Mali – DCF working with ANICT). In contexts where 

levels of coordination around humanitarian issues are low, such as Chad and 

Sudan, project support to government-civil society forums, including Agora 

2030 in Chad and the IPC committee in Sudan under BRICS, creates space 

for collaboration	and	opportunity	for	collective	influence.43

Working with credible and respected higher-level formal institutions (such 

as meteorological services, academic institutions) with recognised expertise 

and a ‘presence’ can provide important political champions for the project 

activities, increase the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading 

to better uptake and greater sustainability.

and

Engaging with the right leaders, at community or higher institutional levels, 

also increases the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading to better 

uptake and greater sustainability. In other cases, when working with relatively 

‘closed’ marginalised communities, credibility and uptake are enhanced 

through the trust engendered by combining local knowledge with scientific 

information (5 IPs; medium evidence).

43	 BrIcSFEreport,p.23.
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Regular	involvement	of	project	staff	and	partners	
in	communities

The MTR found ongoing	involvement	and	follow-up to be a key mechanism 

(medium evidence). In response to the MTR, some IPs stepped up this element 

of their implementation: 

The mid-term review acknowledged that follow-up and monitoring 

were essential. In addition, Concern staff in Chad overnighted 

in villages, increasing people’s trust in them and providing more 

quality time with communities.

BRICS FE Report: page 33.

This appears especially important (coupled with practical demonstration and 

appropriate training tools) in the contexts of low-literacy levels where IPs are 

working. There is further evidence for the importance of regular involvement 

and follow-up by project staff at FE across many projects including: 

access to project staff mobiliser based in proximity to village for coaching. 

RIC4REC FE Report: page 22.

Regular	involvement	depends	on	the	context,	and,	crucially,	if	the	

context	allows	it. For example, within one project in Chad and Sudan 

the different	contexts	shaped	the	progress	and	impact	of	the	programme. 

Security and access problems in Sudan were a major barrier to providing 

consistent monitoring and support to targeted communities. In Chad, however, 

security was less of an issue, and access to communities – in particular, teams 

overnighting in villages – was shown to clearly contribute to the success of their 

activities. For the Chad team, BRICS activities were also often a continuation 

of an earlier project, meaning that: 

Progress by the end of the grant was more advanced than in Sudan, 

where it required a new way of working and thinking. 

BRICS FE Report: page 23.

In contexts where literacy levels are low and if the security situation 

allows it, ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-up with communities, 

emphasising practical demonstration, helps to build trust of communities 

in project staff. This creates the right conditions for the project to flourish: 

participants are more likely to take up project activities and apply new practices 

and techniques, and this is more likely to be sustained. This contributes to the 

likelihood of resilience being built and strengthened (5 IPs).
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Providing	incentives	and	subsidies	to	encourage	participation

All projects use in-kind contributions to incentivise participation: for example, 

providing hardware such as tools and equipment and communities contributing 

in providing labour, carrying stones or constructing fencing in Ethiopia (CIARE); 

supporting installation in Nepal (Anuklan); digging shallow wells or improving 

existing water points in Chad/Sudan (BRICS). Although CLTS stipulates no subsidies, 

in Chad, staff changed their approach and provided additional material support 

in the form of concrete latrine slabs. In a community in Sudan, project staff found 

it difficult to implement CLTS as there was an expectation that Concern would 

supply the necessary materials to build the latrines.44 Most of the IPs were also 

implementing multiple activities within particular areas and expected that this would 

increase probability of success, or as described by BRICS, community buy-in for other 

intervention packages. Incentives and subsidies have also been used to good effect 

in contexts	where	levels	of	trust	in	private	sector	is	low, as in the case of Ethiopia 

(MAR) where the project faced the challenge of low trust in banking institutions 

because in the past people have lost money in banks. To mitigate this, the bank 

targeted early	adopters	and	influencers (students) to increase uptake and offered 

incentives for people who signed up other people (medium evidence).

In contexts where the level of trust in the private sector is low, by targeting 

early adopters and influencers and offering incentives to people to sign other 

people up to an intervention means the project can piggyback on trust inherent 

in social networks to improve project reach and uptake (7 IPs).

Where projects are implementing their activities in remote areas with low population 

densities so that the commercial viability of private sector operation is low, by 

(temporarily) subsidising and supporting private sector actors these are incentivised 

to provide services (e.g. financial services) to populations in these remote areas, thus 

linking usually marginalised people and communities into (financial) systems. This 

means that people can benefit from access to financial institutions where previously 

there were none, building up a financial history that could eventually improve their 

access to credit and potentially increase productive investments. This potentially 

contributes to building absorptive and adaptive capacities as incomes increase or 

people are able to invest in more climate resilient livelihood activities (1 IP).

Incentives also extend to those designed to encourage	private	sector	

participation in the projects: for example, subsidies paid by a project to the 

private sector to make it commercially viable for them to provide their services in 

remote areas. An important example of this is the case of MAR’s mobile banking 

intervention in Ethiopia, where the project’s support to mobile banking service 

providers played a crucial role in overcoming the barriers faced in selling mobile 

banking products to remotely located pastoralists in the project Woreda areas. 

In the context where the project is working: 

44	 Ibid.,p.26.
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A major barrier preventing the widespread expansion of mobile banking 

products to pastoralists in the lowland areas is the relatively low 

commercial gains compared to working in urban and highland areas. 

Therefore, without external support it would be commercially difficult 

for them to provide coverage across all lowland areas. 

MAR FE Report: page 55.

Summary	–	Building	and	strengthening	resilience

Key messages emerging from the BRACED project FEs about building and 

strengthening resilience relate to providing the right kinds of incentives so 

that people respond to the project activities in positive ways. These incentives 

relate directly to the contexts in which projects are working: weak markets and 

institutions, high levels of poverty and low asset base, and low levels of trust 

in external interventions. 

5.2	 Building	resilience	in	systems

Systemic	focus:	strengthening	institutions		
and	linking	across	levels

An important process or mechanism for building resilience in a systemic and 

sustainable way is by making vertical linkages between actors and institutions 

at different levels (medium evidence). For example, we see that in Chad a key 

contributing factor to achieving food security, health and nutrition outcomes 

has been strengthened	links	in	the	community between people and the health 

and nutrition centres.45 However, building	understanding	and	capacity	at	

higher	institutional	levels	takes	time, especially where advocacy is needed. 

This is reflected in the fact that while this firms an important component of the 

pathway towards resilient change (CMO), evidence so far from BRACED projects 

is relatively weak. We would expect the activities under BRACED-X on policy and 

advocacy to allow us to ‘test’ this theory further after more time has elapsed.

In Ethiopia, a growth in foreign private investment in agriculture is affecting 

the livelihoods of pastoralists in some areas, and hence exposing them to climate 

shocks. This is the result of gaps in knowledge among government decision 

makers and private investors regarding social and environmental impact. By 

raising the capacity of the EHAIA through providing training and institutional 

strengthening, the project has increased its capacity to raise awareness and work 

with investors. It is still too early to see tangible outcomes, though there is some 

early evidence of change in understanding and socially responsible investing 

amongst investors.46

45	 BrIcSFEreport,p.18.

46	 MArFEreport,p.47.
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In contexts where policies work against or are openly hostile to pastoralists, 

and work on pastoralists is seen as donor imposed, a coordinated	advocacy	

strategy,	implemented	with	partners	with	capacity	is	critical	to	shifting	attitudes 

among powerholders at national and regional levels. Where this is missing, ad-hoc 

and opportunistic activities are less likely to lead to effective and sustained change 

(Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal; Mauritania: Livestock Mobility FE report).

In contexts where national policies favour foreign private investment to 

the detriment of poor, marginalised people and there are gaps in knowledge 

among decisions makers and other key actors and social and environmental 

impacts, then strengthening and raising the capacity of key institutional actors 

with influence at the national level leads to raised awareness and an increased 

likelihood of socially responsible investment and policy, thus improving the 

wellbeing and absorptive capacity of marginalised people.

In contexts where policies work against or are openly hostile to poor, 

marginalised groups/people and work on these groups is seen as donor 

imposed, a coordinated advocacy strategy, implemented with partners with 

capacity is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders at national 

and regional levels in order to achieve effective and sustained change 

(4 IPs; weak evidence).

Systemic	focus:	Working	with	the	private	sector		
and	public-private	linkages

Unless projects undertook activities to strengthen markets and market linkages 

and to ensure the participation of private sector players then, on the whole, any 

activities to enhance productivity and increase production have limited scope 

to contribute to resilience. A notable minority of projects have been working to 

improve links to the private sector. In Ethiopia, public-private linkages played an 

important role in creating	markets	and	employment	opportunities in urban 

areas supported by the Challenge Fund. However, the scale and scope of this 

activity is still small, benefiting 100 people only at the time of the FE.47 For 

others, marketing has been supported by project-facilitated meetings between 

producers and buyers – as in the case of Nepal’s essential oil producers, including 

exposure visits to improve	farmer	capacity	and	market	sense: 

In [the] case of essential oil, meetings between essential oil buyers 

associated with Jadibuti (herbal) Association of Nepal (JABAN) and 

essential oil producers/farmers were organised to link for the market 

of the essential oil. In addition, exposure visit of essential oil producers 

(DU) to the traders/buyer company at Nepalgunj and Kathmandu 

were organised for developing sustainable marketing linkages. 

Anukulan FE Report: page 18.

47	 Ibid.,p.40.
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The importance of demonstration	to	encourage	buy-in and understanding 

has been highlighted above. Linking producers to buyers/traders has also been 

an important mechanism in Wajir County in Kenya, where a SACCO (Crescent 

Takaful Sacco – CTS) have been linked to livestock meat exporters and markets 

in the Middle East and also to pastoralists, thus widening markets:

Providing market linkages to livestock producers that can produce 

substantially higher market value is another absorptive capacity aspect 

of the financial services programme that will lead to systemic change 

through a formalisation of the livestock sector. 

PROGRESS FE Report: page 19.

Implemented at a big enough scale, linking to private sector can enhance 

sustainability of project activities. Again, in Nepal, community business 

facilitators (CBF) coupled with a challenge fund help to incentivise participation:

Value chain households are linked with the private sectors to increase 

the household’s access to climate-resilient products and services such 

as improved seeds, fertilizers, and other climate-smart technologies. 

Private sector actors in the value chain are linked to these farmer groups 

to generate demand for products and services that smallholder farmers 

need to diversify their livelihoods, and to establish stable conduits 

for training and technical support. This approach has demonstrated 

that by integrating and organising market actors, including vulnerable 

smallholder communities, into commercial pockets, the profit generated 

will sustain local-level institutions capable of continuing activities after 

project completion. Essential to this is establishment of community 

business facilitators (CBFs), who facilitate sales and training of 

climate-adaptive technologies, and a challenge fund that provides 

initial incentives for businesses to enter into underserved markets, 

including the most vulnerable communities. 

Anukulan FE Report: page 18.

Across the projects, there are many ways of working with private sector partners 

with the projects fulfilling different roles and functions. As discussed above, in 

Ethiopia (MAR), the project role has been to subsidise private sector actors in the 

case of ‘Nyala Insurance’ to make working in remote areas commercially viable. 

This is another example of a mechanism that once in place changes the context 

or conditions (i.e. institutional change in the form of addressing the problem 

of thin or missing markets for financial services) that allow behaviour to change 

leading to improved resilience: 
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Having the livestock insured increased the beneficiaries level of 

confidence to cope with climate change and motivated the community 

to be involved in a more profitable business with minimised risk. The 

awareness created motivation to access more loans from VSLA and MFI 

to engage in different businesses and strive to diversify income. 

MAR FE Report: page 47.

In contexts where participants have poor access to markets and information, 

strengthening market linkages and working with the private sector to provide 

services in ways that are appropriate and sensitive to needs and the context, 

at the same time as implementing activities to enhance productivity and 

production, means that project participants will be confident to engage  

with private sector actors to amplify the benefits of productive activities, 

leading to improved absorptive capacity and more sustainable and  

systemic change (7 IPs; medium evidence).

5.3	 Summary	and	reflections
The	synthesis	of	the	evidence	from	across	the	BRACED	projects	of	the	

pathways	towards	building	and	strengthening	resilience,	uses	a	realist	

‘lens’	to	help	us	to	explore	how,	why,	for	whom	and	in	what	circumstances	

the	programme	is	working.	

At MTR we felt that the tendency for IPs to focus their reflections closer to 

the activity end of the change pathway was due to the stage of implementation – 

outputs and outcomes were at very early stages and there was a dearth of 

evidence. We expected there to be more evidence at FE for outcomes because 

more time had elapsed for change to take place, and we do indeed find this with 

some indications of how and why these outcomes link to strengthened resilience. 

There is still a strong focus on intervention factors – the way projects do things – 

and these are often described in relation to the way they then trigger participant 

involvement with project activities, even if people’s thinking and reasoning is 

not explained. We are also starting to see mechanisms emerging in relation to 

activities aimed at systemic change – the linking across scales and institutional 

change, which was not possible at MTR because not enough time had elapsed 

for these longer, slower processes to have matured sufficiently. This is summed 

up in the CIARE and IRISS FE Reports: 

The time taken to develop resilience beyond anticipation and absorption 

seems to likely take longer than three years. Changing behaviours and 

building both knowledge, assets and new connections requires at least 

two climate (wet/dry) cycles, if not longer. Whilst the benefits in having 

a range of partners within a programme suggests also a time requirement 

for building understanding and collaboration between different actors. 

CIARE FE Report: page 6.
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Meaningfully engaging government and coordinating with other 

NGOs both emerged from the evaluation as equally challenging 

and important. The practices used in IRISS of including relevant 

local government officials in capacity building activities, of engaging 

in cluster and other NGO/Government coordination forums, of 

contributing to central government consultations and so on, are all 

worthwhile, but there is need for something based on high level 

shared strategy and buy-in if real harmonisation, coordination 

and joint working around resilience building is to take place. 

IRISS FE Report: page 55.

In line with the findings of the MTR, many of the catalysts for change reported 

by the IPs relate to the way that they do things (intervention factors) rather than 

mechanisms in a strict realist sense, insofar as they reflect behavioural change 

and/or changes in ‘reasoning’.

The	messages	emerging	from	the	BRACED	project	FEs	relate	to	providing	

the	right	kinds	of	incentives	so	that	people	respond	to	the	project	activities	

in	positive	ways.	These	incentives	link	directly	to	the	contexts	in	which	the	

projects	are	working:	weak	markets	and	institutions,	high	levels	of	poverty	

and	low	asset	base,	and	low	levels	of	trust	in	external	intervention.	A	summary	

of	the	main	mechanisms	is	listed	in	Box	2.

In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and institutional 

linkages: carrying out activities that help to strengthen linkages across local 

institutions and different activity areas can create incentives for people to 

participate: for example, by linking savings to potential income generating 

activities, which in turn are helped to ‘bear fruit’ through support to improving 

market and other institutional linkages. This, in turn, generates further 

confidence and motivation to invest in new areas that are likely to improve 

absorptive and adaptive capacities and therefore, resilience. The sequencing 

of activities is important, especially where the provision of climate information 

is involved, so that people are able to act on it. Strengthening market linkages 

may also involve supporting private sector actors to operate in the remote areas 

that many of the BRACED project participants are living in – filling a real gap in 

provision and changing fundamentally their context with the potential for real, 

systemic, transformative change.

On the whole, the BRACED projects are working in contexts where there are 

high levels of poverty and a low asset base. Providing resources such as tools and 

materials or addressing basic needs means that people are more likely to respond 

to the project resources and implement activities resulting in tangible, longer-

term benefits. This can be the difference between people participating and the 

project succeeding, or not.
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Working to achieve community buy-in means responding to context 

in theway projects are implemented, as well as bringing about changes in 

the context whereby there is sufficient trust generated towards the project 

(both the implementers and activities) for people to participate, whether 

project partners and service providers or potential beneficiaries. This can be 

through working collaboratively with communities, getting the right people 

on board at the community level, including capitalising on demonstration 

effects by early adopters, ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-

up with communities, emphasising practical demonstration. This means that 

interventions are more likely to address beneficiary needs and expectations, 

that uptake is higher and that people will actually carry out activities that will 

improve their absorptive and adaptive capacities. Interventions and results 

are more likely to be sustainable after direct project involvement ends.

At higher levels of the system, strengthening and raising the capacity of key 

institutional actors with influence at the national level leads to raised awareness 

and an increased likelihood of socially responsible investment and policy. This 

potentially will improve the wellbeing and absorptive capacity of marginalised 

people. Where policies work against poor, marginalised people and groups, 

a coordinated advocacy strategy implemented with partners with capacity 

is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders at national and regional 

levels in order to achieve effective and sustained change. 
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This synthesis of BRACED project FEs used a realist lens to address the 

overarching evaluation question:

How, where, when and why do BRACED interventions work, 

and what can be learned/how can good practice be replicated?

Section 4 synthesises the outcomes from across the 15 BRACED projects 

focusing on what the programme has achieved for whom during the three 

years of implementation. This forms the basis for the synthesis in Section 5 

of how, where, when and why do interventions work to build resilience, using 

a realist ‘framing’ to examine pathways to change in terms of the contexts	

and	mechanisms	that underly how change happens.

Synthesising findings across a project of the size and scale of BRACED 

presented unique challenges. However, the scale of the programme also 

creates huge potential for learning for future programmes aiming to build 

community resilience at scale. This section sets out these key lessons emerging 

from the synthesis – about resilience itself, about projects to build resilience 

and about evaluating resilience projects – before discussing what might be 

replicated and in what ways.

6.
WHAT	CAN	BE	
LEARNED	FROM	THE	
BRACED	PORTFOLIO?

Image:UnAMID
Sudan/Albert
gonzálezFarran
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6.1	 Learning	about	resilience
The BRACED FEs offer a number of insights into how and why resilience is 

built and strengthened. The synthesis suggests the following conditions and 

mechanisms (and enablers and barriers to change) are important in building 

and strengthening resilience and should be taken into account when designing 

future resilience-strengthening programmes:

Resilience	as	a	process

The BRACED ToC suggests that improved resilience is an end point, a set of 

capacities that enable women and men to improve their wellbeing in spite 

of climate extremes and disasters.

The FEs present a more nuanced perspective. Resilience manifests as both:

• A set of characteristics or processes that underlie outcomes and lay 

a foundation for other activities.

• Outcomes themselves that may constitute a more resilient state. 

The set of characteristics that are important to resilience are dependent 

on context: an outcome in one area such as improved water access may lay 

the foundation for other work. This has implications for project Monitoring, 

Evaluation and Learning (MEL), requiring a shift away from measuring resilience 

only as an outcome, to think more in terms of resilience building as a process.

While a focus on absorptive, adaptive and anticipatory capacity is a useful 

lens, which focusses on positive capacities rather than vulnerability alone, more 

needs to be done to understand the conditions that projects expect people 

to be resilient to. More work also needs to be done to understand the extent 

to which outcomes from can withstand future climate impacts.

Linking	and	sequencing	activities	and	outcomes

BRACED projects have packages of activities that are implemented together 

in a complementary manner, where one creates the conditions necessary for 

another to be successful. This ‘layering and linking’ has been a key strategy 

for projects to bring about change contributing to resilience. This is because 

activities in one area, such as VSLA, can subsequently be used as a springboard 

for other activities further down the line – for example investing in diversified 

livelihood activities. Strong evidence for this across a range of contexts from 

the FE builds on the findings of the MTR and the Routes to Resilience: insights 

from BRACED Year 2 report.
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Linking	across	institutional	levels	for	systemic	change

Operating at scale, including taking into account or working to influence 

national strategy and/or working with the private sector using appropriate 

instruments to support meaningful participation, are crucial processes for 

changing the institutional context. While direct implementation may deliver 

quicker wins, working across scale and with institutions creates a solid foundation 

for systemic change, and can play an important role in linking previously 

marginalised or excluded people into this system. Although projects are focused 

at community level, they are more likely to effect long term, and potentially 

transformative change when they have a clear strategy for engaging with and 

influencing government and market systems, supporting transparency and 

accountability as well as access to resources for adaptation at local level.

Change	must	be	adaptive	for	it	to	be	resilient

Anticipatory and absorptive capacities alone are essential, but not sufficient for 

building resilience. Outcomes reported against these capacities are short term in 

nature and do not go far enough in effecting sustainable, resilient change. They 

are also not sufficient in effecting transformation – change at scale. The pathways 

to outcomes reported by the projects that show the most promise in terms of 

resilience demonstrate that change must be adaptive and the processes that 

lead to or underpin change must reflect qualities (or resilience considerations) 

highlighted in Section 3. This would suggest that supporting moves away from 

climate-sensitive livelihoods, or at the very least supplementing this with other 

activities that are not reliant on the vagaries of the climate, are what it takes 

to be truly adaptive and therefore resilient over the longer term. 

Bearing in mind that in many cases this shift is likely to be intergenerational, 

this means that there is a case for investing in improving traditional livelihoods 

as well emergent ones.

6.2	 Lessons	about	designing	and	
implementing	resilience-building		
projects	and	programmes

Time	frames	are	important	for	aligning	expectations	
and	designing	performance	targets

BRACED was an ambitious programme with a short implementation period. 

The elapsed period between project baselines and FE were, in most cases, 

less than three years.
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Change takes time and different types of activities see results at different 

speeds, often depending on the (institutional) level or scale at which they 

operate. For example, higher scales such as planning or policy change outcomes 

take longer to realise outputs, compared to say planting a climate-resilient crop 

variety. When it comes to advocacy and long-term change, the lifespan of the 

projects has been too short to see this come to fruition at FE. If an IP needs to 

set up infrastructure, or effect institutional change including in market systems, 

then realising outcomes and being able to determine how and why an outcome 

contributes to ‘resilience’ will take longer. The high degree of variability in 

agriculture means long data series are often needed to confirm significant trends 

and can take time to determine the extent to which systems can be sustained 

in the face of variability and change. 

By conceptualising resilience as a process or intermediate outcome we 

can still demonstrate that BRACED projects have achieved notable successes in 

many areas that provide important ‘building blocks’ towards resilience outcomes. 

An implication of this is that resilience programmes need to include process 

indicators in M&E systems and theories of change, building on the resilience 

literature and the resilience considerations set out in Section 2. 

Starting	points	and	contexts	determine	project	‘performance’

IPs have different starting points and operate in different contexts. 

Change achieved in highly challenging contexts, such as those faced by 

BRICS (implementing in Chad and Sudan) and IRISS (in South Sudan) projects, 

means resilience is (implicitly) better tested in the course of implementation. 

It is important to include projects like these in order to truly test whether or 

not BRACED activities lead to improved resilience. However, because these 

projects start from a lower base and implementation is more challenging, their 

achievements on paper may appear to be less impressive than projects operating 

in relatively easier circumstances. There is therefore a risk that they may be 

penalised for this.

Changing	context	to	lay	foundations	for	adaptation

BRACED projects are changing the contexts in which they operate, both at 

local level and also the broader policy and governance context. In some cases, 

these may not result in measurable, tangible outcomes (e.g. DCF and LM) 

but they are laying long-term foundations for people to be able to adapt with 

support of government or private sector, e.g. through brokering commercial 

relationships. This is an important dimension of interconnectedness. Being 

strategic about fostering these other relationships are important project 

activities that are crucial for long-term adaptive change.
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Adaptive	management	and	flexibility	for	‘course	correction’

Allowing IPs to change course in response to context gives projects a better 

chance of success, especially in a complex/complicated area like resilience, 

where we are still learning through implementation experience what it means. 

An implication of this is that there is value in carrying out deep reflection of 

implementation processes, like the realist reflexive approach carried out at 

MTR with a clear objective to inform lesson learning and ‘course correction’, 

including modifying project theories of change. These should be done at more 

regular intervals, during the life of the project and within a year of start-up 

(i.e. sooner than a mid-point MTR), facilitated by the M&E team, in order 

to bring experience to bear and reap the benefits sooner.

National-level	influence	needs	understanding		
of	political	economy	and	power

Many of the evaluations were weakest in the area of having good theories for 

national-level policy influence. One of the challenges was that Component D48 

did not start, with many IPs holding off on advocacy because they believed that 

Component D was imminent. Nonetheless many IPs had national-level influence 

objectives. When it came to engaging with national-level policy and governance, 

only DCF and BRICS were able to demonstrate a systematic approach and did 

this well. Understanding links between local and national mechanisms for power 

and influence are very important for developing a programme with national-level 

impact. Likewise, better strategies are needed to evaluate the impact of policies, 

with good political economy analysis and power analysis at start and policy 

influencing and advocacy work resourced adequately. 

Gender	and	inclusion	requires	strategic		
approaches	to	shift	power

Societies that are more equal are more resilient. Building equality and 

inclusion means not only sharing the benefits of projects, but also shifts in 

power and control over resources. Gender and social inclusion were integrated 

into BRACED projects with varying levels of effectiveness. In general, projects 

delivered the best results when their work was based on a solid gender 

contextual analysis and had outcomes and activities centred on gender and 

women’s empowerment. Change starts ‘within’ and requires shifts in partner 

and staff attitudes and capacity, as well as strategies to engage men in a journey 

toward gender equality. As PROGRESS work on gender-based violence in 

Kenya demonstrates, links across scale are important. Investment in capacity 

of institutions can make a big contribution. 

48	 componentDissupporttobuildthecapabilityandcapacityofdeveloping
countriesandregionalorganisationstoprepareandplanfortheexpected
increasesinthefrequencyandseverityofclimateextremes.
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Beyond a focus on gender, future projects and programmes need to do 

more to identify and develop strategies to engage socially marginalised 

groups, where climate change and disasters can exacerbate existing inequality. 

At a minimum, more needs to be done to engage people with disabilities. 

BRACED FEs contained no data about disability, and future programmes 

must support inclusion of people with disabilities from community through 

to national level. 

6.3	 Summary:	how	can	good	practice		
be	replicated?
The evidence presented in the BRACED project FEs and the synthetic 

analysis using a realist lens highlight a number of valuable insights into how 

good practice, demonstrated by the projects, can be replicated. At a fundamental 

level, the design of the BRACED programme and projects seems to have got 

things right with regard to the ‘activity package’ approach – linking and layering 

activities in order to get the combinations right,given the contexts, to effect 

resilient change. 

Some outcomes (‘Improved access to financial services’; ‘Improved access 

to climate information’) are showing potential at scale. Section 4 highlights 

a number of implementation models that have achieved local impact and 

could be replicated across contexts, including:

• Unlocking agricultural potential for small-scale producers in combination 

with linking to markets – especially through private sector engagement.

• Developing local institutions that support planning and implementation 

of adaptation actions alongside supporting communities to prepare for 

and respond to disasters.

• Strategic approaches to gender equality. This means building women’s assets 

and decision-making power at household and community levels, while also 

engaging men and resourcing institutions to address harmful cultural norms. 

Creating conditions for women’s leadership (e.g. quotas for membership 

and leadership positions in project-supported positions).

Trust and credibility are key. Important aspects of implementation to generate 

buy-in include: Working collaboratively with communities; getting the right 

people on board at the community level; providing demonstration effects 

through early adopters; ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-up with 

communities; an emphasis on practical demonstration. Providing resources such 

as tools and materials or addressing basic needs means that people are more 

likely to respond to the project resources and implement activities resulting 

in tangible, longer-term benefits. 
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All BRACED projects operate in contexts where there are weak or non-existent 

market and institutional linkages to a greater or lesser degree. Activities show 

potential for replication mostly when they are demonstrating links to markets 

and supporting links across institutional scale – both in agriculture and some 

of the institutional approaches such as GCF. Carrying out activities that help to 

strengthen linkages across local institutions and different activity areas means 

that project activities are more likely to have tangible outcomes for people: for 

example, working with private sector actors to improve market access; access to 

climate information; addressing a disconnection in governance and institutions; 

filling gaps in provision and changing fundamentally the context. This has the 

potential for real, systemic, transformative change.

Strengthening the capacity of key institutional actors with influence at the 

national level leads to raised awareness and an increased likelihood of socially 

responsible investment and policy. Coordinated advocacy strategies implemented 

with partners with capacity is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders 

at national and regional levels in order to achieve effective and sustained change. 

Overall, the holistic approach of most of the BRACED projects suggests that the 

combination of activities, approaches to implementation and layering of outcomes 

determine the extent to which they build ‘resilience’. These matter, crucially, to 

creating the right contexts and, in turn, appropriate incentives so that people 

respond to the project activities in the right ways.
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Annex	1.	BRACED	evaluation	framework49

49	 EvaluationActivity1wasnevercommissioned.

evaluation activity focus of 
evaluation

data sources main analytical 
method

output

Evaluation	Activity	149	–	
Evaluating	the	BRACED	
programme	theory	
of	change

Focusonthe
effectivenessofthe
BrAcEDprogramme
asawhole–
componentsA–D

Allavailableprimary
andsecondarydata
fromBrAcEDprojects;
Primaryandsecondary
datageneratedthrough
KM-ledsmallsample
ofBrAcEDcountry
casestudies

contributionanalysis
incountrycases

twoorthree
summativecountry
studiesproduced
inyear3

Evaluation	Activity	2	–	
Evaluating	the	set	of	
BRACED	resilience-	
strengthening	
interventions

Focusonqualitative
andexplanatory
synthesisoftheset
ofprojectintervention
‘packages’inorderto
drawlessonsonwhat
worksandwhyin
particularcontexts

twoprimarydata
sources:

•Projectmid-term
andfinalevaluations

•Projectroutine
resultsreporting

thematicsynthesis
usingarealist
evaluationapproach

twosynthesisreports–
onefollowingmid-term
andonefollowingfinal
evaluations

Evaluation	Activity	3	–	
BRACED	project-level	
results

Primaryfocusis
onrobustcausal
inference–Do
BrAcEDinterventions
work,andto
whatextent?

Secondaryfocus
onexplanation–
how,where,when
andwhydoBrAcED
interventionswork,
andwhatcanbe
learned?

Primarydatagenerated
byprojectsthrough
M&Eplansbolsterby
KMevaluationsupport

Experimentalor
quasi-experimental
impactevaluation

Setofthreeproject
impactevaluation
reportsassetoutbelow

•	Catholic	Relief	
Services	–	Mali	
and	Niger

Quantitative
measurementof
changeinoutcome
measuredbyIcFKPI4

testingtheproject
toctounderstand
whatworksandwhy

householdsurveydata

Focusgroupsandkey
informantinterviews

casestudies

Experimentalor
quasi-experimental
impactevaluation

contributionanalysis

Aresearchpaper

reportsatmid-term
andyear3

•	Farm	Africa	–	Ethiopia Quantitative
measurementof
changeinoutcome
measuredbyIcFKPI4

testingtheproject
toctounderstand
whatworksandwhy

householdsurveydata

Focusgroupsandkey
informantinterviews

casestudies

Experimentalor
quasi-experimental
impactevaluation

contributionanalysis

Aresearchpaper

reportsatmid-term
andyear3
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Source: BRACED, 2015. BRACED Evaluation Plan.

evaluation activity focus of evaluation data sources main analytical 
method

output

•	Plan	International	–	
Myanmar

Quantitative
measurementof
changeinoutcome
measuredbyIcFKPI4

Assessmentof
effectivenessofthree
treatmentsonoutcome

testingtheprojecttoc
tounderstandwhat
worksandwhy

householdsurveydata

Focusgroupsandkey
informantinterviews

casestudies

Experimentalor
quasi-experimental
impactevaluation

contributionanalysis

Aresearchpaper

reportsatmid-term
andyear3

Evaluation	Activity	4	–	
World	Bank	Adaptive	
Social	Protection	
(ASP)	programme	
evaluation

non-BrAcED,
butsimilar‘sister’
programme–ASP.
Focusisonlearning
aboutadaptive
socialprotectionfor
strengtheningresilience
toclimateextremes
anddisastersfrom
reviewofevidence
attheintervention
level(track1–WB
ASPimpactevaluation
synthesis)andat
the‘system’level
(track2–theory-
basedevaluation
ofASP‘system’)

track1–Synthesis
ofsecondarydata
generatedthroughWB
ASPimpactevaluations

track2–Primary
datageneratedby
KMsupplemented
bysecondarydata
generatedbyWB
ASPprogramme

track1–Synthesis–
specificvarianttBc
followingevaluability
assessment

track2–theory-
baseddesignapplying
eithercontribution
AnalysisorProcess
tracingthroughtwo
countrystudies

track1–WBASP
impactevaluation
synthesisreport

track2–evaluation
reportwithtwo
countrystudyreports
asannexes

Evaluation	Activity	
5	–	Flexible	KM	
evaluation	resource

tBc tBc tBc tBc
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Annex	2.	Realist	evaluation	approach	
The BRACED FE synthesis is grounded in the methodological approach of realist 

evaluation. This approach identifies theories about how a project or programme 

is expected to work. These are used to build explanations of why interventions 

may or may not work in practice.

BRACED is implementing a range of activities at programme level, as well 

as the project-level interventions carried out by IPs. This synthesis is primarily 

concerned with what is happening at intervention level in BRACED projects.

We have supported IPs in using a realist ‘lens’ (described in more detail 

below) during their FE data collection and analysis to help us to answer 

the EA2 Synthesis question:

How, where, when and why do BRACED interventions work, 

and what can be learned/how can good practice be replicated?

Realist	evaluation

Realist evaluation identifies theories about how a project or programme is 

expected to work. These are used to build explanations of why interventions 

may or may not work in practice. Both implicit or explicit theories may 

have informed the design of the programme interventions, as well as other 

relevant theories that offer alternative explanations. These are referred 

to as ‘programme theories’. 

Realist evaluation then focuses on understanding how contextual factors, 

such as changes to the climate, political structures, cultural norms, location 

and participants, shape and influence how the programme theories play out 

in practice. 

Context is understood as the most important influence on whether an 

intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred to as 

a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’ 

and outcomes.

Interventions interact with a series of mechanisms that might operate in 

different ways in different contexts. This is because people respond to the 

intervention according to their context.

Assumptions are embedded in the programme theory, as contextual factors 

or mechanisms that are thought to influence whether or not an outcome arises. 

These are explicitly tested through testing CMO configurations (Punton, 2016).

Source: Evaluation Support and Synthesis Design Report, January 2016.
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What	does	it	mean	to	take	a	realist	lens?

The core idea behind realist evaluation is that different mechanisms 

(or change processes) can lead to a variety of outcomes in different contexts. 

Realist evaluation researches how this might work in practice by identifying 

context-mechanism-outcome configurations (CMOs).

CMOs are theories depicting how we expect the BRACED programme to work: 

the mechanisms we think will be operating, the contextual factors that will need 

to be in place to allow them to operate, and the outcomes that will be observed 

if they operate as expected. These are the fine-grained programme theories.

We separate out features inherent in (or under the control of) the programme as 

intervention factors or intervention mechanisms (I), from other contextual factors 

or mechanisms that are not, to give the formulation I+C+M=O (ICMOs).50 Some 

examples of ICMOs are provided below.

ICMO	examples

‘By providing access to and training in the use of improved seeds (intervention), 

in a context where output markets are functioning and accessible (context) this 

results in reducing farmer risk and increasing their confidence in using improved 

seeds (mechanism), leading to improved yields and productivity (outcomes).’

‘By supporting access to savings and loans groups and providing financial 

training, e.g. budgeting (intervention) in a context where women have poor 

access to financial services and depend on high interest, informal loans 

during times of stress (context) women recognise the value of savings and 

loans (mechanism), are actively saving and providing loans to one another 

(output), and are able to accumulate assets, invest and reduce stress 

in times of crisis (outcomes).’

The realist approach therefore provides us with useful concepts and framework 

to guide the evaluation activity. The focus on contexts and the mechanisms 

that result, leading to particular outcomes helps us to ask the right questions to 

address the ‘why?’ and the ‘how?’. The idea of layering (or, in effect, sequencing) 

the theories and ICMO configurations means that we can more easily reflect 

the realities of project activities on the ground. This all contributes to a detailed 

analysis of the implementation of the BRACED programme through the projects, 

generating insights for further exploration and ‘testing’ at the final evaluation.

50	 BuildingonlearningfromtheBcUrEevaluationexperiencewithrealistevaluation
(Itadisconductingathree-yearrealistimpactevaluationofDFID’sprogramme
BuildingcapacitytoUseresearchEvidence(BcUrE):www.itad.com/projects/
evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/

http://www.itad.com/projects/evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/
http://www.itad.com/projects/evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/
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Annex	3.	BRACED	Theory	of	Change	
(March	2015)

The narrative underlying the Common ToC hypothesises how the programme 

will contribute to change. The central hypothesis of the programme is that:

If investments are made to:

i. Directly support poor people to become more resilient to climate extremes 

and disasters; and

ii. To improve capacity of developing countries and regional organisations 

to plan for (un)expected frequency and severity of climate extremes and 

disasters; and

iii. To generate learning and evidence from this support.

BRACED invests 
in projects directly 
targeting:

Working with a whole 
variety of stakeholders:

Assumptions:
effectiveness of the 
BRACED fund

To support changes in 
7 thematic areas, 
which will strengthen 
4 areas of change:

Assumptions:
BRACED outputs

Which will directly deliver 
a set of 4 OUTPUTS at 
different scales leading to 
the BRACED OUTCOME:

From which BRACED 
will derive lessons 
to deliver a set of 
‘amplified’ results 
by influencing policy 
making and 
development planning 
from the international 
to the local level:

And, in the long 
term will bring 
about:

Assumptions:
BRACED amplified 
effect

Impact:
Improved well-being 
of poor people, despite 
exposure to climate 
extremes and disasters

Households and 
community level

Components A&B

Regional/ 
international 
organisations

National 
government

Sub-local 
government

Research 
institutions

NGOs CSOs

Communities

Thematic areas
Climate & 
weather 
information

Technology & 
innovation

Gender & social 
equality

Markets & local 
economic 
empowerment

Delivery of basic 
services

Governance & 
natural resource 
management

Resilience 
concepts

Areas of change
Knowledge & 
attitudes

Capacity & skills

Partnerships

Decision-making

National and 
local government 
capacity

Component D

Knowledge, 
learning and 
evidence

Component C

Output 4:
Improved 
policies in 

targeted areas

Output 2:
Increased capacity of local 

government, CSOs and private 
sector to respond to climate-related 

shocks and stresses

Output 1:
Poor people receive support to reduce their 

vulnerability to climate-related shocks and stresses

Assumptions:
BRACED outcomes

Outcome:
Poor people in developing 
countries have improved 
their levels of resilience 
to climate-related shocks 
and stresses.

Measuring the three 
dimensions of resilience:
Anticipatory, Absorptive 
and Adaptive capacity.

O
utput 3: Better understanding of w

hat w
orks in 

building resilience to clim
ate extrem

es and disasters

BRACED 

am
plifie

d 

results
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Then not only targeted communities will be more resilient, but also:

iv. There will be a better understanding of what works and what does not work 

in building climate resilience.

This will result in:

v. Improved policies and institutions at the national, subnational and local 

levels and a better integration of disaster risk reduction, climate adaptation 

and development programmes. This will lead, in the long term, to improving 

the wellbeing of millions of people despite exposure to climate extremes 

and disasters.

The core assumptions of this ToC link to possible mechanisms – actions and 

processes (both within and outside the sphere of control of the IPs) – that 

will enable the project to achieve its outcomes and impacts:

Assumptions:	BRACED	outputs

• Improving knowledge and capacity leads to changes in practice and action.

• Learning will be a driver of the BRACED programme and BRACED IPs will 

apply the learning gained to improve their projects and maximise impact.

Assumptions:	BRACED	outcomes

• Improving climate and disaster risk management leads to better 

developmental outcomes.

• Improving access to climate and weather information, including early 

warning systems, strengthens resilience.

• Improving basic service delivery in different sectors strengthens 

household resilience.

• Improving access to markets (physical/regulatory systems/pricing information, 

etc.) for smallholders and other producers strengthens resilience to climate 

extremes and disasters.

• Lessons from projects about which approaches work, and in what contexts, 

can influence policymaking and development planning in national and local 

governments, regional and international initiatives.
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Annex	4.	Programme	theories	
from	the	MTR
A BRACED change proposition for the resilience-building projects (Components A 

and B) was derived by the Evaluation team from the BRACED ToC:

By investing in 15 projects directly targeting households and communities, 

working with a whole variety of stakeholders, BRACED will support changes 

along seven themes: Climate and weather information; basic services, including 

social protection; gender and social equality; technology and innovation; markets 

and local economic development; governance and natural resource management; 

resilience metrics and concepts. This, in turn, will enable change to happen in 

four areas: knowledge and attitude; capacities and skills; quality of partnerships 

and decision-making processes. It will lead, at different scales via a set of four 

outputs, to the BRACED outcome of poor people in developing countries having 

improved levels of resilience – measured along three dimensions: anticipatory, 

adaptive and absorptive capacity – to climate-related shocks and stresses.

An overarching programme theory reads as:

Investing in directly supporting poor people to become more resilient to 

climate extremes and disasters, improving the capacity of developing countries 

and regional organisations to plan for (un)expected frequency and severity of 

climate extremes and disasters, and generating learning and evidence from this 

support means that improved	knowledge	and	capacity	will	lead	to	changes	in	

practice	and	action. Targeted communities will be more resilient, and there will 

be a better understanding of what works and what does not work in building 

climate resilience. This will result in improved policies and institutions at the 

national, subnational and local levels and a better integration of disaster risk 

reduction, climate adaptation and development programmes. This will lead, 

in the long term, to improving the wellbeing of millions of people despite 

exposure to climate extremes and disasters.

Programme	theories	for	BRACED	projects’	main	activity	areas

For the different activity areas, the Evaluation team derived specific programme 

theories, drawing on BRACED project documents (project proposals, annual 

reports, MTR reports). We do not necessarily know what mechanisms will be 

in effect, but by intervening in response to local context our ToC anticipates 

that farmers’/project participants’ behaviour will be successfully changed.

Agriculture	and	livestock	management (e.g. agro-pastoralist field schools; 

training in vegetable growing; poultry rearing; provision of improved seeds): 

By offering support to farmers in ways that respond to their context, they will 

change their behaviour to learn new approaches, develop their skills in a range 

of agricultural production activities including livestock and animal husbandry, 

leading to both diversify enterprises and increase productivity and production, 

which could lead to increased food consumption (volumes and varieties) and/or 

sales. Such improved livelihoods are expected to be more resilient to (climate) 

shocks and stresses and will minimise farmers’ vulnerability to the effects of 

climate change and climate extremes.
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Health	and	nutrition (e.g. traditional birth attendant training; support to 

health centres; support groups for mothers; training volunteer community 

health workers): By offering support to project participants in ways that respond 

to their context, they will change their behaviour to learn about, understand 

and carry out improved health and nutrition practices, contributing to improved 

health and nutrition outcomes. This is expected to improve overall wellbeing, 

reduce vulnerability to shocks and stresses, and contribute to people’s reduced 

vulnerability to the effects of climate change and climate extremes.

Water	supply (e.g. watershed management; latrine construction; provision 

of boreholes): Providing technical and other support for the supply of water in 

ways that respond to their context will support farmers to change their behaviour 

to improve watershed management. This will ensure households have access 

to sufficient amounts of clean water. This, in turn, will contribute to improved 

health and nutrition as well as water for productive needs, improving welfare 

and resilience to climate shocks and stresses.

Natural	resource	management (e.g. run-off management; regeneration 

training; cookstove technology training): By supporting participant households 

and individuals in a range of aspects of natural resource management in ways 

that respond to their context, they will change their behaviour to manage 

natural resources more effectively. This will, in turn, support rural production, 

contributing to strengthened and diversified livelihoods activities, increased 

incomes and enhanced resilience to climate shocks and stresses through 

sustaining the resource base that provides ecosystem services.

Financial	services (e.g. establishing and supporting savings and loans 

groups; training savings groups in bookkeeping and business planning): 

By helping poor, rural people, particularly women, to access loans and savings 

products in ways that respond to their context, it is expected that they will 

establish micro-businesses or have an increased ability to manage daily financial 

demands. Training is given to interested, poor individuals to form groups and/

or on basic financial or business skills. With this support, people are expected to 

form saving groups and the savings would be loaned to members. Anticipated 

behavioural change includes loans used to manage household expenses such 

as school fees or health fees or to finance micro-business start-up. Savings and 

loans are also used to manage shocks and unexpected events such as illness 

and bereavement. In the longer term, IPs hope to facilitate sustained access 

to financial services, business development as well as household stability or 

developmental growth through increased incomes, savings or expenditures 

on the education of children.
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Entrepreneurship	and	small	business	development (e.g. women’s 

networking training; connecting clean energy suppliers with retailers): 

By providing participants with business skills or support to develop a new 

market or product in ways that respond to their context, it is anticipated that 

behaviour will change, with moves from farming or livestock activities to other 

businesses. As a result, small, sustainable business will develop. These businesses 

are assumed to help insulate incomes from climatic shocks by providing 

alternative sources that are not as susceptible to climate impacts.

Planning	and	government	capacity	building	and	policy	influence 

(e.g. establishing climate adaptation committees; training government officials 

on climate proofing; supporting township development planning): By supporting 

community organising, local planning processes, and building the knowledge 

and skills of local and subnational governments in ways that respond to the 

context, BRACED project support will influence national policy and practice 

related to managing the impacts of climate extremes and disasters. This will 

lead key government actors to: (i) change their behaviour to integrate climate 

and disaster risk, and community priorities into local planning and budgeting 

process; (ii) improve local capacity and stimulate action to plan and manage 

climate extremes and disasters; and (iii) change government behaviour, 

increasing responsiveness and accountability.

Disaster	risk	management	and	early	warning (e.g. setting up early warning 

systems (EWS); strengthening quality and accessibility of climate forecasts): By 

working with women and men in communities, local and national institutions, 

to reduce losses (agricultural and property) from climate hazards in ways that 

respond to their context, the project will strengthen local and regional disaster 

risk management institutions, improving knowledge and provision of climate 

information. This will change behaviour towards the safeguarding of assets 

and livelihoods, leading to reduced loss from hazard events.

Gender	and	inclusion (e.g. gender equality training; gender-responsive 

budgeting processes; women’s empowerment training; community-level gender 

analysis): By strategically targeting activities to ensure that they address the 

practical needs of women and men, working with women and men and working 

with staff and partners to build organisational capacity for change in ways that 

respond to context, the BRACED programme seeks to effect behavioural change 

that will in turn change gender stereotypes and norms, strengthen women’s voice 

and decision-making power within households, communities and government 

institutions. By recognising that vulnerability and resilience are shaped by social 

norms and power relations, transforming inequality is an important part of the 

broader process of building resilience.
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Annex	5.	ICMOs	from	the	MTR

Agriculture	activities
Increased	food	supply,	dietary	diversity	and	incomes

ICMO	A1

In contexts where there are strong traditional institutions and weak local 

government (C) and men depart leaving women to fend for themselves for 

a large portion of year (C), by providing capacity building and training in vegetable 

growing in Sudan (a total of three all-women groups trained) (I), working with 

strong traditional local institutions (I) and providing the training to women 

(I), as an important dry season activity (I) has changed behaviour resulting in: 

more vegetables grown for consumption and sale (Output), leading to direct 

beneficiaries consuming vegetables (O) and selling vegetables to raise cash for 

immediate needs and investment in other business activities e.g. livestock (O2).

In addition, Outcome 2 changes the context in the way that it increases local 

supply of vegetables to the wider community (O).

Source: BRICS MTR Report Annex 1; BRICS KII.

ICMO	A2

In areas that were largely dependent on rain-fed sorghum and millet production (C), 

training on food processing and storage, business management, grant support 

for market garden development and other livelihood diversification (I), creating 

space and time for women to meet (I) and build relationships (I), and where 

technical training is developed in consultation with women on their needs (I) 

and women are satisfied with the intervention (M). This means that women 

acquire the skills to manage their business and the grant allocation (output), local 

processing and value adding takes place (O), increasing local stores of preserved 

foodstuff (O). This contributes to improvements in women’s income (O) and 

greater diversity of local foodstuff (O).

Source: RIC4REC (MTR Report).

ICMO	A3

Building knowledge and capacity at household level for farmer-managed 

natural resources to cultivate moringa and fruit trees – providing training in 

nursery establishment and propagation techniques that are more reliable (I), 

where previously farmers could only propagate from seed (C). Targeting areas 

with a water source (C) and where community natural resource groups are 

already established (C), with knowledge and active concern about desertification 

(C), and the project is operating within a traditional context at the village level 

with deeply entrenched gender norms (C) AND training is hands-on (I), follow-

up demonstration is rapid (I) with frequent visits by project staff (I), using 

technology that is more reliable (IM), with a sanctioning system in place (I), 

combining an immediate income stream with long-term benefits (I). This means 
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that demonstration plots and nurseries have been established (Output), people 

are propagating using improved practices (Output) and trees have been planted 

(Output) with cuttings being sold providing extra income to households (O).

Source: BRICS (MTR Report).

ICMO	A4

Trainings and provision of improved seeds (essential oil and vegetable) (I), 

where projects are operating in areas with limited market access for agriculture 

and essential oils (C), and farmers on the whole were producing vegetables 

before the project (C ), [farmers have taken up climate-smart technology] (C) 

AND farmers like the project approach (M) [they find it credible, they like the 

integrated approach/cycle of support, like the input support, they like the 

training on nutrition/health – (I)]; AND can see benefits of potential increased 

income due to increased land in cultivation (M); AND farmers like the practical 

way the training is carried out (M), so it is easy to carry out the technique (M). 

This results in farmers scaling up production (output) leading to (94%) farmers 

now cultivating new vegetables they were not doing before; and increased 

annual incomes from sale of vegetables and essential oils (average income 

of £114 for vegetables and £183 for the oils) (O).

Source: Anukulan (MTR Report).

ICMO	A5

Project support to establish distilleries, collection centres for vegetables (I), 

operating in areas with limited market access for agriculture and essential oils 

(C); [farmers have taken up climate-smart technology] (C) where the project is 

using and mobilising existing (forming and reforming) farmers groups to run the 

collection centres (M), women are well-represented on distillery and marketing 

committees (M); farmers are confident their crop will sell at a reasonable price 

(M). This results in distilleries and vegetable collection centres operating (output) 

and increased annual incomes from sale of vegetables and essential oils (average 

income of £114 for vegetables and £183 for the oils) (O).

Source: Anukulan (MTR Report).

Health	activities
Improved	health	outcomes	via	health	and	nutrition	training

ICMO	H1

Traditional birth attendant training (I) in highly patriarchal societies with 

low levels of literacy among women (C) with high maternal mortality rates (C), 

a high impact of death on household resilience (C) and an extremely low ratio of 

health centres to beneficiaries (C), … [a]voiding rainy season for training (IM)

[…] simple messages and clear images on materials left with communities (I) and 

… pace of training not too fast (I). This lead to behavioural change that results 

in improvements to the care of pregnant women (O).
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ICMO	H2

Supporting government ministries (health, agriculture, livestock and environment 

ministries) – strengthen advisory services to deliver nutrition and health (I) … in 

highly patriarchal societies with low levels of literacy among women (C) with high 

maternal mortality rates (C) and a high impact of death on household resilience 

(C) and an extremely low ratio of health centres to beneficiaries (C)… location is 

not a barrier to accessing health centre due to project support (I). This leads to 

behavioural change that improves health and hygiene practices (O).

ICMO	H3

Volunteer community health workers (I) in highly patriarchal societies with low 

levels of literacy among women (C) with high maternal mortality rates (C) and 

a high impact of death on household resilience (C) and an extremely low ratio of 

health centres to beneficiaries (C), … AND volunteer community health workers 

are recruited and work at community level (trained and organised by project) 

(I)... dedicated community facilitator to a small number of villages (I) … pace 

of training not too fast...(I) avoiding rainy season for training (I). This triggers 

behavioural change that leads to improvements to the care of pregnant women 

(O), improved health and hygiene practices (O) and higher levels of knowledge 

on exclusive breastfeeding (O). This is premised on the theory that health is 

a critical determinant of household-level resilience, and improved health will 

have flow-on effects at community level.

ICMO	H4

Care and mothers’ support groups (I) in highly patriarchal societies with 

low levels of literacy among women (C) with high maternal mortality rates 

(C) and a high impact of death on household resilience (C) and an extremely 

low ratio of health centres to beneficiaries (C), … AND women like coming 

together and peer-to-peer support (M) … simple messages and clear images on 

materials left with communities (I) … supports behavioural change. This leads 

to improved health and hygiene practices (O), higher levels of knowledge on 

exclusive breastfeeding (O).

Source: BRICS (MTR report and annexes); BRICS KII.

Water	activities
Watershed	management	and	improved	water	availability	
impacts	on	health	outcomes

ICMO	H5

Watershed management/WASH activities to ensure sufficient access to water 

[latrine construction; setting up water user committees; water storage] (I) in 

contexts where people are habituated to illness and think that it is normal 

(C); the project is building on experience from another programme (C); AND 

use of incentives (I) hands-on training of water committees with chance 

to practice repairs (I); follow up with water user committee over long period 

to support them to take up responsibility for the boreholes (I)… project has 
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invested in spare parts network (I) making sure that communities’ awareness 

and understanding is raised so that they know there is a spare parts shop and 

will use it (I); village facilitators and community facilitators are in and come from 

the villages (I); and effort to concentrate activities in villages (I). This leads to 

improved water availability (boreholes) (O), supporting dry-season agricultural 

activities (vegetable gardens, fruit trees and household consumption) (O).

Improved water availability (O) complements ICMO H6:

ICMO	H6

Watershed management/WASH activities [hygiene education (handwashing) 

and home visits by community facilitators on sanitation] in contexts where 

people are habituated to illness and think that it is normal (C) and the project 

is building on experience from another programme (C), AND village facilitators 

and community facilitators are in and come from the villages (I); and effort 

to concentrate activities in villages (I). This result in behavioural changes 

that leads to reduced diarrhoea (O).

Source: BRICS (MTR report and annexes); BRICS KII.

Financial	services
Improved	access	to	and	availability	of	cash

ICMO	F1

Formation of savings and loans groups (I) in a context where women are 

vulnerable to extremes of climate and need immediate access to liquidity (C) 

and their business are viable (C)... awareness is raised about the value/use of 

group savings and loans. This reasoning (M) leads to behavioural change whereby 

people are saving and accessing loans (O) resulting in people being able to pay 

school fees, healthcare/medicine costs, achieve income smoothing (O).

Source: CIARE MTR report.

ICMO	F2

Individual and collective business plan support to village, savings and loan 

associations (VSLA), where groups already practising regular savings and loans 

(C) … and people already have their own individual businesses (C) ... people 

choose to run the business as a group (I) ... use profits individually (I) … proven 

track record developed (M) … increased financial acumen (O) … group members 

do not experience shock (C) … collective savings capacity increases (Output) ... 

groups are able to access government loans and grants (Output) ... households 

diversify their livelihoods (collective business proceeds invested in personal 

business) (O) … This results in ability to: pay school fees (O); pay medical 

bills (O); savings for hard times (O).

Source: PROGRESS MTR Report.
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Gender
Voice	and	decision-making	power	in	the	household

ICMO	G1

Life skills course (I) where the context is highly patriarchal (C) with low 

levels of literacy among women (C) and men may be absent due to lean season 

migration or split-habitation between multiple spouses (C), discriminatory gender 

norms are extremely entrenched even within the project (C) AND …having 

a dedicated gender advisor to design training modules…(I) …investing in staff 

as change agents…(I) … working with both women and men…(I), starting ‘slow 

and steady’ (I). This leads to women talking more openly about the pressures that 

they both feel at household level (M). This results in household commitments 

to change, particularly around the sharing of household tasks, in ensuring that 

women have enough resources to cope when the men migrate (O).

Source: BRICS MTR Report; KII.

Improvements	in	girls’	wellbeing

ICMO	G3

In-school girls’ and boys’ clubs with education and mentoring activities/

out-of-school girls’ clubs with savings (VSLA) activities … where there is an 

upward trend in the length of women’s workday (C); girls miss lessons due 

to domestic responsibilities and menstrual cycles (C); where early marriage is 

common during times of drought (C) and illiteracy is high, school completion 

rate is low, and girls’ education is low priority (C) rates of gender-based violence 

and female genital mutilation are high, and men blame women for gender-based 

violence (C); quality, motivated mentors understand the curriculum (I) AND … 

networks are built and girls know who they can ask for help (M) … girls and 

boys can see benefits in participating in club activities (M); young people build 

relationships with each other and their mentors (M); gender champions are 

working in communities to facilitate dialogue on gender-based violence (M). 

This results in: girls in the in-school groups are now reporting attending school 

when they have their period, and feeling that their hygiene has improved 

(O); girls are feeling encouraged to finish their education (O); girls in both in- 

and out-of-school groups feel more confident and empowered (O); and girls 

are saving money (O).

Source: PROGRESS MTR Report.
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Climate	information
Using	seasonal	forecasts	to	adapt	production	strategies

ICMO	N1

Supporting the National Agency for Civil Aviation and Meteorology to 

strengthen and expand reach of seasonal forecasts (I) where the National 

Agency for Civil Aviation and Meteorology already produces seasonal forecasts 

(Senegal) (C) and where characteristics of the rainy season vary year on year (C) 

AND … influential women are taking part in field tests on the use of weather 

and climate information (M) … government departments are sharing forecasts 

knowledge in workshops (linking forecasts to advice about the type of seeds to 

sow) … (output). This means that forecasts are strengthened and available across 

greater number of areas (Output) and there has been … changed knowledge and 

behaviours: farmers are using seasonal forecasts to adapt production strategies 

to the type of rainy season (O).

Source: DCF MTR Report.
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Annex	6.	Synthesis	approach

Coding

The IP FE reports were loaded into and coded in Dedoose, cloud-based 

computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software. 

The foundation of the coding system was informed by the programme ToC, 

the projects’ theories of change and the hypotheses/assumptions/CMOs the IPs 

identified in their inception reports as those they were going to explore in the FE. 

These were used to generate an initial list of codes. Two coders then coded the 

text of all reports and annexes using an iterative process in which further codes 

were added as the need for them became evident in the report. 

We followed a realist evaluation coding developed by Dalkin et al (2015)51 which 

is designed to keep data related to ICMO configurations together. In this case, 

we used outcomes as the primary unit of analysis, coding excerpts to ensure that 

as much important information about the project interventions, important context 

and mechanisms that led to an outcome are kept together and captured under 

the outcome code. To allow for further interrogation, we also coded important 

intervention factors and barriers and enablers (mechanisms). This meant that one 

text excerpt was typically coded against multiple codes. This process meant that 

data could be readily interrogated during subsequent analysis.

Initial codes for outcomes generated in the synthesis workshop are given in the 

below table:

Initial	Outcome	Codes

51	 Dalkin,S.M.;greenhalgh,J.;Jones,D.;cunningham,B.andLhussier,M.(2015)
‘What’sinaMechanism?DevelopmentofaKeyconceptinrealistEvaluation’
inImplementation Science10.1:49.https://implementationscience.biomedcentral.
com/track/pdf/10.1186/s13012-015-0237-x(accessed14/06/18).

outcomes

Institutional	change		
(local/community	–		
formal	and	informal)

Institutional	change	
(governance	–	national	–	
formal)

Climate	information	
and	planning	
(and	institutions)

Change	for	women	and	children

•Empoweredcommunities

•Peace/security

•Socialsupportandsocialcapital

•Local/cBostrengthening

•Improvedcommunitygov
relations

•Improveddecisionmaking

•Localgovernmentcapacity

•Policychangenationallevel

•Budgetleveraged

•Formalised/registeredtenure
andinstitutions

•Privatesectoraccountability
(capacity)

•governmentownership

•Markets

•Accesstoclimateinfo

•Uptakeofclimateinfo

•Local/municipal
planning(i)

•Earlywarning/
disastercommittee(i)

•Women’sparticipation
indecisionmaking

•changingnorms(gender)

•Improvedrelationshipsand/or
solidarityamongwomen

•Engagementofwomen
inprojects

•reducedworkloadforwomen

Higher	level	outcomes/impact Nutrition	etc Food	security	
(link	to	nutrition)

Income	

•Increasedwellbeing

•Abilitytocopewithshocks
andstresses

•Improvedsanitation

•Improveddietandnutrition

•healthcare/improvedhealth

•Foodsecurity
andavailability

•Diversifiedincome

•IncreasedIncome

https://implementationscience.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s13012-015-0237-x
https://implementationscience.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s13012-015-0237-x
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Code groupings and hierarchies were organised in the following way:

• Outcomes (OU__)

All outcome codes started with (OU_), and elements of the related ICMO 

configurations coded to that outcome. 

For the initial coding, we coded all outcomes to one layer, creating more of 

a hierarchy (process outcomes, resilience outcomes etc) over time.

Mechanisms and Contexts were kept together with outcomes. Examples 

of mechanism codes are:

• ME_Trust in project

• ME_Participant Capability

• ME_Understanding of Context

• ME_Use of practical examples

• ME_Understanding of benefits of intervention

Context codes were a subset “barriers and enablers”.

• Barriers and Enablers (BE_)

Linked to mechanisms, these are important barriers and enablers that contribute 

to an outcome. Examples include: 

• BE_ Government Capacity

• BE_Social Norms

• BE_Motivated Government Partners

• Intervention Factors/Modality (IN_)

These are intervention factors and modalities that are important to how 

an outcome was achieved.

• Beneficiaries (for Whom WH_)

Used to identify for whom the project was working or not. 

• Lessons/Recommendations (RE_)

Used for coding lessons/recommendations from the IP FE reports and the reports 

of other BRACED partners. 
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Thematic	analysis

The FE synthesis is based on a thematic analysis of the data from each IP FE. 

This involved identifying, examining, and recording patterns (or ‘themes’) within 

the data, which are important to describe what is happening on the pathway 

toward achieving strengthened resilience. Under the realist approach, themes 

are focussed around mechanisms and related intervention factors. By taking 

a comparative case study analysis approach (Goodrick, 2014), we analyse and 

synthesise similarities, differences and patterns across cases that share a common 

focus or goal in a way that produces generalisable knowledge to respond to the 

synthesis evaluation question of how, why and for whom do BRACED projects 

work (or not) in building and strengthening resilience in particular contexts. 

Clustering by outcomes enabled us to compare the different pathways towards 

achieving outcomes, analysing thematically by mechanisms and contexts that 

helped to generate change, and conducting a light content analysis of the 

emerging themes.
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Annex	7.	Strength	of	evidence	in	FE	reports
The below table summarises the strength of underlying evidence given in the 

IP FE reports, for	conducting	a	realist	analysis	and	synthesis	of	the	data, 

considering both outcomes and contribution.

Each report was systematically reviewed, with some judgment applied in the 

case of ‘richness’ of the reports, with t a ‘rating’ given for each project dependent 

on the following:

Implementation

• Scale and scope of outcomes/findings.

Methodology

• Scale and scope of FE – sample sizes, selection process. Does the scale 

and scope of the FE data collection reflect/do justice to scale and scope 

of the project? Quality of qualitative and quantitative sample selection 

and data collection process. 

Analysis

• Quality of report in evidencing outcomes (specific, stepping away from 

rhetoric; the right metrics; plausible and robust attribution or contribution 

story; applying a realist ‘lens’); triangulation of data sources.

• Strength of report – richness, how reflective and critical.

Strength	of	Evidence	in	BRACED	project	FE	reports

project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

Vivreavec
l’eau

Implementation:10communesintheperi-urbanregionsofDakar,Senegal.

Methodology:i)Interviewswithimplementingpartners(crES,EVE,groupeSenghor,
nIyEL);ii)FgDwitha)projectpartnersb)beneficiaries(onefocusgrouppercategory
ofactorineachofthe10communes).Scaleandscopeunclear.Sampleselection
proceduresunclear.

Analysis:FEreportfocusonoutputsratherthanoutcomes;verylittlediscussion
onmechanisms;someusefulinformationaboutwhatenabledorconstrainedthe
effectivenessofimplementation.

Low

Livestock
Mobility

Implementation:niger,BurkinaFaso,Mali,Sénégal;Mauritania.Buildresilienceamong
905,000pastoralandagro-pastoralwomen,menandchildrenbysecuring1,700kmof
strategictrans-bordercorridors.

Methodology:Quantitativedatafromprojectmonitoringreportsandsurveyof385
familiesand131womeninyear1,61familiesinyear2ofthemostvulnerable,and59
inyear3.

Qualitativesampleof345participants(inc.46women)fromfiveof12project
implementationsitesandpartners;forothersitesadelegationofprojectrepresentatives
(includingpartnersandparticipants)travelledtothecitytotalktoEvaluationteam.

Analysis:Accordingtotheprojectoutcomesandhypotheses;Limitedanalysisofthelinks
betweenoutcomesandresilience;Someanalysisofdifferentialimpactsbygender.

Low–Medium
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project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

Decentralising
climateFunds

Implementation:Enhanceresiliencetoclimatechangeamongvulnerablecommunities
inthreecerclesofMaliandfourdepartmentsofSenegal.

Mali:Implementedinthreecerclesinthe5thadministrativeregionofMopti.Itreaches
anestimated408,000directbeneficiaries(47%ofwhomarewomen)outofatotal
populationofaround931,000(in2013).Beneficiariesrepresent44%ofthepopulation
intheinterventionzone.

Senegal:ImplementedinfourdepartmentsintheregionofKaffrine.Itreaches
anestimated362,000directbeneficiaries(53%ofwhomarewomen)outofatotal
populationof517,000in2013.Beneficiariesrepresent70%ofthepopulationin
theinterventionzone.

Methodology:InvestigationsfinalhouseholdsurveymeasuretheeffectsontheDcF
resilience(KPI4),with520interviewsin17villagesinMaliand425interviewsconducted
in18villagesinSenegal.referencedatabaseexpandedtothefinalsurveyincludingthe
villagesconcernedbyinvestments(10/17inMaliinSenegal7/18).

thefinalsurveysoflocalauthorities(threecirclesinMali/eighttowns,fourcounty
councilsinSenegal)andtechnicalservices(fourtechnicalservicesinSenegal)tomeasure
theircapacitytocopewithclimatechangeanduseofthegridtAMDrating,however
tAMDandhouseholdsurveyresultswerenotcomprehensivelyintegratedintothereport.

Analysis:	Detailedandthoughtfulanalysisontheresultsdeliveredbytheproject,
particularlythelinksbetweenprojectactivities,outcomesandresilience.Insome
partsofthereport,themechanismsareclearlyreported,andtheviewsofarangeof
stakeholdersareconsidered.Inothers,thepresentationofevidenceisquiteweak.

Medium

rIc4rEc Implementation:	threeregionsofMali(Koulikoro,SegouandMopti)and12circles:
Banamba,Kolokani,nara,Macina,niono,San,tominian,Mopti,Koro,Bankass,
Douentzaandyouwarou.Projectactivitieswereimplementedin280villages
(communities).thesecommunitiesaredistributedacross60municipalitieswithin
the12districts.

Methodology:Atwo-daykick-offbrainstormingworkshopwasorganisedwith
keyinformantstoconfirmorchallengethedifferentassumptionsandresultsobtained.
thismeetinginvolvedthevariousstakeholderssuchasmayors,villageleaders,women
leaders,statetechnicalserviceagents,implementingpartners(AMASSAAfricaVerte,
gForcE),orangeMali,agentsofthectFc(centreforthetrainingoflocalauthorities)
andDgct(Directorate-generalforLocalandregionalauthorities).Focusgroup
Discussions:numberunclear.

End-linesurveyconductedineightvillagesfromthethreeinterventionregionsof
rIc4rEc,twotoKoulikoro,twotoSégouandfourtoMopti:399householdsintotal.

Analysis:thereisgoodanalysisofresultsdeliveredbytheproject;difficultattimes
tounderstandwhatanisolatedexampleisandwhatarepresentativesampleacross
thewholeproject;insomeinstances,outputs,resilienceandwellbeingoutcomes
arejumbled.theend-linesurveycontainsusefulsupplementaryinformation.

Low–Medium

Anukulan Implementation:Implementedinsixdistrictsofnepal:Kailali,Kanchanpur,Dadeldhura,
andDoti(currentlyinProvince7),Bardiya(currentlyinProvince5)andSurkhet(currentlyin
Province6);aimedtoimprovefoodsecurityandnutrition,andincreaseannualincomes
byanaverage£140for100,000households,benefitingmorethan500,000people,
throughclimateresilientfarmingsystemsanddiversificationoflivelihoods.

Methodology:	Quantitativedatacollectedthroughhouseholdsurveys,project’s
periodicprogressreports,casestoriesanddatabases,whilequalitativedatawascollected
usingfocusgroupdiscussions(FgD)andkey-informantinterviews(KII)withvaried
stakeholders.Administeredacrossallprojectdistricts.

600householdsinhouseholdsurveys.

Medium
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project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

Anukulan
(cont.)

thesampleVDcs–10treatedand10control–whichhavebeenselectedrandomly
forquantitativesurveyasgivenabovewerethesampleVDcsforFgDsandKIIs.

33FgDsandatotalof50KIIswereconducted.

Analysis:triangulationbetweendatasources;robustsamplingprocessforquantity
andquality;statisticalconfidenceincluded,howeverdifficultattimestodistinguish
theevaluator’sopinionfromdata,limitedpresentationofqualitativedata.

BrIcS Implementation:gozBeida(Silaregion)inchad,andnorth,WestandSouthDarfurin
Sudan,focusingonbuildingcommunityresilienceamongst280,000peopletotheeffects
ofregulardroughts.

Methodology:KII–18interviewsinchadand22interviewsinSudan,coveringconcern
andotherconsortiumpartners,localgovernmentandauthorities,developmentactors,
communitymembers,volunteers,committees.

Workshop–13concernprogrammestaff,geneina,Sudan;12concernprogrammestaff,
gozBeida,chad.

FgD–Inchad,around98participantsacrosseightfocusgroupscoveringcommunity
committees,changeagentsandcommunitymembers;InSudan,around90participants
acrossninefocusgroupscoveringtwocommunitycommittees,onecommunitymember,
sixcommunityvolunteersormembers.

communityvisits:Inchad,visitstofourcommunities(Bouroukou,gregou,AmalKoura,
Zabout),oneruralresourcecentreandtwohealthcentres(KoutoufouandKaro);In
Sudan,visitstofourcommunitiesinWestDarfur:threesettled(rahadgarad,Maroro
Aine,BangadeedWest),onepastoralist(BejBej).

Analysis:	Systematicdeskreviewofavailableliterature;harmonisationworkshoppriorto
datacollection;validationworkshopspostprimarydatacollection;triangulationwiththe
quantitativeBrIcSbaselineandend-linedata;goodselectionofrespondents.

Medium–high

Sur1M Implementation:niger;Mali.

Methodology:Extensivequantitative(quasiexperimentalinniger)householdsurveydata
collection.Inniger:1,472respondentsfrom60villages(i.e.12villages/ZMEx5ZME);In
Mali:768+778respondentsfrom36villages(i.e.12villages/ZMEx3ZME).Qualitative
work:Mali780respondentsandniger603respondentsacrossarangeofqualitativetools,
includingFgDs,KIIs,structuredandsemi-structuredquestionnaires.

Analysis:thescaleandscopeoftheevaluationareclear.Quantitativedataareofhigh
quality.Forqualitativework,thereisnodescriptionoftheanalyticalapproach,including
assessingcontributionoftheprojectactivitiestotheoutcome.Whiletherehasbeenalot
ofprimarydatacollection,theevidenceisnotwellreferencedthroughoutthereportso
itisnotclearwheretheevidencefortheassertionsarecomingfrominmanycases.the
reportseemstobebasedmainlyonquantitativedataandfocusesalmostexclusivelyon
whathappened,nothow,why,forwhomandinwhatcontexts.Follow-upviaemail
clarifiedmanyofthesepotentialshortcomings.

Medium

Market
Approachesto
resilience

Implementation:	Afar,Southernnations,nationalities,andPeoples’region(SnnPr)
andSomaliregionsofEthiopia,aimingtodirectlybenefitanestimated340,000people.
Workedacross20Woredas(districts).

Methodology:Sequenceddesign–documentreview;analysingprojectrecorddata
onthequantitativeoutputsandoutcomes;over60semi-structuredinterviewswith
projectstaff,clientsandbeneficiariesin12ofthe20projectWoredasacrossthefour
projectareas.clearandrobustselectioncriteriaforstudysites/WoredasfortheFE;
clearselectioncriteriaforqualitativerespondentstorepresentarangeofperspectives.
goodconsiderationofcontribution/attribution.

high
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project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

Market
Approaches
toresilience
(cont.)

Analysis:Quantitativeprojectoutputandoutcomedatawasdisaggregatedat
theWoreda(district)level,sothatwhengoingtothefieldandinterviewingpeople
therewascontext-relevantdatatoworkwith/informthequalitativedatacollection;
triangulation–quantitativeprojectrecorddatacross-checkedwiththequalitative
reportedoutcomeswherepossible;richandthoughtfulanalysis.Strengthofevidence
forthecMos(changepathways)isclear.

Myanmar
Alliance

Implementation:Myanmar.Around17,000vulnerablecommunitymemberswithat-risk
livelihoodsfrom155villageswillreceiveassistanceintheformofmicrofinance,climate
resilientagricultureorresiliencebuildinginterventions.Around160,000community
membersfrom155villageswillbenefitedfromreceivingassistancethroughtheresilience
model.Around172,000communitymembersineighttargetedtownshipwillbeexposed
toBBcMediaActionmediaoutput.

Methodology:Acrossfourcommunities,41KIIwithrelevantinformantswithinand
outsideproject;12FgD.Stratifiedrandomsamplingapproach.thisisdetailedinthe
inceptionreport.theaimwastoassessfouroftheeighttargetedtownshipsandat
leasttwovillagesineachofthese.

Analysis:thoughtful,well-balancedanalysis.Strongreflectiononimplementation
andinterventiondesignthroughoutreport,andveryreflexiveintermsofattributing
performancetothewayinwhichtheIP/consortiumdidthings,andlessonslearnt.

Medium

IrISS Implementation:thetargetbeneficiariesareagro-pastoralistandfarmingcommunities
intwositesintheBahrelghazalregion:AweilnorthandAweilWestcounties,locatedin
thenorthoftheregionintheformerstateofnorthernBahrelghazal(nBeg)–currently
LolStateundertheadministrativerestructuring–andtonjSouthcounty,nowintonj
State,formerlyWarrapState.

Methodology:KII25total.SixLocalgovernment–fourAweiln,twotonjS;onewith
centralgovernment;onewithProjectManager–tonjS;sixwithfieldstaff–oneAweil,
fivetonjS;eightwithconsortiaFocalPersonsandseniormanagement;x3withchampions
andobservers.SSI=threetotal:twowithleadfarmers,Aweil;onewithSEcteachers,
Aweil.FgD12total:sixwithAPFS/VSLAmembers:threeinAweiln&S,threeintonjS;
fourwithcrPcmembers–twoinAweiln&S,twointonjS;twowithprojectstaff–
onewithmanagement,onewithfieldstaff,Aweil.

End-linesurvey–primaryquantitativeresearchwithcommunitymembersintargetareas
usingtheFAoShArPtool–end-linesamplesize:270.

Analysis:Documentreview;baselineandend-linesurveysuseddifferentsamplesofthe
beneficiarypopulation.thebaselinesamplesizewas669andtheend-linesamplesizewas
270.ExternalenumeratorswerehiredtocarryouttheShArPsurveyinordertoeliminate
confirmationbias,powerdynamicsandcognitivebiasasmuchaspossiblefromthedata
collectionprocess.ShArPanalysiswasconductedbytheIrISS-BrAcEDMEALcoordinator,
theexternalconsultant,andanFAoanalyst.Separatereportsweremadeofresultsby
BrAcEDaswellasintegratedwithqualitativefindingsforFEanalysisandreportingbythe
externalevaluator.AllqualitativeresearchwasconductedbytheexternalEvaluationteam
Leaderassistedbyanindependenttranslator.DetailednotesfromKIIs,SSIsandFgDs
taken,typedupandsenttotheEvaluationteam’sresearcherasresearchwasongoing.the
researcherprocessed,codedandanalyseddata.thewrite-upofindividualreportsreflected
thefirstlevelofanalysisdrawingfromtheInterpretativePhenomenologicalAnalysis(IPA)
technique.Deskreviewtoinformdesignofqualitativeresearchtools.

Medium

changing
Farming
Practices/BrES

Implementation:620,000women,childrenandmenintheprovincesofKourwéogo,
oubritenga,SanmatengaandBam,BurkinaFaso.Providedabasicpackageofactivities
combinedwithaprimaryproductionactivityplusactivitytargetedatwomenineachvillage.

Methodology:Mixedmethods.

Medium
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project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

changing
Farming
Practices/BrES
(cont.)

Quantitativeevidencefromprojectmonitoringdatabaseandanannualresilience
surveyconductedbyanexternalconsultantin30villagescoveringthefourprovinces
withatargetofreaching843households.

QualitativeevidenceusingFgDsinsixvillagesusingoutcomemappingapproach.

Analysis:thoughtfulanalysiscarriedoutbytheprojectteamandanexternalconsultant,
lookingatoutcomesineachworkpackage.Usedarangeofprojectdatatotriangulate
findings,presentingoutcomesusingoutcomemapping‘expecttosee,liketosee,loveto
see’categories.goodgenderdisaggregationbutlimitedpresentationofparticipantvoice.

ZamanLebidi Implementation:Intendedtobenefitroughly1.3millionpeoplein353villagesacross
13communes(Samba,Latoden,Bagare,tougouri,ZéguédéguinDepartment,yalgo,
Bouroum,nagbingou,Pensa,Pissila,Bilanga,Bogandé,Piéla)inBurkinaFaso.

Methodology:Samplingstrategyforvillages–projectinterventionareacoveredfour
provinces,theEvaluationteamsoughttosampletwohIandtwoMIvillagesfromeach
province–foratotalof16villages.Withineachprovince,twovillages–onehIand
oneMI–wereidentifiedwherehouseholdresiliencescoresexperiencedthegreatest
improvementfrombaselinetoend-line,andconversely,twovillages–onehIandone
MI–wereidentifiedwherehouseholdresiliencescoresexperiencedlittletonochange
frombaselinetoendline13.theresultantlonglistofvillageswasfurthercondensedby:
(i)selectingonlyvillageswherehouseholdresiliencescoreshadasmallp-value(preferably
≤0.05,withtheexceptionofthreevillages)–anindicationofthestrengthofevidence
(basedonsamplesize,etc);(ii)ensuringthatthefinallistofsampledvillagesincluded
agoodcross-representationofallpriorityactivitypackagesconsideredwithinscopeof
thisevaluation;and(iii)proximityofsampledvillagestoensuredatacollectionefforts
weremanageableandrealisticintheshorttimeperiodavailable.Samplesizeswithin
eachvillagearesmall(upto10households).noindicationofthescaleofthequalitative
workintermsofnumberofinterviews,groupdiscussionsineachlocation,etc.numbers
ofrespondents,balanceofmaleandfemalerespondents.therefore,itisdifficulttograsp
whattheymeanwhentheysay“manywomen…”forexample.

Analysis:‘theEvaluationteamdidnothavesufficienttimebeforethedatacollection
phasetodoanymoredetailedanalysisthatwouldhaveallowedforvalidationand
substantiationofquantitativeobservationsthroughtheevaluations’qualitativefield
activities.Asaresult,thelocalconsultantwasunabletoprobevillageswhere,say,
incomeswerereportedtoincrease,ordietswerereportedtoimprove/diversify.Assuch,
therewasalostopportunitytoqualitativelylearnmoreaboutsomeofthegenerative
mechanismsthatmayhavebeenunderlyingsomeoftheseimportantquantitative
findings.’thefocusseemstobeonsmallernumbersofinterviews,however,despitethis
thereportalsosaysthattheydecidedtofocusonbreadthratherthandepthofenquiry,
whichlimitstherichnessofthedata.

Medium

PrESEncES Implementation:	In12ruralcommunesofthetillabéryregion,niger.

Methodology:1. Individualhouseholdmonitoringsemi-structuredsurveys(5,060);
2.communitymonitoringsemi-structuredsurveys(146);3.Institutionalmonitoringsemi-
structuredsurveys(161);4.VSLAlongitudinalmonitoringsemi-structuredsurveys(1,513).
copingstrategyindex–baselineandend-line.Qualitative:Semi-structuredinterviews
wereconductedwith16participants(sevenPrESEncES/cArEstaffandninelocal
authorityortechnicalservicesrepresentatives).

Analysis:Emphasisonquantitativeanalysis.thereportsetsoutclearlythedata
limitationsrelatedtosamplesizes.Statisticalanalysisofthequantitativedataappropriate
tothesamplesize.contentanalysisofthequalitativedata.triangulation.highlevelof
statisticalanalysistoexaminerelationshipsbetweenactivitypackagesandoutcomes,but
notmatchedwithreflectionofhigherlevelresults,transformationorthevalueofthese
activitiesinthelargerpicture.

Medium
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project description fe strength of 
evidence rating

cIArE Implementation:Aimedtobuildthecapacityof791,530peopleinEthiopiatofind
transformationalsolutionstoclimatevariabilityanddisastersbyclimateforecasting,
behaviouralchangeandsharingskillsandtechnology.Focusingonsevenprimary
Woredas(districts):SouthomoZone,BorenaZone,ArsiZone,EastharargeZone
andfivesecondaryWoredasintheorimiyaState.

Methodology:householdSurvey:1,174respondents,ofwhich56%werefemale(wife
ofheadofhousehold/femaleheadofhousehold),62%fromhighintensityKebelesand
38%frommediumintensityKebelesandcoveredsixofthesevenWoredaswherethe
projectwasimplemented.theWoredaofArerocouldnotbevisitedfordatacollection
duetoinsecurityduringthedatacollectionperiod.Fromtheoriginal1,760baseline
sample,otherhouseholdscouldnotbefoundduetomigration.ofthe1,174households,
984werematchedwiththesamebaselinehousehold.Whendirectcomparisonbetween
householdswasanalysed,thesampleof984wasused,however,whennodirect
comparisonwasneededthesampleof1,174wasused.

Qualitative:23semi-structuredparticipatoryfocusgroupswereconductedacrossfour
Woredasand17Kebeleswithcommunity-leveltargetprojectbeneficiaries(vulnerable
householdmembers).13KIIs.

Analysis:	triangulationandvalidationacrossqualitativeandquantitativedata;datafrom
otherM&Eprocesseswaswovenintothefinalevaluationandcomplementedthemore
qualitativeelementsofthefinalevaluation.overall,asystematicanalysis.

Medium

ProgrESS Implementation:operatesintwocountries–theKaramojaregionofUganda,andWajir
countyinKenya.

Methodology:End-linesurvey;FgDs(totalof29(Kenya=9,Uganda=20)wereconducted
withbeneficiarygroupsinUgandaandKenya.Intotal,241respondentsweremale
(45%),and290respondentswerefemale(55%).InKenya,femalerespondentsslightly
outnumberedmalerespondentsat56to54,respectively.Uganda,whichhadmany
moreFgDparticipantsthanKenya,had13%morefemaleparticipantswithintheFgDs
at57%(240)ofthetotal).KIIs:ofthe12KIIs(six–Kenya;six–Uganda)10weremales,
andthreewerefemales(oneKIIhadtworespondents);resiliencecapacitiestool
(17Kenya;24Uganda);documentreview.

Analysis:combinationoftheFDgs,KIIs,programmedocuments,researchpieces,
andend-lineresultsforanalysis.triangulation.theanalysiswouldbenefitfrom
aclearerassessmentofcontributionandstrengthofevidence.

Medium–high
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